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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
THE USE OF A COMPUTER GRAPHIC ORGANIZER FOR PERSUASIVE 
COMPOSITION WRITING BY HISPANIC STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC 
LEARNING DISABILITIES  
by 
Caridad H. Unzueta 
Florida International University, 2009 
Miami, Florida 
Professor Patricia M. Barbetta, Major Professor 
Many culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) students with specific learning 
disabilities (SLD) struggle with the writing process. Particularly, they have difficulties 
developing and expanding ideas, organizing and elaborating sentences, and revising and 
editing their compositions (Graham, Harris, & Larsen, 2001; Myles, 2002). Computer 
graphic organizers offer a possible solution to assist them in their writing. This study 
investigated the effects of a computer graphic organizer on the persuasive writing 
compositions of Hispanic middle school students with SLD. A multiple baseline design 
across subjects was used to examine its effects on six dependent variables: number of 
arguments and supporting details, number and percentage of transferred arguments and 
supporting details, planning time, writing fluency, syntactical maturity (measured by T-
units, the shortest grammatical sentence without fragments), and overall organization. 
Data were collected and analyzed throughout baseline and intervention. 
Participants were taught persuasive writing and the writing process prior to 
baseline. During baseline, participants were given a prompt and asked to use paper and 
 vii 
pencil to plan their compositions. A computer was used for typing and editing. 
Intervention required participants to use a computer graphic organizer for planning and 
then a computer for typing and editing. The planning sheets and written composition 
were printed and analyzed daily along with the time each participant spent on planning.  
The use of computer graphic organizers had a positive effect on the planning and 
persuasive writing compositions. Increases were noted in the number of supporting 
details planned, percentage of supporting details transferred, planning time, writing 
fluency, syntactical maturity in number of T-units, and overall organization of the 
composition. Minimal to negligible increases were noted in the mean number of 
arguments planned and written. Varying effects were noted in the percent of transferred 
arguments and there was a decrease in the T-unit mean length. 
This study extends the limited literature on the effects of computer graphic 
organizers as a prewriting strategy for Hispanic students with SLD. In order to fully 
gauge the potential of this intervention, future research should investigate the use of 
different features of computer graphic organizer programs, its effects with other writing 
genres, and different populations. 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
The ability to write or compose clearly, concisely, and effectively is important to 
achieve success in today’s schools (National Writing Project, 2003). Many students, 
however, have limited writing abilities and struggle to write compositions that adequately 
convey their thoughts and ideas. As evidence, the National Assessment of Educational 
Progress (NAEP) Writing Assessment results show that only 33% of eighth grade 
students are scoring at or above the proficient level in writing (Salahu-Din, Persky, & 
Miller, 2008). This means that fewer than one in three eighth grade students receive 
scores at or above the proficient level. The NAEP Writing Assessment measures the 
formal writing ability of students in the United States across three different writing 
genres: (a) narrative, (b) expository, and (c) persuasive. Of the eighth graders who 
completed any of the three NAEP writing genre assessments, the mean score was 156 
points out of a possible 300, which is about 20 points below the minimum proficiency 
mark (Salahu-Din et al., 2008). In particular, two groups of students show a significant 
deficiency in writing: students with specific learning disabilities (SLD) and Hispanic 
students.  
Many students with SLD struggle with writing in part because of the nature of 
their disability (Sitko, Laine, & Sitko, 2005; Troia, 2003). SLD is the term used to 
describe a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes needed to 
understand or use language, whether spoken or written, that impairs learning. This 
disorder may manifest itself as the imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, 
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spell, or perform mathematical calculations (Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Improvement Act [IDEA], 2004, § 602). In recent years, more than 80% of the referrals 
for special education are for suspected SLD, representing a tripling of the number of 
students labeled SLD in the last 30 years (National Center Educational Statistics [NCES], 
2006; U.S. Department of Education, 2002). Although prevalence rates specifically for 
SLD in written expression are not available, a recent study suggests that problems in 
written expression for students with SLD are increasing and are in need of attention 
(Mayes & Calhoun, 2005).  
Similar to the increase in the number of students identified as having SLD, there 
has been an increase in the number of culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) students 
in U.S. classrooms (Kewal Ramani, Gilbertson, Fox, & Provasnik, 2007). CLD students 
are those whose backgrounds differ from the background of White students by race, 
class, culture, ethnicity, and/ or language (Arendale, 2007; Willis, 2000). These students 
may bring into the classroom a different set of values, expectations, and experiences 
(Hoover, Klingner, Baca, & Patton, 2008). Hispanic students represent one of the most 
rapidly growing populations of CLD students (Caesar, 2005; Gándara, 2008; Williams, 
2001). For example, in 1990, Hispanics represented 9% of the U.S. population (Caesar), 
while in 2005 they represented 14% of the whole population (Kewal Ramani et al., 
2007). Hispanic students are those whose origins are from Spain or any of the Spanish 
speaking countries in Central America, South America, or Caribbean Islands (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2000). 
Hispanic students often have greater problems than non-Hispanic White students 
in attaining appropriate writing proficiency levels in English (Salahu-Din et al., 2008). 
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On the NAEP Writing Assessment, the average White eighth grade student scored 164 of 
300 points, while the average Hispanic eighth grade student scored 142 points (Salahu-
Din et al.). The primary reasons for many Hispanic students’ low performances in writing 
are an inability of many of these students to write fluently in English, and a limited 
ability to use complex sentence structures in English (Myles, 2002). 
CLD students who are also classified as SLD often display the writing problems 
of each group (Monroe & Troia, 2006), making writing a more difficult task to 
accomplish. Their disability in written expression hinders their writing abilities and their 
understanding of the writing process (Monroe & Troia). Likewise, their lack of command 
of the language can contribute to their lack of writing fluency and inability to use the 
writing process effectively (Brice, Miller, & Brice, 2006; Myles, 2002). CLD students 
with SLD are at greater risk for academic failure because they have the combined 
problems of a disability and a linguistic or cultural difference (Hoover et al., 2008). 
In summary, writing is a problem for many American students (Salahu-Din et al., 
2008). One specific group of students having difficulties with writing is CLD students 
with SLD. Many CLD students with SLD struggle with writing as they share the writing 
challenges of both groups (Hoover et al., 2008; Monroe & Troia, 2006). Hispanic 
students, the subgroup of CLD students for whom this study was designed, represent one 
of the most rapidly growing populations of CLD students (Caesar, 2005; Gándara, 2008; 
Williams, 2001). Consequently, there is a need to address the writing skills of Hispanic 
students with SLD. 
It should be noted that in this study writing refers to composition writing which is 
composed of having and knowing how to use prior knowledge on topics, writing genres 
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and conventions while using the writing process (Scott & Vitale, 2003). The terms 
writing and composition are used interchangeably throughout.  
Composition Writing Profiles for Students with SLD and CLD Students 
The research on the writing challenges of students with SLD has been well 
documented (e.g., Englert, Zhao, Dunsmore, Collings, & Wolbers, 2007; Graham, Harris, 
& Larsen, 2001; McCormick, 2003). Many of these same challenges have been attributed 
to CLD students who struggle with composition writing (Graham, Harris, & Mason, 
2005; Monroe & Troia, 2006). For those students who are both CLD and have SLD, 
achieving in academics is not easily attained (Hoover et al., 2008).  
Research demonstrates that most students with SLD have difficulty navigating the 
five stages of the writing process: (a) planning, (b) organization, (c) revising, (d) editing, 
and (e) publishing (Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2001; Kunka et al., 2007; 
McCormick, 2003). Many students with SLD lack the ability to develop an idea during 
the planning stage, expand on it, and express it in written form in an organized manner 
during the organization stage (Englert et al.; Graham et al., 2001; Monroe & Troia, 
2006). Furthermore, these students fail to view and to use the writing process as a 
recursive process, in which writers may have to return to any of the stages at any time in 
their writing to make improvements or corrections (Englert et al.; Wong, 2000). Usually 
students with SLD do not complete all five stages. In particular, they do not complete the 
revising and publishing stages (Graham et al., 2001; Wong). In part, this is due to the 
large number of errors they have in their composition and their inability to expand on 
their ideas (Wong).  
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Many CLD students, such as those who are Hispanic, face similar problems with 
the writing process as students with SLD (Monroe & Troia, 2006). When Hispanic 
students have not mastered the English language, considerable time in the classroom is 
spent on teaching English language proficiency (listening, speaking, and reading) which 
leads to a diminished focus on writing and writing development (Hartman & Tarone, 
1999; National Council for Teachers of English [NCTE], 2001). This is one of the 
reasons that Hispanic students who have not fully mastered the English language have 
additional challenges with composition writing (Myles, 2002; NCTE). For some Hispanic 
students, instruction in composition writing is withheld until proficiency in listening, 
speaking, and reading is achieved (Gándara, Rumberger, Maxwell-Jolly, & Callahan, 
2003). Although proficiency in listening and speaking is often attained quickly, reading 
fluency and comprehension may take several years or even a lifetime to master (NCTE). 
Therefore, some Hispanic students receive limited instruction in composition writing 
because language proficiency requirements have not been met (Gándara et al., 2003).  
In summation, students with SLD are less likely to understand and to use the 
writing process effectively than general-education students (Graham et al., 2001). 
Likewise, many CLD students face similar writing challenges as students with SLD 
(Monroe & Troia, 2006), making writing at a proficient level difficult to attain. This 
would suggest that both groups of students, SLD and CLD, or those with SLD and CLD, 
would benefit from remedial or additional instruction in the writing process. However, 
both groups receive less exposure to writing instruction as compared to general-education 
students (Graham et al., 2001; James, Abbott, & Greenwood, 2001). Furthermore, the 
exposure they do receive lacks the depth of instruction received by general-education 
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students (Applebee & Langer, 2006). This reduced exposure most likely contributes to 
their inability to utilize the process to its fullest potential (James et al., 2001). 
Composition Writing Instructional Strategies for Students with SLD and CLD Students 
There has been considerable research on effective writing strategies for students 
with SLD (e.g., De La Paz & Graham, 2002; Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2005; 
Sturm & Rankin-Erickson, 2002). However, there is a need for more research on 
effective writing strategies for CLD students (August, 2006; Hoover et al., 2008). 
Furthermore, there exists an even greater need for studies on effective writing strategies 
for CLD students with SLD as limited research exists (e.g., August; Graham et al., 2005; 
Graves, Valles, & Rueda, 2001; Monroe & Troia, 2006). Nevertheless, experts suggest 
that effective writing strategies with students with SLD should be considered for CLD 
students (August; Monroe & Troia).  
Effective writing strategies for students with SLD have focused on teaching these 
students the writing process and how to use it effectively to improve their writing. Four 
main strategies recommended for students with SLD are: (a) scaffolding, (b) self-
regulated strategy development (SRSD), (c) mnemonics, and (d) graphic organizers. 
Scaffolding allows students to break the writing process into smaller parts (Englert et al., 
2007). SRSD focuses on developing self-regulation of the students’ writing to self-
monitor progress (De La Paz & Graham, 2002). Mnemonic devices refers to the use of a 
word in which each letter represents a specific task or phrase that assists students in 
remembering the writing process or specific writing genre formula (De La Paz & 
Graham; Graham & Harris, 2005). The fourth recommended strategy, graphic organizers, 
was the focus of this study. Graphic organizers are pictorial or graphical ways of 
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organizing information and thoughts (DiCecco & Gleason, 2002; George, Schaff, & 
Jeffs, 2005; Kim, Vaughn, Wanzek, & Wei, 2004). 
There are two major methods forms of graphic organizers: handwritten graphic 
organizer, and computer graphic organizer. Handwritten graphic organizers employ the 
use of paper and pen while computer graphic organizers use computer software to 
generate the organizers. Computer graphic organizers provide students with the option of 
editing and making changes quickly and efficiently without having to erase or start over 
as would be the case with the handwritten graphic organizers (Anderson-Inman & Ditson, 
1999).  
Graphic organizers have been found to be effective in aiding students to attain and 
retain knowledge across multiple subject areas (Nesbit & Adesope, 2006). In a pilot 
study, Boon, Fore, Ayres, and Spencer (2005) noted that graphic organizers helped 
increase the recall of information with students with mild disabilities in social studies 
when they used graphic organizers to retain social studies facts over a 1-week period. 
Asan (2007) found similar results on student achievement when graphic organizers were 
used as a science review of teacher-taught material. In their synthesis of the graphic 
organizer research, Kim et al. (2004) found that graphic organizers assisted students with 
SLD in organizing the information they read and improving their recall of the readings. 
Hence, graphic organizers helped improve the students’ reading comprehension (Kim et 
al., 2004) which is the ability of the reader to activate prior knowledge and experiences to 
make sense of text (Randi, Grigorenko, & Sternberg, 2005). However, Kim et al. also 
noted that prior studies on graphic organizers and composition writing did not follow a 
progressive or systematic line of research, possibly leading to the inconsistencies in the 
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results and challenges in identifying sources of variability of results. Although graphic 
organizers have been used extensively with reading comprehension across multiple 
subjects (e.g., Boon et al., 2005; DiCecco & Gleason, 2002; Kim et al.; Sitko et al., 2005) 
there is a need for additional research on graphic organizers to extend the limited research 
on the use of graphic organizers to improve students’ writing.  
Only four studies were found that employed the use of computer graphic 
organizers to improve students’ writing (i.e., Blair, Ormsbee, & Brandes, 2002; Lin, 
Strickland, Ray, & Denner, 2004; Lorber, 2004; Sturm & Rankin-Erickson, 2002). Of 
these, only two specifically investigated the use of computer graphic organizers with 
students with disabilities (i.e., Blair et al., 2002; Sturm & Rankin-Erickson). Lin et al. 
(2004) investigated the use of handwritten and computer graphic organizers as a 
prewriting strategy for persuasive writing with 278 eighth grade general-education 
students. They found that computer graphic organizers increased the number of ideas 
generated by the students in the planning stage more than with handwritten graphic 
organizers. Lorber (2004) conducted a study on expository writing with 67 eighth grade 
general-education students using computer graphic organizers. The researcher found that 
computer graphic organizers increased the students’ ability to organize their ideas and to 
effectively write compositions. Blair et al. (2002) studied the effects of a computer 
graphic organizer on the narrative writing of 24 students with mild disabilities. The 
results of the study revealed that there was only a small improvement in the quality of the 
students’ writing but a notable improvement in the quantity of the students’ writing. 
However, Blair et al.’s study did not provide statistical data in their paper to support these 
results.  
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Sturm and Rankin-Erickson (2002) conducted a study on composition writing 
across three conditions: (a) writing with no graphic organizer, (b) handwritten graphic 
organizers, and (c) computer graphic organizers. Of the 27 students who participated, 
only the 12 scores for the students with SLD were presented. Findings of their study 
indicated that both handwritten and computer graphic organizers had significant increases 
in the number of words written, number of main clauses with subordinate clauses (T-
units), and quality of writing as measured by a holistic score. However, increases were 
also noted in the control group who did not use either type of graphic organizer 
intervention. These researchers attribute this to the fact that expository writing instruction 
was taught after the collection of baseline data. Therefore, the control group 
improvements may be attributable to the writing instruction. In addition, improvements in 
the experimental group may be attributed both to the writing instruction and the use of 
graphic organizers.  
All four studies demonstrated that computer graphic organizers can be used to 
improve students’ writing and organization. Unfortunately, only two of the four studies 
involved students with disabilities (i.e., Blair et al., 2002; Sturm & Rankin-Erickson, 
2002), and none of the four studies involved CLD students with SLD.   
Purpose of this Study  
Composition writing continues to be a challenge for a significant number of 
American students. NAEP Writing Assessment, indicated that as many as 66% of the 
nation’s students scored below the proficiency level (Salahu-Din et al., 2008). Amongst 
the 66% writing below proficiency were students with SLD (Salahu-Din et al.). In 
addition, there exists a writing gap between Hispanic students and non-Hispanic White 
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students (Salahu-Din et al.). Therefore, it is likely that Hispanic students with SLD are at 
a greater disadvantage when it comes to writing.  
Of the three writing genres measured by the NAEP Writing Assessment, 
persuasive writing requires the highest levels of thinking from a student. Persuasive 
writing requires the student to take a stance and convince his or her audience through 
logical arguments and supporting evidence that this opinion is the correct one (Salahu-
Din et al., 2008). This genre of writing is rather challenging for many CLD students with 
SLD because of their existing difficulties in composition writing and their limited 
exposure to this form of writing. Only one study was found using persuasive writing with 
CLD students with SLD (Monroe & Troia, 2006); however, that study did not involve the 
use of graphic organizers. Hence, researching methods to improve the quality of the 
persuasive writing for CLD students with SLD is needed. 
A promising approach to support CLD students with SLD with persuasive writing 
is to use computer graphic organizers. However, limited research exists on the use of 
computer graphic organizers and composition writing; none were found with Hispanic 
students who are SLD. In fact, only four prominent studies were identified that involved 
the use of computer graphic organizers with respect to composition writing and the 
results of these were equivocal (i.e., Blair et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2004; Lorber, 2004; 
Sturm & Rankin-Erickson, 2002). Lin et al. (2004) studied the persuasive writing of 226 
general-education students. Although their study demonstrated that computer graphic 
organizers assist students in the planning stage, the study did not demonstrate 
improvement in the students’ overall writing. Lorber (2004) focused on expository 
writing with 67 general-education students. The results of Lorber’s study indicated that 
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students did in fact plan better and write better. Confirmation of Lorber’s results still 
need to be obtained through replication of the study. Blair et al. (2002) focused on 
narrative writing with 24 seventh and eighth grade students with mild disabilities. As 
with Lorber, Blair et al.’s study has not been replicated and the results can not be further 
verified. Sturm and Rankin-Erickson (2002) studied the expository writing of 12 students 
with SLD. The findings of Sturm and Rankin-Erickson showed increases when using 
handwritten and computer graphic organizers; however, increases were also found when 
no graphic organizer was used. According to Sturm and Rankin-Erickson, the inability to 
determine which strategy was better is in part due to the research method employed. 
Sturm and Rankin-Erickson suggest implementing a single subject design with graphic 
organizers as a prewriting strategy. They suggest that this will narrow the focus of the 
study and will facilitate in determining the effectiveness of graphic organizers as a 
prewriting strategy. This study utilized a single subject, multiple baseline design. 
Both the Blair et al. (2002) and the Sturm and Rankin-Erickson (2002) studies 
employed the use of computer graphic organizers for the planning phase of writing. 
Although both studies had similar populations, neither study investigated the use of 
computer graphic organizers with CLD students or with CLD students with SLD. Both 
studies recommended more research in the use of computer graphic organizers in writing. 
This study focused on Hispanic students with SLD. 
In sum, this study was guided by the need to improve the composition writing 
skills of Hispanic students with SLD. Furthermore, it was designed to extend the results 
of the limited research on the use of computer graphic organizers by Hispanic students 
with SLD. No study was found that investigated the effects of computer graphic 
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organizers on the writing skills of Hispanic students with SLD. Hispanics are the fastest 
growing subgroup of CLD students in the U.S. (Caesar, 2005; Gándara, 2008; Williams, 
2001). Research on effective writing strategies is needed for this growing population of 
students. This study was conducted to investigate a strategy to improve the persuasive 
writing skills of Hispanic students with SLD and to expand the limited existing literature.  
Statement of the Problem 
This study investigated the effects of the computer graphic organizer, 
Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008), on the persuasive composition writing skills of Hispanic middle 
school students with SLD. Specifically, the researcher examined the number of 
arguments and supporting details developed during the planning stage of writing and the 
number and percentage of these that transferred to the composition during the 
organization stage. Writing was also assessed in terms of: (a) the total time spent on the 
planning stage, (b) writing fluency, (c) syntactical maturity, and (d) the overall 
organization. 
This study extended the work of Sturm and Rankin-Erickson (2002) in several 
ways. Sturm and Rankin-Erickson’s study involved 27 students ranging in ability levels. 
They used a within-subject repeated measures design to determine the effectiveness of 
three interventions: (a) writing without graphic organizers, (b) handwritten graphic 
organizers, and (c) computer graphic organizers. Only the scores for the 12 students with 
SLD were reported. In extension, this study focused on one specific group of students, 
Hispanic students with SLD. The influence of graphic organizers on the writing skills of 
Hispanic students with SLD had not been studied. Also, the persuasive writing genre has 
not been studied with Hispanic students with SLD. Likewise, this study assessed the 
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impact of one independent variable, the computer graphic organizer, and implemented it 
across two stages of the writing process, planning and organization. Sturm and Rankin-
Erickson only focused on the planning phase. In comparison to the Sturm and Rankin-
Erickson study, in this study, instruction in persuasive writing was taught before the 
collection of baseline data. Sturm and Rankin-Erickson taught the expository writing 
after taking baseline. This caused a problem in discriminating between the effects of the 
expository writing instruction and the use of the graphic organizer intervention on the 
writing. In this study, teaching the writing strategy prior to baseline avoided this 
confounding effect. Additionally, to measure the writing quality of the persuasive writing 
samples, an analytical scoring rubric was employed instead of a holistic scoring rubric. 
Using an analytical scoring rubric allowed for the focus to be on specific elements of 
organization in persuasive writing, rather than on the whole composition (Moskal, 2000). 
In addition, a multiple baseline design across subjects was employed, allowing for 
individual rather than group performances to be analyzed.  
Also, this study was innovative in that two new dependent variables were 
incorporated that had not been previously measured in other studies: the number of 
arguments and supporting details found in both the planning and in the written 
composition, and the number of arguments and supporting details that transferred from 
the planning to the written composition. Furthermore, the genre for this study was 
persuasive writing. No research on the use of computer graphic organizers with 
persuasive writing and Hispanic students with SLD was found.  
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Research Questions 
Using the computer graphic organizer software Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008) to assist 
Hispanic middle school students with SLD in the writing process, the following research 
questions were investigated:  
1. Maintaining writing time as a constant, will Hispanic middle school students 
with specific learning disabilities plan their persuasive writing more 
effectively as measured by the mean number of arguments and supporting 
details generated in the planning and in the written composition, and the mean 
number and percentage of arguments and supporting details written in the 
planning stage that then appear in the written composition with or without the 
use of computer graphic organizers?  
2. Allocating as much as 15 minutes for daily planning, how many minutes daily 
will Hispanic middle school students with specific learning disabilities utilize 
for planning? 
3. Maintaining writing time as a constant, will Hispanic middle school students 
with specific learning disabilities perform more effectively in persuasive 
writing as measured by writing fluency and syntactical maturity with or 
without the use of computer graphic organizers? 
4. Maintaining writing time as a constant, will Hispanic middle school students 
with specific learning disabilities improve their overall organization of 
persuasive writing as measured by an analytical scoring rubric with or without 
the use of computer graphic organizers? 
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Operational Definitions 
The following section defines certain terms that are frequently used in this study. 
Infrequently used terms that require definitions are explained as they are introduced. 
Agreement 
Agreement is when the researcher and rater independently score the dependent 
variables in the same exact manner (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). 
Analytical Scoring Guide 
An analytical scoring guide allows for the separate evaluation of each element of 
the composition (Moskal, 2000). Unlike a holistic scoring guide which scores the 
composition as whole, the analytical scoring guide divides the composition into different 
elements of writing. Each element is scored individually and then added up for a total 
score (Maxwell, 1996). It is assumed that all elements are of equal importance. The mean 
can then be calculated by dividing the total score by the number or elements in the 
scoring guide. 
Composition  
Composition is the ability to know how to use prior knowledge on topics, writing 
genres and conventions while using the writing process to create essays (Scott & Vitale, 
2003). In this study, the terms composition and writing are used interchangeably.  
Composition Writing  
Composition writing is the formulation of words and sentences following 
conventional pattern to create essays or compositions. Composition writing requires 
having prior knowledge of a topic and of writing genre with its rules and writing 
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conventions, and combining this with the ability to use the prior knowledge to organize 
and write (Scott & Vitale, 2003) using the writing process.  
Computer Graphic Organizers 
Computer graphic organizers are graphic organizers created using computer 
software. Graphic organizers create visual portrayals that allow the user to brainstorm 
new ideas and connect concepts (DiCecco & Gleason, 2002). Computers allow users to 
easily create, revise, and add information to graphic organizers by linking and unlinking 
concepts with a click of the mouse (Anderson-Inman & Ditson, 1999). 
Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CLD) Students 
Culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) students’ backgrounds differ from the 
prevalent White middle or upper class students’ by one or more of the following: race, 
class, culture, ethnicity, and language (Arendale, 2007; Willis, 2000). 
CLD students with Specific Learning Disabilities (SLD) 
CLD students with SLD are students who have limitations in the psychological 
processes needed to understand or use language either spoken or written as well as having 
a background that differs from the prevalent White middle or upper class students by one 
or more of the following: race, class, culture, ethnicity, and language. In this specific 
study, the psychological process examined was written expression. 
Disagreement  
Disagreement is when the researcher and the rater have any difference in the 
scoring of the dependent variables (Cooper et al., 2007).  
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Editing 
The editing stage is composed of the proofreading of a composition to check that 
words are spelled correctly, grammatical errors are taken care of, punctuation and 
capitalization are correct and good sentence structure is present (Educational Resource 
Service [EDR], 2004). 
Expository Writing 
Expository or informative writing asks the writer to present the reader with 
information in the form of a message, idea, or instruction. Expository writing requires the 
use of such skills such as organization, application, and analysis (Wilder & Mongillo, 
2007). 
Graphic Organizers  
Graphic organizers are visual representations that portray relationships among key 
concepts and form a schematic mapping for this information; creating a meaningful 
diagram that will help the user expand and explain a concept (DiCecco & Gleason, 2002). 
These visual portrayals or illustrations assist in the connection of key concepts and in the 
building of schema. In writing, graphic organizers allow for the brainstorming of new 
ideas that connect to the main theme of the writing piece, create concept maps relating 
the new ideas, and outline said ideas to then aid in the writing of the composition.  
Handwritten Graphic Organizers  
Handwritten graphic organizers are graphic organizers that employ the use of 
paper and pencil to create the organizers. The user draws the graphic organizer onto 
paper. Any changes to the graphic organizer will require the user to erase, cross-out, or 
develop a new graphic organizer (Anderson-Inman & Ditson, 1999). 
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Hispanic Students 
Hispanic students are those whose origins are from Spain or any of the Spanish 
speaking countries in Central America, South America, or Caribbean Islands (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2000). Origin could be seen as their heritage, nationality, lineage, or 
country of birth for the student, their parents, or their ancestors before coming to the 
United States (U.S. Census Bureau).  
Interrater Reliability 
Interrater reliability is the percent of agreement between two independent scores. 
In this study, the two independent raters scored the compositions of the participants and 
then compared to the scoring of the researcher. In this study, the interrater reliability 
score was calculated by taking the number of agreements divided by the number of 
agreements and disagreements and then multiplying it by 100 for each of the dependent 
measures as defined by Cooper et al., (2007).  
IOWA Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) 
The ITBS is a yearly test to measure a student’s skills and academic achievement 
in the major content areas (Hoover et al., 2003). For the purposes of this study, the 
language arts component score was taken from each of the participant’s test results to 
gauge his or her writing skills. The national grade equivalent scores (GE) for total 
language were recorded for each participant.  
Mnemonic  
A mnemonic is a device usually involving an acronym or phrase that assists one 
in remembering information or steps in a procedure (The Access Center, 2007). 
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Multiple Baseline Design Across Subjects Design 
A multiple baseline design across subjects is a type of single subject design. In 
this design the treatment variable is applied to the same behavior of 2 or more subjects in 
the same setting (Cooper et al., 2007). With a multiple baseline design, treatment does 
not have to be withdrawn. A multiple baseline design allows for replication and 
verification of predictions of behaviors (Cooper et al.). Verification was achieved by 
comparing the treatment results of the participants.  
Narrative Writing  
Narrative writing allows the writer to bring his or her experiences, imagination, 
and creativity into the writing. It develops creativity, imagination, and thought in the 
writer (Salahu-Din et al., 2008) 
Organization 
Organization, or translating, is the logical and sequential structuring of the 
planning stage of writing into a paragraph or composition to convey a message or an idea 
to the reader (Rossitto, 2004; Wong, 2000). In this study, the term organization will be 
used for the second stage of the writing process. Organization will be measured using an 
analytical scoring guide (see Appendix H). 
Persuasive Writing  
Persuasive writing seeks to influence the reader to take some action or bring about 
change; it is neither completely objective nor wholly emotional (University of Iowa, 
2008). It may contain factual information, such as reasons, examples, or comparisons. 
However, its main purpose is not to inform, but to persuade the reader to take the stance 
of the writer (Salahu-Din et al., 2008). In this study, persuasive writing will be measured 
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by (a) the total number of arguments and supporting details planned and written; (b) the 
total number and percentage of arguments and supporting details transferred from 
planning to written composition; (c) the total planning time; (d) the total number of 
words; (e) the mean number and length of the T-units; and (f) the overall organization 
score of an analytical scoring guide.  
Planning 
Planning is the work a writer does, such as, thinking, brainstorming, or outlining, 
before he or she begins to actually write (Kunka et al., 2007). In this study, planning will 
be measured by counting the total amount of minutes spent planning. 
Publishing 
Publishing is the fifth stage of the writing process. This is where the writer 
prepares his or her writing to be shared with an audience (Graham et al., 2001). 
Publishing in school could consist of presentations to the class or others, posting of work, 
or actual submission of work to competitions or magazines (EDR, 2004). 
Revision 
Revision is the process of making meaningful and thoughtful changes in the 
organization of the writing and adding statements that need more supports (Wong, 2000). 
It involves varying sentence structure, changing word choice, clarifying and elaborating 
on ideas, and removing unnecessary information (EDR, 2004). 
Scaffolding 
Scaffolding is an instructional technique in which the teacher models a learning 
strategy and then teaches the strategy in sequential steps to the student (Englert et al., 
2007). The student works on each part of the strategy with the teacher providing 
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assistance and support as needed until independence is reached (Hammond & Gibbons, 
2001).  
Self-Regulation 
Self-regulation is when the student is monitoring his or her own learning and 
motivation (Arendale, 2007).  
Self-Regulated Strategic Planning 
Self-regulated strategic planning (SRSD) is when the student is monitoring his or 
her own writing and motivation for writing (Graham et al., 2005). Goal setting and self- 
monitoring of writing progress are major components of SRSD. 
Specific Learning Disabilities (SLD)  
Specific Learning Disabilities (SLD) is the term used to describe a disorder in one 
or more of the basic psychological processes needed to understand or use language, 
spoken or written. This disorder may manifest itself in the imperfect ability to listen, 
think, speak, read, write, spell, or do mathematical calculations (IDEA, 2004).  
Syntactical Maturity 
Syntactical maturity is the growth in grammatical sentence complexity. It is 
measured in T-units (Hunt et al., 1968). 
Text-to-Speech 
Text-to speech is a feature in most new word processors and software that allows 
the computer to read aloud all text written by the user. 
T-Units 
The T-unit measures the shortest grammatically allowed sentence without 
creating fragments in between the T-units (Hunt et al., 1968). It contains a main clause, 
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subject and a predicate, plus any subordinate clause that is attached to it (Hunt et al.). A 
slash is used to mark the ending of a T-unit. The total number of T-units in a composition 
is calculated by counting the total number of slashes drawn in a composition by the rater. 
The mean length of a T-unit is calculated by the summation of all the words divided by 
the total number of T-units in the composition. 
Wechsler Individual Achievement Test-Second Edition Abbreviated (WIAT-II) 
The WIAT-II is an individual test for student achievement. It is composed of three 
sub-tests that measure a student’s reading, mathematics, and writing ability. It is used to 
screen for deficits and for measuring ability-achievement discrepancies (The 
Psychological Corporation, 2001). The portion of this test used for this study was the 
written expression. 
White Students 
A White student is any student whose parents or ancestral origins come from any 
of the original peoples of Europe, Middle East, or North Africa. It includes anyone who 
states that their race is “White” or Irish, German, Italian, Lebanese, Near Eastern, Arab or 
Polish (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000).  
Woodcock-Johnson(r) III Diagnostic Supplement to the Tests of Cognitive Abilities. 
The Woodcock-Johnson(r) III is an individual test for student achievement. It is 
composed of 21sub-tests that look at a student’s abilities. It is used to screen for deficits 
and for measuring ability-achievement discrepancies (Woodcock, McGrew, Mather, & 
Schrank, 2003). The portion of this test used for this study was the written expression. 
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Written Expression 
Written expression is the ability to communicate logical, organized thoughts and 
ideas in written form with minimal spelling and grammatical errors (Miller, 2000). 
Writing  
Writing has been widely accepted as a process oriented approach requiring the 
coordination and integration of the writing process which consists of planning, 
organization, revising, editing, and publishing (Scott & Vitale, 2003). It is a recursive 
process leading to a composition of words and sentences that follow conventional 
patterns. In this study, it will be used interchangeably with composition writing and 
composition. 
Writing Fluency  
Writing fluency is the ability to write for a length of time fluidly. In this study, 
writing fluency is defined as the total number of words written (Sturm & Rankin-
Erickson, 2002) during the 40 minute writing session.  
Writing Process  
The writing process is a recursive process generally composed of five stages: 
prewriting or planning, drafting or organization, revising, editing, and publishing (Babin 
& Harrison, 1999). In this study, only planning and organization were measured.  
Summary 
With over 66% of eighth grade students writing at or below proficiency levels, 
composition writing is a problem for a majority of American students (Salahu-Din et al., 
2008). Research demonstrates that many students with SLD have difficulty navigating the 
writing process (Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2001; Kunka et al., 2007; 
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McCormick, 2003). Some CLD students have problems similar to students with SLD 
with the writing process (Monroe & Troia, 2006). Both groups receive less exposure to 
the writing process as compared to general-education students (Graham et al., 2001; 
Hartman & Tarone, 1999; James, Abbott, Greenwood, 2001). This reduction of writing 
exposure causes students to have fewer opportunities to use writing and to learn context. 
Some CLD students with SLD have even more difficulties as they bring into the 
classroom both sets of problems (Hoover et al., 2008). In an attempt to remedy the 
writing problems of students with SLD, research has focused on developing appropriate 
writing strategies for these students. Some experts suggest that the strategies used for 
students with SLD would also be effective for CLD students and CLD students with SLD 
because of the similarities in the challenges of writing (August, 2006; Monroe & Troia).  
Four strategies in particular have been found to be highly useful with students 
with SLD: (a) scaffolding, (b) self-regulated strategy development (SRSD), (c) 
mnemonics, and (d) graphic organizers (De La Paz & Graham, 2002; Englert et al., 2007; 
Harris & Graham, 1999). This study focused on the fourth strategy, graphic organizers, as 
they have shown promise in assisting students with SLD with writing (Sitko et al., 2005) 
and have also been suggested for use with CLD students (August, 2006).  
Graphic organizers employ pictorial or graphical methods to organize information 
and thoughts and help the writer expand and explain a concept, and create clear and 
concise relationships (DiCecco & Gleason, 2002; George et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2004). 
Four prominent studies were found that used computer graphic organizers as a writing 
strategy (i.e., Blair et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2004; Lorber, 2004; Sturm & Rankin-Erickson, 
2002). Of these, only two were used with students with disabilities (i.e., Blair et al.; 
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Sturm & Rankin-Erickson). Both studies showed improvement in the students’ 
compositions. None of the four studies specifically focused on Hispanic students and 
only one (Lin et al.) used persuasive writing. 
The limited research on computer graphic organizers has shown some positive 
effects in the compositions of students with disabilities (Blair et al., 2002; Sturm & 
Rankin-Erickson, 2002). However, given that no research exists on computer graphic 
organizers and their use with Hispanic students with SLD, this study was conducted to 
add to the literature base.  
This study used a multiple baseline design across subjects to examine the effects 
of the computer graphic organizer on the compositions of Hispanic middle school 
students with SLD. In particular, the study specifically looked at the mean number of 
arguments and supporting details in the planning and written composition, the mean 
number and percentage of these arguments and supportive details that were transferred 
from the planning to the written composition, the amount of time spent on planning, the 
writing fluency, the syntactical maturity, and the overall organization of the composition.
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW  
 
 
 
Learning to write clearly and effectively is an important skill for students to 
obtain success in school and in the workforce (National Writing Project, 2003). 
Unfortunately, many students struggle with writing (Salahu-Din et al., 2008). In 
particular, many culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) students with specific 
learning disabilities (SLD) are challenged by writing (Monroe & Troia, 2006). Hispanics, 
a subgroup of CLD students is the fastest growing group in the U.S. (Caesar, 2005; 
Gándara, 2008; Williams, 2001), and SLD is the largest group of students with 
disabilities (NCES, 2007). Yet, limited research on effective writing strategies for these 
populations of students has been conducted. Subsequently, this study was designed to 
identify effective writing strategies for Hispanic middle school students who have SLD. 
There is an emerging body of literature investigating the effects of the use of computer 
graphic organizers on writing, which was the intervention approach selected to 
investigate in this study.  
In this chapter, a review of the literature as it relates to this study is presented. 
Discussed first is the current research of the writing profiles of CLD students with SLD. 
This is followed by a brief overview of writing genres taught in middle school, the age-
group investigated. A brief review of studies that analyze the different writing strategies 
used with CLD students with SLD then follows. Finally, provided is a thorough 
presentation of the research on graphic organizers, specifically, computer graphic 
organizers, the intervention investigated in this study.  
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Writing Abilities During Stages of Writing of Students with SLD and CLD Students 
Many students with SLD often have difficulties in the five stages of the writing 
process: planning, organization, revising, editing, and publishing. Problems with the 
writing process in the first two stages usually hinder students from accomplishing all five 
stages (Graham et al., 2001). Due to these problems, most research on students with SLD 
has focused on first two stages of writing, planning and organizing (De la Paz & Graham, 
2002; Monroe & Troia, 2006). Throughout the writing process, students with SLD 
struggle with written expression (Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2001; Kunka et al., 
2007; McCormick, 2003). Some CLD students experience struggles in writing similar to 
those of students with SLD (Monroe & Troia, 2006). It has been noted that many CLD 
students who have SLD often have more significant academic challenges than those who 
do not belong to both groups (Hoover et al., 2008). Hence, it is logical that these students 
would experience the writing problems from both groups of students, and perhaps even 
more significant writing problems than students categorized in only one of the two 
groups (Hoover et al., 2008; Monroe & Troia). Unfortunately, there is limited research on 
the specific writing problems of CLD students with SLD (Monroe & Troia). Regardless, 
at each stage of the writing process, CLD students with SLD experience difficulties 
(Monroe & Troia).  
Stage One of Writing Process: Planning  
Planning, the first stage of writing, is the work a writer does including thinking, 
brainstorming, talking, or outlining, before he or she begins to actually write (Kunka et 
al., 2007). During this stage, many students with SLD have demonstrated difficulties 
developing or expanding an idea, given a writing prompt. The planning stage of the 
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writing process is largely dependent on the writer’s skills to: (a) draw from prior schema 
or prior knowledge on a topic, (b) reflect upon these ideas, (c) make connections with the 
prompt, and (d) make revisions in order to improve or gather new information on that 
idea (Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2001). Since many students with SLD are 
fixated on the grammatical and mechanical portions of writing (Graham et al., 2001; 
Wong, 2000), they are stunted in expressing and generalizing ideas and expanding on 
subtopics of these ideas (Englert et al.; Graham et al., 2001; Montgomery & Kahn, 2007). 
Subsequently, these students rarely spend any time on the planning portion of writing. 
They seem to write compositions with a brief statement of the first thought that comes to 
their minds (Englert et al.; Graham et al., 2001). Students with SLD, for the most part, 
overlook the planning stage and move straight into the writing stage.  
Similarly, during the planning stage, some CLD students tend to spend minimal 
time in the planning of their writing (Monroe & Troia, 2006). These students do not take 
sufficient time to properly organize their writing. The formulation of new ideas can be 
difficult for some CLD students as it requires the student to compose and develop ideas 
in a language in which proficiency may still be lacking (Myles, 2002). Some CLD 
students spend more time trying to understand the topic about which they are asked to 
write than non-CLD students (Myles). The inability of some CLD students to either 
understand or formulate new ideas in a language in which they may not be proficient 
often prevents them from properly planning their writing in that language (Myles).  
In summary, many students with SLD and CLD students struggle with the first 
stage of writing, planning. They often lack the skills needed to carefully and thoughtfully 
plan out their ideas (Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2001, Myles, 2002). Thus, by 
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having problems in the first stage of the writing process, many students with SLD and 
CLD students continue to struggle as they enter the second stage of writing.  
Stage Two of Writing Process: Organization  
During the second stage of the writing process, organization of the writing, many 
students with SLD have problems structuring a paragraph in a logical, organized fashion 
(Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2001; Wong, 2000). At this stage, the writer may 
have to engage in the recursive writing process and go back to the planning stage to 
generate more ideas to support statements to then return to writing. However, many 
students with SLD usually write one long, disorganized paragraph with little or no 
evidence of organization and limited elaborations of ideas (Graham et al., 2001; 
Montgomery & Kahn, 2007). The ideas generated by these students often are written in 
no sequential order, and culminate in a group of disorganized thoughts that ineffectively 
convey their messages (Englert et al.; Graham et al., 2001). Students with SLD tend to 
simply write without much organization; thus they migrate into the editing stage without 
revising their work. 
Problems with organization are shown also by some CLD students. For example, 
some CLD students tend to focus more on vocabulary and obtaining the correct word or 
spelling rather than on the fluency of their writing (Myles, 2002). The limited knowledge 
of Standard English vocabulary, syntax, and writing conventions tend to hinder CLD 
students from establishing fluency in their writing in Standard English (Myles). Unable to 
properly articulate thoughts in Standard English, many CLD students tend to write at a 
slower pace and produce shorter pieces with poor fluency in their writing as compared to 
White middle or upper class students (Myles). 
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In summation, many students with SLD and CLD students struggle in achieving 
fluency in their writing in Standard English. Many students with SLD are unable to 
organize their text in a logical and sequential format, while CLD students often do not 
possess the writing conventions needed to create organized text in a logical and 
sequential manner in Standard English (Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2001, Myles, 
2002). These inabilities lead to further problems in the writing process when the revising 
and editing stages occur.  
Stage Three of Writing Process: Revising  
In the revising stage of the writing process, many students with SLD tend to not 
treat the process of writing as a recursive process (Wong, 2000). Instead, they tend to 
focus on a search for grammatical errors (Graham et al., 2001; Montgomery & Kahn, 
2007; Wong). These students often make minimal changes in their compositions, and 
rarely restructure or revise their writing (Wong). This inability of many students with 
SLD to navigate through the writing process and to organize their thoughts affects their 
ability to make any meaningful changes to their writing (Graham et al., 2001). Therefore 
the revising stage of the writing process merges with the editing stage for students with 
SLD.  
The revising stage of the writing process also poses many challenges for many 
CLD students. Many of these students spend little time in this stage (Myles, 2002). Few 
changes are made in their papers and little restructuring of the actual paper occurs. 
Because CLD students often have difficulty elaborating on their thoughts in Standard 
English or organizing their work logically, few in depth revisions are made to their 
writings (Myles). Many CLD students often look for simple grammatical or spelling 
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errors, hence, avoiding revising or restructuring their ideas. Revisions that are made 
usually focus on grammatical corrections, or editing (Myles), thus showing similar 
patterns of behavior in the revising stage as students with SLD.  
In summary, many students with SLD and CLD students struggle with the 
revision stage of writing. These students often usually only make minor changes in their 
compositions (Wong, 2000). For the most part they do not revise their writing. Both 
students with SLD and CLD students seem to forgo this stage and move straight into the 
editing, focusing on grammatical corrections (Graham et al., 2001; Montgomery & Kahn, 
2007; Myles, 2002). 
Stage Four of Writing Process: Editing 
During the editing stage, students should proofread their work looking 
specifically for errors in spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and sentence completion 
(ERS, 2004). Unfortunately, the attempts of students with SLD at fixing grammatical 
errors are frequently unsuccessful as they struggle to compose sentences with proper 
syntax and correctly spelled words (Wong, 2000). Students with SLD overemphasize the 
importance of the syntax and lose the importance of good writing (Graham et al., 2001). 
Many CLD students experience similar problems with editing as students with 
SLD but possibly for different reasons (Monroe & Troia, 2006). Some CLD students look 
for simple grammatical or spelling errors because their limited vocabularies do not allow 
them to use complex sentence structures (Myles, 2002). As with students with SLD, CLD 
students usually focus on grammatical corrections for the editing (Myles) over 
emphasizing the importance of the syntax.  
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In summary, during the editing stage both students with SLD and CLD students 
primarily focus on correcting simple grammatical errors (Graham et al., 2001; Monroe & 
Troia, 2006; Myles, 2002). Their lack of command of the syntax often limits and hinders 
them from successfully editing their papers.  
Stage Five of Writing Process: Publishing 
Publishing is the fifth and final stage of the writing process. In this stage, the final 
written composition is submitted for publication (EDR, 2004). For most students this 
stage is the most enjoyable stage, because they get their work presented for everyone to 
see (EDR). The problem is that both groups of students, those students with SLD and 
CLD students, rarely make it to this stage (Graham et al., 2001; Wong, 2000). The 
frustration and problems encountered during the first few stages make this stage rarely 
attainable.  
In summary, during the publishing stage students share their compositions with 
others. Allowing students to showcase their work brings the writing process to a close. 
Unfortunately, often both students with SLD and CLD students do not reach this stage 
(Graham et al., 2001; Wong, 2000). 
The Five Stages of Writing Process Summary 
Many students with SLD and CLD students experience similar problems 
throughout the writing process. Many students from each group produce compositions 
that lack evidence of planning, organization, and editing (Monroe & Troia, 2006). Since 
many students in both groups experience problems throughout the writing process, many 
students who are classified as both, SLD and CLD may experience the same or perhaps 
more significant problems when writing (Monroe & Troia). Moreover, these writing 
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problems are not limited to one specific writing genre, as evidenced by the results of the 
NAEP Writing Assessment, which assessed students across three writing genres (Salahu-
Din et al., 2008). 
Writing Genres in Middle School 
The NAEP Writing Assessment examines the writing of students across three 
major writing genres: narrative, expository, and persuasive (Salahu-Din et al., 2008). 
Each writing genre requires the use of an introduction, the supporting details, and a 
conclusion. In general, the skills needed for writing in each area are similar. However, 
each genre has unique requirements that should be taught. The differences among these 
genres are in the purpose, style, and format of the composition.  
The main purpose of narrative writing is for the writer to bring his or her 
experiences, imagination, and creativity into the writing (Salahu-Din et al., 2008). It is 
the re-telling of events in sequential order and description of events or places in full 
detail. This style of writing involves the use of thinking skills such as understanding, 
application, and analysis (Salahu-Din et al.). It is usually written in the form of a story or 
narration (Steele, 2007). Examples of this genre include short stories, personal narratives 
and descriptive compositions. 
Expository or informative writing asks the writer to present the reader with 
information (Steele, 2007). This information could be in the form of a message, idea, or 
instruction. The expository writing style asks the writer to use skills such as organization, 
application, and analysis (Wilder & Mongillo, 2007). Although the writer informs the 
reader about a specific subject, the writer does not persuade the reader to take a specific 
side. Rather, the author allows the reader to make his or her own choice on the matter. 
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Expository writing is important for middle school students to learn as they are required to 
use this genre in many different courses (Wong, 2000). Examples of this genre include 
reports, news articles, and destination guides.  
Persuasive writing requires the writer to take a position and convince his or her 
audience through logical arguments and supporting evidence that the writer’s position is 
the correct stance to take (Salahu-Din et al., 2008). This style of writing requires students 
to develop and use higher order thinking skills such as analysis, inference, synthesis, and 
evaluation (Salahu-Din et al.). Because of these required skills, persuasive writing tends 
to be difficult for students. Examples of persuasive writing include, book reviews, movie 
reviews, and compositions relating to an opinion on a topic. 
The three writing genres have slight variations (Salahu-Din et al., 2008) but for 
the most part require the same elements. Therefore, researchers have focused on 
developing general writing strategies. Current research has focused primarily on finding 
writing strategies for students with SLD. Few studies were located that also incorporated 
CLD students with SLD.  
Writing Strategies for Students with Specific Learning Disabilities 
In the late 1980s, researchers shifted the focus from studying the problems of 
students with SLD in writing to finding strategies that would help them improve their 
writing. Research on writing instruction for students with SLD has led to the 
development of four major writing strategies: (a) scaffolding, (b) self-regulated strategy 
development (SRSD), (c) mnemonics, and (d) graphic organizers. These strategies have 
been found to be effective in improving the writing performance of general-education 
students and students with SLD alike (De La Paz & Graham, 2002; DiCecco & Gleason, 
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2002; Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2005; Monroe & Troia, 2006). Although a few 
of the studies involved some CLD students with SLD, no study was located that 
specifically dealt with writing strategies for CLD students with SLD.  
The first three writing strategies (scaffolding, self-regulating, and SRSD) will 
briefly be described. A separate, more-detailed section will be devoted to graphic 
organizers, as it was the focus of this study. 
Scaffolding 
Scaffolding is an instructional method in which the teacher first models a learning 
strategy and then proceeds to have the students replicate the strategy in small increments 
(LD Online, 2008). Most of the research investigating the use of scaffolding with 
students with SLD has been led by Englert and her associates, and this method has 
generally been found to be effective for improving these students’ compositions. In a 
recent study, Englert et al. (2007) employed scaffolding techniques to break down the 
writing process for students with SLD, so as to assist them to better organize and 
compose their compositions. In Englert et al.’s study, the scaffolding consisted of a step-
by-step series of prompts, organizers, and questions. At each step, the student would 
check to see if he or she had covered all the requirements before continuing in the 
writing. Using a computer scaffolding program, Englert et al. noted an increase of 135% 
from pre-test (M = 6.25) to post-test (M = 14.05) in the students’ expository text 
structure. Specifically, there was an increase in the number of topic sentences and in the 
number of related support details the students used from the pre-test to the post-test.    
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Self-regulated Strategic Development  
The self-regulated strategic development (SRSD) model allows the student to 
monitor his or her own writing and motivation for writing. Graham and his associates (De 
La Paz & Graham, 2002; Graham et al., 2005) studied struggling writers and have 
designed and conducted a line of research involving the SRSD model. Results of over 20 
SRSD studies have shown positive outcomes for students who monitor their own writing 
and revise it (Harris & Graham, 1999). In a study, that involved 73 third grade urban 
students with difficulty in writing, a majority of them being CLD students, Graham et al. 
(2007) found the SRSD model and mnemonics to be effective tools for students during 
the planning and writing stages. Students using the SRSD and mnemonics strategies 
wrote longer and better quality compositions than students who did not use these 
strategies. Students using the SRSD and mnemonic model increased 2 points on an 8-
point writing scale from pre-test to post-test. 
Mnemonic Devices  
Mnemonic devices in combination with writing instruction have been shown to 
improve the writings of students with SLD (De La Paz & Graham, 2002; Graham & 
Harris, 2005; Monroe & Troia, 2006). A mnemonic device is a word or phrase that helps 
one remember information or steps in a procedure. Monroe and Troia (2006) conducted a 
study with 12 students, six from general-education and six from special education, where 
five of the six students in special education were also CLD. Different mnemonics were 
used to teach writing to the different students. The students made significant gains 
improving from 0.5 to over 1.5 points on a 6-point scale in each of the five writing 
quality traits: content, organization, sentence fluency, word choice, and conventions.  
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Graphic Organizers and Writing 
Graphic organizers portray visual relationships among key concepts and form 
schematic mappings for these concepts; creating meaningful diagrams that allow the user 
to expand and explain concepts (DiCecco & Gleason, 2002). In writing, graphic 
organizers help brainstorm new ideas that connect to the main theme of the writing piece, 
create concept maps relating the new ideas, and outline the ideas to help write a 
composition. There are two methods in which to create graphic organizers: handwritten 
and by computer. Limited research has been conducted on the use of either type of 
graphic organizer for writing. 
Research of handwritten graphic organizers. Handwritten graphic organizers 
employ the use of paper and pencil to create the concept maps. Although there have been 
several studies regarding reading comprehension and handwritten graphic organizers, 
there is limited research on the effects on their use with writing (Nesbit & Adesope, 
2006). Three major studies, one of which is dated, were found that involved the use of 
handwritten graphic organizers and writing (e.g. Capretz, Ricker, & Sasak, 2003; 
DiCecco & Gleason, 2002; Meyer, 1995). Only one study, DiCecco and Gleason (2002), 
investigated the effects of handwritten graphic organizers with students with SLD.  
Meyer (1995) researched the use of handwritten graphic organizers to facilitate 
improved writing. Using a pre- and post-test design, Meyer tested the effectiveness of 
handwritten graphic organizers with the narrative writings of third grade students. Two 
classes from different schools were asked to write several narrative pieces during a 13-
week study. One class was held as a control group, receiving all the same information 
and training, with the exception of the training in handwritten graphic organizers. The 
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experimental group was taught to use a handwritten graphic organizer to visualize the 
relationships among the main ideas and organize their creative writings. Results of the 
holistic scoring showed that the students in the experimental group (those who used 
handwritten graphic organizers) improved their writing as measured by the mean gains 
made from pre-test to post-test in the holistic scoring. Mean gains of the experimental 
group were 1.33 as compared to the control group’s 0.38. 
Capretz et al. (2003) conducted a 16-week study on using handwritten graphic 
organizers to improve second, third, and fifth grade students’ written organization. A pre- 
and post-test rubric for writing was designed to score the 65 students’ writing samples 
across four criteria: focus, support, organization, and grammar. Data from anecdotal 
records, student surveys, parent surveys and teacher surveys were also collected. All 
students were asked to write one persuasive composition at the beginning of the study 
and to complete a survey. A rubric was used to score each composition. The 14 weeks 
that followed were used to teach students how to use graphic organizers, conduct mini-
writing workshops, and to have student writing conferences. Instruction in narrative and 
expository writing were also provided during this time frame. In the final sessions, 
students were asked to write a second structured persuasive composition and complete 
the student surveys again. Post-test results showed that organization increased from 68% 
(pre-test) to 84% (post test). Students’ focus on the main idea and writing with supporting 
details increased from pre- to post-test measures from 80% to 95% and 70% to 80%, 
respectively. Grammar and usage also increased from pre- to post-test measures from 
63% to 72%. In general, the results demonstrated that students using handwritten graphic 
organizers were able to organize their writing in a more sequential fashion than when 
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they did not use handwritten graphic organizers (Capretz et al.). The graphic organizers 
allowed the students to brainstorm their ideas, clarify them, and organize them to then 
write cohesive, sequential compositions.  
DiCecco and Gleason (2002) researched the effects of using handwritten graphic 
organizers to investigate the ability of 26 middle school students with SLD to make 
relational connections in their expository writings. This study involved the use of a pre- 
and post-test composition with an experimental and control group. The experimental 
group received explicit instruction, in addition to instruction on graphic organizers to 
help organize and apply relational information, while the control group simply received 
explicit instruction on expository writing for social studies. Handwritten graphic 
organizers were found to be effective in improving the ability of these students to write 
more relational statements in their compositions. On the post-test composition using 
handwritten graphic organizers, the experimental group recalled a mean of 4.33 relational 
statements as compared to the control group which recalled a mean of 2.54 relational 
statements in their compositions. This represented a gain of over 3 points for the 
experimental group from the pre-test composition to the post-test composition and a gain 
of only 1 point for the control group.  
Overall, handwritten graphic organizers have been found to be effective in 
helping students organize their writing. The results of the three major studies found show 
that the use of handwritten organizers would be beneficial both in a general-education 
classroom and with students with SLD (Capretz et al., 2003; DiCecco & Gleason, 2002; 
Meyer, 1995). With the increased use of computers in the classroom, computer graphic 
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organizers have become an alternative to handwritten graphic organizers. Thus, more 
recently, some research has been done in this area. 
Research of Computer Graphic Organizers. The technological advancements of 
computers have allowed for the creation of computer graphic organizers. Computer 
graphic organizers employ the use of computer software programs to develop the 
diagrams or concept maps. These organizers allow the student to manipulate the 
information without having to start over again (Sitko et al., 2005). Once the student has 
designed his or her graphic diagram or concept map, it can easily be changed into an 
outline where the student can reorganize or expand the items and then transfer it to a 
word processing program for the student to use as he or she begins to write (Sitko et al.). 
There are a limited number of studies conducted on the use of computer graphic 
organizers and writing. In fact, only four studies were found that involved the computer 
graphic organizers and writing (i.e., Blair et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2004; Lorber, 2004; 
Sturm & Rankin-Erickson, 2002). All four studies reviewed below focused on middle 
school students. Participants in the first two reviewed, Lin et al. (2004) and Lorber, were 
general-education students. The latter two studies reviewed (i.e., Blair et al., Sturm & 
Rankin-Erickson) focused specifically on students with disabilities.   
Lin et al. (2004) investigated the use of handwritten and computer graphic 
organizers as a prewriting strategy for persuasive writing with 226 general-education 
students. Seven classes served as a control group receiving instruction in handwritten 
graphic organizers to create persuasive compositions. The other seven classes received 
instruction and training on Inspiration™ (2008), a computer graphic organizer, to write 
their persuasive compositions. Both groups were given identical instruction in writing 
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and in planning. Two evaluation rubrics were used in this study, a state developed 5-point 
scoring rubric and a 3-point concept map rubric developed by Ditson, Kessler, Anderson-
Inman, and Mafit (as cited in Lin et al., 2004). The number of ideas in each student’s map 
was tallied. In comparing the number of ideas generated, students who used computer 
graphic organizers generated more ideas (M = 12.27) than the students who used 
handwritten graphic organizers (M = 10.26). However, when scoring the actual final 
persuasive pieces, students who used handwritten graphic organizers (M = 3.37) seemed 
to score better than the students who used computer graphic organizers (M = 2.96). The 
researchers attributed this to the possibility that when the students used computer graphic 
organizers, they spent more of their time planning than writing. Also, the use of the state 
assessment in this study could have affected the scoring, as little emphasis was placed on 
the logical development of the persuasive argument (Lin et al., 2004). The researchers 
stated the need for further investigation with computer graphic organizers and persuasive 
writing using different writing assessments due to the limitations of the study. 
Lorber (2004) conducted a two-trial, pre- and post-test action research study on 
the use of computer graphic organizers and expository writing with eighth grade general-
education students. A total of 67 students were divided into three groups: (a) an 
experimental group, (b) a combination control and then second experimental group, and 
(c) a second control group. All students were required to write a composition at the 
beginning of the study. Then the first experimental group received a 5-week intervention 
training on Inspiration™ (2008) and creating computer graphic organizers for the 
planning of their writing. The control group and the first experimental group then wrote a 
second composition, which was compared. Afterwards, the control group became the 
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second experimental group and the third group became the second control group. The 
second experimental group then received a 5-week intervention training on Inspiration™. 
A third composition was written and compared. After the study was completed the 
second control group received training in Inspiration™ as well. The items measured in 
the study were ideas and organization of the compositions, along with student attitudes 
towards writing and qualitative data. The six-trait analytical writing rubric developed by 
Spandel (as cited in Lorber 2004) was used along with surveys and personal interviews 
with 36 randomly selected students. The writing rubric measured: (a) ideas, (b) 
organization, (c) voice, (d) word choice, (e) sentence fluency, and (f) conventions. Lorber 
noted increases in the organization and the writings of students who used the computer 
graphic organizer (M = 5.25) as compared to those who were not given the intervention 
(M = 4.84). Lorber also noted increases in the perceptions of student’s ability to create 
ideas when they used computer graphic organizers. Lorber suggested investigation of the 
other writing genres with computer graphic organizers. Lorber also noted that 
investigation of computer graphic organizers should be conducted with different types of 
learners, not just general-education students. 
Blair et al. (2002) conducted a study with 24 seventh and eighth grade students 
with mild disabilities using story webbing and a computer graphic organizer to create 
narrative writing. The students were divided into two groups, experimental and control 
for the 4-week study. Pre-tests of writing were collected from all students before any 
instruction or intervention was provided. The experimental and control group design was 
used during the first 2 weeks of the study. During these 2 weeks, the experimental group 
received instruction, first on story webbing and then on the use of Inspiration™ (2008). 
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Inspiration™ was used to assist in the planning and organizing of the narrative writing. 
The control group received instruction in writing techniques. At the end of the second 
week, samples of the students’ compositions were collected from both groups, and the 
control group was then introduced to both story webbing and Inspiration™. After the use 
of computer graphic organizers, the researchers noted a modest positive change in 
attitude toward writing, as well as an increase in the length of student compositions. A 
small, but positive, growth in the quality of writing was also noted in the students’ 
compositions as stated by the researchers. Actual statistics or measurements of student 
growth in writing were not presented by the researchers. Blair et al. did not clearly 
indicate whether computer graphic organizers assisted in improving the students’ writing. 
They stated that a lengthier study would be required to see changes in the students’ 
compositions. The researchers suggest that further research is needed in this topic, and, in 
particular, the time frame for the study should be increased. 
In the final study, Sturm and Rankin-Erickson (2002) used a within-subjects 
repeated measure to compare eighth grade students’ expository writings under three 
conditions: (a) writing without graphic organizers, (b) handwritten graphic organizers, 
and (c) computer graphic organizer, Inspiration™. The study investigated the quality of 
the writings of 27 students. Results are presented for only the 12 students with SLD. 
During the first week, all the students wrote two baseline compositions. In the second and 
third weeks, all the students received instruction, first in handwritten graphic organizers 
and then in computer graphic organizers. The students were then divided into three 
groups. For 6 weeks, each group wrote two more compositions under each of the three 
conditions. Data were collected under each condition for the following dependent 
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variables: number of words, syntactic maturity, and holistic writing. When compared to 
baseline for the number of words written, significant main effects, F(3,11) = 6.8, p < 
0.01, were found across all three independent variables. When compared to baseline for 
the number of T-units written, significant main effects were also noted, F(11,3) = 6.05, p 
< 0.01, across all three independent variables. For the holistic writing score, a significant 
main effect, F(11,3) = 7.56, p < 0.01, was found across all three independent variables. 
The quality of writing was slightly better with the computer graphic organizer (M = 9.06) 
by the third position, the final weeks of the study, than with handwritten graphic 
organizers (M = 6.56) and no graphic organizer (M = 8.63) or baseline (M = 4.44). 
However, it was unclear whether the teaching of writing or the graphic organizer caused 
the improvement in the students’ compositions. One possible reason for this may be the 
lack of differentiation between the writing instruction and the graphic organizers. 
Effective writing was taught after achieving baseline for all three groups. Hence, the 
study leaves the question unanswered as to the effect of graphic organizers, either 
handwritten or computer, on the writing performance of students with SLD. Sturm and 
Rankin-Erickson suggested single-subject design studies be used to test the effects of 
graphic organizers as a prewriting strategy and to obtain additional information about 
specific features of computer graphic organizers that could help improve the writing 
quality of students with SLD. 
In summary, research on computer graphic organizers has demonstrated limited 
positive outcomes on writing. Lin et al. (2004) found that computer graphic organizers 
helped increase the number of ideas generated. Lorber (2004) noted improvements in the 
students’ organization and writing when computer graphic organizers were used. Blair et 
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al. (2002) found that students with SLD produced longer compositions and their attitudes 
towards writing also improved. Sturm and Rankin-Erickson (2002) found that computer 
graphic organizers could improve students’ writings. However, in Sturm and Rankin-
Erickson’s study, the true effects of computer graphic organizers were not clear since the 
other two independent variables were also found to be effective in the improvement of 
writing. More research is necessary to determine the effects of computer graphic 
organizers. Specifically, research is needed regarding the effects of computer graphic 
organizers on the writing of CLD students with SLD, as no research was found. 
Summary 
Many students with SLD have difficulties at each stage of the writing process. In 
the planning stage, many students with SLD often simply focus on the spelling and 
syntax (Graham et al., 2001; Wong, 2000). They struggle in formulating their ideas and 
expanding on the subtopics (Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2001; Montgomery & 
Kahn, 2007). During the second stage of the writing process, organization, some students 
with SLD have problems logically organizing a paragraph in a sequential manner 
(Englert et al.; Graham et al., 2001; Wong). In the next stage of the writing process, 
revising, many of these students do not look for ways to improve their compositions, (i.e. 
improving word choice), but rather search for grammatical errors merging into the fourth 
stage editing (De la Paz, 1999; Graham et al., 2001; Montgomery & Kahn, 2007; Wong). 
Many do not reach the final stage of writing, publishing, due to the problems encountered 
in the previous stages (Graham et al., 2001; Wong). 
Hispanic students are one of the fastest growing CLD groups (Caesar, 2005; 
Gándara, 2008; Williams, 2001). However, specific research on writing and Hispanic 
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students is lacking. The information that is known about Hispanic students comes from 
the general information on CLD students, many of whom experience challenges similar 
to those of students with SLD and composition writing (Monroe & Troia, 2006). In 
addition, many CLD students have difficulties formulating new ideas in Standard 
English, as it requires composing and developing ideas in a language in which 
proficiency may still be lacking (Myles, 2002). In addition, CLD students’ limited 
knowledge of vocabulary, and grammar stop them from gaining fluency in their 
compositions (Myles). These students do not revise or restructure their compositions. 
Across all genres of writing for both groups, students with SLD and CLD students, there 
is a need to improve the writing skills of these students.  
The NAEP Writing Assessment examines the writings of students across three 
major writing genres: narrative, expository, and persuasive (Salahu-Din et al., 2008). The 
main purpose of narrative writing is for the writer to bring his or her experiences, 
imagination and creativity into the writing (Salahu-Din et al.). Expository or informative 
writing asks the writer to present the reader with information (Wilder & Mongillo, 2007). 
Persuasive writing requires the writer to take a position and convince his or her audience 
through logical arguments and supporting evidence that the writer’s position is the correct 
stance to take (Salahu-Din et al.). Each of these writing genres requires minor 
adjustments to the writing instruction to be taught within a writing strategy. 
Research on writing instruction has led to four major writing strategies: (a) 
scaffolding, (b) self-regulated strategy development, (c) mnemonics, and (d) graphic 
organizers (De La Paz & Graham, 2002; DiCecco & Gleason, 2002; Englert et al., 2007; 
Graham et al., 2005; Monroe & Troia, 2006; Sturm & Rankin-Erickson, 2002). These 
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strategies have been found to be effective with general-education students and students 
with SLD. A few of these have also included a couple of CLD students (Graham et al., 
2005; Monroe & Troia). More studies with CLD students and writing strategies are 
necessary. 
In writing, graphic organizers assist in brainstorming new ideas that connect to 
the main theme of the writing piece, create concept maps relating the new ideas, and 
outline the ideas to help write a composition. Three studies were found that involved the 
use of handwritten graphic organizers and composition writing with students with SLD 
(i.e., Capretz et al., 2003; DiCecco & Gleason, 2002; Meyer, 1995). All three were found 
to be effective in supporting students with SLD with writing. Meyer (1995) researched 
the use of handwritten graphic organizers to facilitate better writing. Capretz et al. (2003) 
conducted a study using handwritten graphic organizers to improve students’ written 
organization. DiCecco and Gleason (2002) researched the abilities of students with SLD 
to relate facts and other information in their writings.  
Computer graphic organizers employ the use of computer software programs to 
develop concept maps. Four studies were found that involved the computer graphic 
organizers and writing (i.e., Blair et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2004; Lorber, 2004; Sturm & 
Rankin-Erickson, 2002). In the study conducted by Lin et al. (2004), the researchers 
found that the use of handwritten and computer graphic organizers as a prewriting 
strategy for persuasive writing with general-education students was effective in 
improving their writing skills. Lorber (2004) conducted a study on computer graphic 
organizers and writing. Post-tests results of Lorber’s study revealed that graphic 
organizers aided in the improvement of students’ expository writing. In the study 
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conducted by Blair et al. (2002), the computer graphic organizer resulted in positive 
effects on the writing of students with mild disabilities. Finally, Sturm and Rankin-
Erickson (2002) used a within-subjects repeated measure to compare the student’s with 
SLD expository writing under three conditions: (a) writing without graphic organizers, 
(b) computer graphic organizers, and (c) handwritten graphic organizers. The researchers 
noted a slight improvement in student writing towards the end of the study when using 
the computer graphic organizer. 
With the increasing number of Hispanic students and students with SLD, it is 
important to find strategies that assist them in succeeding academically. Improving the 
writing skills of Hispanic students with SLD is a major component in achieving academic 
success (National Writing Project, 2003). Computer graphic organizers have shown 
promise in their ability to help students plan effectively and organize their writings. 
However, more research is needed to determine the extent of their effects on the writing 
of Hispanic students with SLD. There is little research on computer graphic organizers 
and CLD students SLD. In fact, no study was located that specifically investigated the 
effects computer graphic organizers on the writings of Hispanic students with SLD.  
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
 
 
 
This study examined the effects of using computer graphic organizers on the 
writing produced by Hispanic middle school students with specific learning disabilities 
(SLD). More specifically, this study investigated the effects of the use of the computer 
graphic organizer software, Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008), on the persuasive composition 
writings of Hispanic middle school students with SLD. In this chapter, there is 
information about the study’s participants, setting, materials, dependent measures, 
general procedures, and experimental design. A summary of the methodology is found at 
the end of the chapter.   
Participants  
The 4 participants (two boys and two girls) were Hispanic middle school students 
in the researcher’s class, grades seven and eight, who were enrolled in a Catholic 
parochial school with a 96% Hispanic population, located in an urban community in 
Miami-Dade County (see Table 1, page 51). Participants, whose ages ranged from 12 to 
13, were from a Hispanic family, where Spanish was spoken in the home, and were 
identified by the school as having a specific learning disability in written expression. In 
the process of selecting each participant, psychological education evaluations were 
reviewed for the professional determination of SLD. IDEA (2004) allows the local 
educational agencies to use either the IQ-discrepancy model or to use scientific research-
based intervention as part of the evaluation process for students suspected of having an 
SLD. The target school utilized teacher referral along with the psychological education 
evaluation to identify students with SLD. Additionally, each participant had been referred 
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to student services based on prior teacher referrals for writing. Each participant’s 
language performance on the IOWA Test of Basic Skills (ITBS; Hoover et al., 2003) was 
also reviewed for the participant’s ability to use words, vocabulary, spelling, grammar, 
and language.  
In this study, the researcher used teacher nomination in the selection of the 
participants. This approach is considered an effective method for finding the participants 
most in need of the intervention by single subject design researchers (Cooper et al., 
2007). Finally, an informed written consent form was signed and received from each 
parent (see Appendix B) and with it, each student also signed an assent form in order for 
the student to participate (see Appendix C).   
Participants were required to have basic computer skills in order to use the 
intervention software. The computer skills needed to meet the study’s eligibility criteria 
included the ability to use the basic features of Microsoft® Word 2003, and the ability to 
type a 100 word essay in 10 minutes (see Appendix D). A computer skills-assessment 
checklist was used to assess the potential participants’ knowledge and ability to use 
Microsoft® Word 2007 (see Appendix E). Finally, each participant must have been able 
to meet after school at least 4 days a week from 3:15 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. 
Participant 1 
Arthur (pseudonym) was a 13-year-old Hispanic boy, who was born in Cuba. He 
finished ESOL IV in a public school before transferring to the Catholic school. He was 
considered to be socially bilingual (see Table 1). He was tested and diagnosed in the 
fourth grade for SLD. The results of the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test Second 
edition (WAIT-II; The Psychological Corporation, 2001) showed a grade equivalency 
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(GE) of a 2.8 and a 25 percentile ranking on the writing sample section. He was placed in 
the school’s special education pull-out program for reading. As an eighth grader, Arthur 
continued to struggle with reading and writing. He was still in the school’s special 
education program with pull-out services for study skills and in an inclusion setting for 
reading. Both the reading teacher and the special education teacher co-taught this class. 
He was referred for this study by the director of pupil services, the special education 
teacher, and both his reading and English teachers. On his most recent ITBS (Hoover et 
al., 2003) test, he scored a GE of a 3.5 for total language, suggesting a 4.5 grade level 
difference.  
Table 1 
Demographic Data 
Participant* Gender Age Grade Ethnicity  IQ Test   GE Disability ITBS GE 
Arthur M 13 8 Hispanic WIAT-II 2.8 SLD 3.5 
Carmen F 12 7 Hispanic WIAT-II 3.0 SLD 4.4 
Victoria F 13 8 Hispanic WJ- III 2.8 SLD 3.7 
Pedro M 13 7 Hispanic WIAT-II 2.8 SLD 2.8 
Note. *All participant names are pseudonyms. GE refers to grade equivalent. ITBS is a yearly test to measure a student’s skills and 
academic achievement in the major content areas. The total language grade equivalency score from the ITBS is presented above.  
Participant 2 
Carmen (pseudonym) was a 12-year-old Hispanic girl who spoke both English 
and Spanish at home (see Table 1, above). She was tested in fourth grade and diagnosed 
with language impairment. On the WIATT-II (The Psychological Corporation, 2001) 
assessments she scored a GE of a 3.0 in written expression. According to the 
psychological evaluation, although she scored only one grade level below, her writing 
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was “technically accurate but formulaic and minimally expressive” causing the belief that 
in future years her problems with written expression would become more apparent. She 
was placed in the school’s pull-out program for special education in reading. As a 
seventh grade student, she was still in the school’s special education program with pull-
out services for study skills and in an inclusion setting for reading. Both the reading 
teacher and the special education teacher co-taught this class. She was referred for this 
study by the director of pupil services, the special education teacher, and both her reading 
and English teachers. On her most recent ITBS (Hoover et al., 2003) test, she scored a 
GE of a 4.4 for total language, suggesting a 2.6 grade level difference.  
Participant 3 
Victoria (pseudonym) was a 13-year-old Hispanic girl who spoke both Spanish 
and English at home (see Table 1). She was tested in the fourth grade for SLD. On the 
Woodcock Johnson III (Woodcock, 2003) assessment, Victoria scored a total GE of 2.8 
with a 45 percentile rank. Under written expression she scored a GE of 3.7. She was 
placed in the school’s special education pull-out program for reading. As an eighth grade 
student, she was still in the school’s special education program with pull-out services for 
study skills and in an inclusion setting for reading. Both the reading teacher and the 
special education teacher co-taught this class. She was referred for this study by the 
director of pupil services, the special education teacher, and both her reading and English 
teachers. On her most recent ITBS (Hoover et al., 2003) test, she scored a GE of a 4.7 for 
total language, suggesting a 3.3 grade level difference.  
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Participant 4  
Pedro (pseudonym) was a 13-year-old Hispanic boy. He spoke both English and 
Spanish at home (see Table 1). He was tested in third grade for specific learning 
disabilities in written expression. On the WIATT-II (The Psychological Corporation, 
2001) assessments, he scored a GE of a 2.8 in written expression with a standard score of 
84 which was one standard deviation below the mean. According to the psychological 
evaluation, he scored in the first quartile for written word fluency. He was placed in the 
school’s pull-out program for special education in reading. As a seventh grade student, he 
was still in the school’s special education program with pull-out services for study skills 
and in an inclusion setting for reading. Both the reading teacher and the special education 
teacher co-taught this class. He was referred for this study by the director of pupil 
services, the special education teacher, and both his reading and English teachers. His 
most recent ITBS (Hoover et al., 2003) scores reflected a GE of a 2.8 for total language, 
suggesting a 4.2 grade level difference.  
Setting 
The study was conducted in the English classroom of a Catholic parochial school 
located in Miami-Dade County in South Florida. Four Dell Laptops, all networked and 
running Microsoft® Windows 2000 and Microsoft® Office 2007 were brought into the 
classroom. Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008), the intervention software used in the study, was 
installed in each laptop. An interactive white board was used by the researcher to present 
the persuasive writing genre. A laser printer was readily available as well. All teaching 
and student writing was facilitated from this classroom.  
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Only the participants, researcher, and, on occasion, an independent observer were 
present during the research sessions. The participants used the same laptops each day, 
with one laptop at each corner of the room to minimize distractions. The study sessions 
were held 4 days a week after school from 3:15 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. for 12 weeks. The 
participants were instructed to walk independently to the classroom from their 
homerooms at dismissal time.  
Materials 
The following is a description of materials used in the study. Materials included: 
consent forms, technology assessment forms, writing prompts, treatment fidelity 
procedure sheets, data logs, interrater agreement and treatment fidelity forms, and 
computer hardware and software. 
Parental Consent Form 
A parental consent form was given to each parent (see Appendix B). The purpose 
of this form was to establish parental consent for this study. The form provided a concise 
study description along with its purpose, information regarding the length of the study, 
and the parental and student participation expectations. Researcher and university contact 
information was provided on the form.  
Student Assent Form 
A student assent form was given to each student after the parent has signed the 
parental consent form (see Appendix C). The student assent form explained the study to 
the participating student and the expectations for the student. 
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Technology Skills Assessment 
A 100 word pre-written paragraph was given to each potential participant to type 
(see Appendix D). They were given 10 minutes to complete the task of typing the 
paragraph using Microsoft® Word 2007. Participants were then asked to make formatting 
changes in the typed paragraph (e.g., ability to cut and paste, ability to change typeface 
and type size, ability to realign text) by using the toolbars and menus available in 
Microsoft® Word 2007. This was given to ascertain that the participant could manipulate 
the word processing program. 
Technology Skills Assessment Checklist 
The technology skills assessment checklist (see Appendix E) was used to 
determine if each needed skill was attained by the student. The technology skills 
assessment checklist contained a list of skills pertaining to the usage of Microsoft® Word 
2007 that each participant needed to have to be part of this study.  
Paper and Pencils  
Unlined white paper and two sharpened pencils were provided for each 
participant daily while the participants were in the baseline condition. These were 
available for the participants to use for their planning during baseline condition.  
Writing Prompts 
A writing prompt is a question posed to the participants, which serves as a guide 
for the composition content. Writing prompts were adapted from a commercially 
available teachers’ resource (Learning Express, 2003) to reflect the ability level of 
average middle school students (see Appendix F). One English middle school teacher and 
a special education teacher were asked to rate each prompt as easy or difficult. All 
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prompts rated as difficult were rephrased or completely rewritten by the researcher to 
better reflect the abilities of the participants and then reviewed by the two teachers again.  
Treatment Fidelity Procedure Sheet and Checklist 
The treatment fidelity checklist included the procedures for each phase in the 
study and the step-by-step daily instructions (see Appendix G). The treatment fidelity 
checklist was used by the researcher and the independent observers to ascertain that the 
researcher followed all protocols for this study. 
Writing Samples Scoring Procedures Sheet  
A procedures sheet for scoring the four dependent variables was used (see 
Appendices H).  
Writing Sample Data Logs 
Data logs were kept on each of the four participants. Daily progress was charted 
on logs and graphs on each of the dependent variables: arguments and supporting details, 
planning time, writing fluency, syntactical maturity, and organization (see Appendix I) as 
calculated from the Writing Sample Scoring Sheet (see Appendix H). 
Interrater Reliability Form  
An Interrater Reliability Form (see Appendix J) was used to compare the writing 
samples scores obtained from the Writing Sample Scoring Sheet (see Appendix H) by 
each of two raters and the researcher. 
Computer Hardware and Software 
Four personal Dell laptops were used in this study. Each laptop was equipped 
with wireless network capabilities, printing and an external mouse.  
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Inspiration™ 8.0. Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008) is a commercially available graphic 
organizer program that is used to create different types of visual organizers which allows 
users to visualize ideas, concepts and relationships, and to expand on these ideas in an 
outline format. In this study, all features of the software were available, however, 
students were prompted to use specific features. 
Persuasive writing graphic organizer template from Inspiration™ 8.0. This 
template is available on Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008). It assists users in planning and 
organizing their persuasive compositions. Modifications to this template were made by 
the researcher to resemble the mnemonic TREE: tell your position, give at least three 
reasons, end it, and examine the writing (see Appendix K; Graham & Harris, 2005). 
Microsoft® Word 2007. Microsoft® Word 2007, a commercially available word 
processing program, was used to create, edit, and save documents. In this study, all 
features of the software were available for participants to use though they were not 
prompted to use the features. 
SanDisk 2.0 gigabyte (thumb drive). A SanDisk 2.0 gigabyte (thumb drive) was 
used as a portable memory storage device to transfer all of the participants’ writings and 
graphic organizers from the individual computers to the researcher’s computer. 
Dependent Variables 
At the end of each session, each participant’s writing sample was printed and 
transferred from each computer to the researcher’s thumb drive. Each participant’s 
composition and planning notes (whether written or on computer) were analyzed for six 
writing elements: (a) number of arguments and supporting details for each argument 
developed, (b) number and percentage of arguments and supporting details generated in 
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planning that transferred to the composition; (c) the total number of minutes spent on 
planning; (d) writing fluency as measured by the total number of words written; (e) 
syntactical maturity as measured by the number and length of T-units; and (f) overall 
organization score as measured by the Analytical Scoring Guide (see Appendix H).  
Arguments and Supporting Details 
In persuasive writing, the writer attempts to persuade the reader into accepting or 
believing a specific position or premise. This is accomplished through the presentation of 
arguments with supporting details for the arguments. Arguments are defined as a series of 
statements that establish a position to the premise (Andrews, 1995). An argument is 
composed of supporting details that provide logical support or rationale to the argument. 
Supporting details are defined as the number of statements containing facts, logical 
support, or examples that support the writer’s arguments and point of view (Steele, 2007). 
The total number of arguments and the total number of supporting details per argument in 
the planning and in the composition were counted and recorded in the Writing Sample 
Scoring Sheet (see Appendix H). The total number and percentage of arguments and 
supporting details that transferred from the planning to the written composition were also 
recorded. 
Total Time Spent in Planning Stage 
The total number of minutes spent on the planning stage was recorded on the 
Writing Sample Scoring Sheet (see Appendix H) for each participant. The maximum 
allowed planning time was 15 minutes. As the participant was ready to move into the 
writing stage, he or she raised his or her hand to inform the researcher. Participants were 
informed when 15 minutes had elapsed and asked to move on. 
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Writing Fluency  
Writing fluency is defined as the total number of words written during the writing 
session (see Appendix H). All words produced including garbled, and unrecognizable 
words were included in the summation.  
Syntactical Maturity  
Syntactic maturity was measured using Hunt et al.’s (1968) minimal terminable 
unit (T-unit). The T-unit measures the shortest grammatically-allowed sentence without 
creating fragments in between the T-units (Hunt et al.). It contains a main clause, subject 
and a predicate, plus any subordinate clause that is attached to it that could not stand 
alone (Hunt et al.). A backward slash was drawn to separate T-units. The number and 
length of T-units per writing sample were tallied upon completion of the session and 
recorded in the Writing Sample Scoring Sheet (see Appendix H). The number of T-units 
was determined by counting all of the slashes drawn on the composition. The length of 
the T-unit was determined by the total number of words that form a T-unit without 
excluding a fragment. The mean length of a T-unit was determined by adding all of the 
words in the composition and dividing by the number of T-units in the composition.  
Overall Organization  
Overall organization was measured using an analytic scoring guide (see Appendix 
H). Analytic scoring guides are criterion specific rubrics allowing for evaluation of 
precise information without having to evaluate other aspects of writing (Moskal, 2000). 
This scoring guide allowed for certain components of organization to be analyzed 
individually as well as holistically, rather than allowing any other criterion such as 
grammar, to interfere with the rating of the writing sample. The participants’ 
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compositions were scored daily using an analytical scoring guide created by Monroe and 
Troia (2006) for organization and recorded in the Writing and Scoring Sample Sheet (see 
Appendix H). Monroe and Troia based the scoring guide from writing trait model 
developed by Spandel. This model has been employed in writing for the past 15 years 
(Monroe & Troia, 2006). The scoring guide divided the scoring into the following 
subcategories: premise/argument/content, organization, sentence fluency, word choice, 
and conventions. The rater read each composition and rated each on a scale of 1 to 6, 
with 1 being a poor composition and 6 being an exemplary composition for each section. 
A total organization score was then obtained by the calculating the average. 
Interrater Reliability  
Interobserver reliability or interrater reliability refers to the degree to which two 
or more independent observers or raters agree after observing or scoring the same events 
(Cooper et al., 2007). In this study, the term used was interrater reliability as permanent 
products were measured, and it referred to the degree in which two independent raters 
scored the compositions of the participants. In this study, two trained raters collected 
interrater reliability data on all dependent variables on approximately 31% of the sessions 
under baseline and intervention conditions. This percentage was determined based on 
current practice and recommendations in behavioral research which states that interrater 
reliability data should be collected on at least 25% of all sessions (Cooper et al., 2007). 
The raters were middle school teachers who taught at the site school. The raters were 
selected by the researcher based on availability and their experience with the target 
population.  
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Training of the independent raters was provided by the researcher and lasted 
approximately 2 hours. The training session began with a verbal explanation of each 
dependent variable and examples of how to score each. A written handout defining each 
dependent variable was also provided. Following, the raters were given three sample 
compositions to score and rate using the Writing Sample Scoring Sheet (see Appendix 
H). The researcher and the raters then compared their independent scores with each other. 
Both reviewed the criterion and continued practicing on the sample compositions until at 
least 90% agreement was obtained for each dependent measure. At this point, the 
independent raters were considered trained. By training the raters in the same method of 
scoring, reliability of the results was increased (Copper et al., 2007).  
Throughout the study, 31% of the compositions were randomly selected across 
different sessions to be scored by the independent raters. This was done to obtain a 
representative sample of the compositions to be scored (Cooper et al., 2007). The 
interrater reliability score was calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the 
total number of agreements and disagreements and then multiplying it by 100 for each of 
the dependent measures (Cooper et al.). Interrater reliability data was collected during 
baseline, and intervention. A minimum interrater reliability of 90% was to be obtained 
for each dependent variable in each writing sample compared. When 90% agreement was 
not reached, a re-training session occurred.  
Treatment Fidelity 
Treatment fidelity refers to the extent to which the independent measures are 
carried out as planned by the researcher (Cooper et al., 2007). In order to establish 
treatment fidelity, a treatment fidelity checklist (see Appendix G) was used daily by the 
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researcher. This served as a measure to ascertain that procedures were carried out as 
planned.  
The independent observers used for the interrater reliability were also trained to 
collect treatment fidelity data. The observers were trained to use the Treatment Fidelity 
Procedure Sheet and Checklist (see Appendix G) in the training session before the 
beginning of the study. Training was provided in the same session of the interrater 
reliability. During this session, the raters were given a copy of the Treatment Fidelity 
Procedure Sheet and Checklist. The independent observers were asked to observe the 
researcher as she executed the steps of the Treatment Fidelity Procedure Sheet and 
Checklist during a session with a student who was not in the study. Upon completing the 
checklist, the raters and researcher compared checklists and calculated the interobserver 
agreement percentage. Training continued until 90% agreement in the checklists was 
obtained. This percentage was determined based on current research practices in applied 
behavior analysis (Cooper et al., 2007). 
After the training, the observers randomly observed 31% of the writing sessions 
during baseline and intervention, and assessed the sessions using the Treatment Fidelity 
Procedure Sheet and Checklist (see Appendix G). Data were collected and recorded from 
each of the two conditions: baseline and intervention. 
Experimental Design 
A single subject, multiple baseline design across subjects was employed using 4 
participants. A multiple baseline design was selected for several reasons. First, treatment 
does not have to be withdrawn in a multiple baseline design (Cooper et al., 2007). 
Withdrawing treatment in this project would not only be unethical, but nearly impossible, 
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seeing as one cannot withdraw what has been learned (Cooper et al.). This study entailed 
the teaching of a writing strategy through the use of technology. Once the strategy is 
learned it can not be unlearned.  
Second, a multiple baseline design allows for replication and verification of 
predictions of behaviors (Cooper et al., 2007). Verification is not determined directly, but 
inferred through the lack of change in the untreated subjects or behaviors. In other words, 
verification was achieved by comparing the treatment results of the first participant to the 
second participant, who has not received the treatment yet, and so on with other 
participants.  
Finally, a multiple baseline design is easy for teachers to apply and mirrors how 
educators would normally employ change for their students (Cooper et al., 2007). Data 
collected were presented in tables and graphical form. The visual inspection of the graphs 
allowed for observation of experimental control and the effects of the intervention on the 
dependent variables. The ability for educators to implement the use of this writing 
strategy is crucial to this study. Hence, the model for this study was one that educators 
could model and adapt for their students with SLD.  
Procedures 
The following section describes the procedures that were used to conduct this 
study. Although some of this information was provided previously, additional detailed 
explanations are also provided in this section. The pre-study procedures section describes 
the preparation that took place prior to the start of the study, including obtaining parental 
consent, student technology skills assessment, selection of writing prompts, training of 
raters, and the teaching of persuasive writing and the writing process. The research site 
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preparation section describes how the classroom was prepared daily prior to the start of 
each writing session. Finally, the general study procedures section has descriptions of the 
baseline and treatment conditions.  
Pre-study Procedure 
The following procedures were implemented prior to the beginning of the study. 
Explanations of participants and consent forms will first be presented. This will be 
followed by an explanation of the technology assessment. Procedures for the training of 
the independent raters will then be stated.  
Selection of participants and consent and assent forms. As previously stated, four 
participants were selected from the available pool of students identified by the school as 
having an SLD in written expression. Letters were sent home inviting parents of potential 
participants to individually meet with the researcher. At this meeting, the researcher 
explained the purpose, requirements, and time commitments of the study. Each parent 
was asked to sign a consent form if he or she agreed to have his or her child participate in 
the study (see Appendix B). Additionally, each student was required to sign an assent 
form consenting to being part of the study (see Appendix C). 
Technology assessment. Participants were asked to type a 100 word essay 
provided for them (see Appendix D) using Microsoft® Word 2007. This assessment was 
conducted in the classroom. The researcher assessed the participants’ abilities to use the 
basic functions of Microsoft® Word 2007 using a checklist (see Appendix E). Once the 
student was able to accomplish the items in the checklist with at least 90% accuracy, the 
student was considered proficient and ready to begin the study. 
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Selection of writing prompts. Writing prompts were adapted from a commercially 
available teacher’s resource (Learning Express, 2003) and reflected the ability level of 
average middle school students (see Appendix F). Two teachers, an English middle 
school teacher and a special education teacher, rated the difficulty of each prompt as 
either easy or difficult. Only the prompts rated as easy were maintained in this study. 
Each chosen prompt was typed and numbered (see Appendix F). A random generation of 
numbers using Excel was created to select the prompts.  
Training of independent raters. Two independent raters were trained to measure 
and rate the participants’ compositions for (a) number of arguments and supporting 
details for each argument developed in planning and composition; (b) number and 
percentage of arguments and supporting details generated in planning that transferred to 
the composition; (c) total planning time; (d) writing fluency; (e) syntactical maturity; and 
(f) overall organization. At this training the independent raters were also trained for 
treatment fidelity. Training was conducted by the researcher and was done in the one 
session. During the training, the raters were provided with verbal and written instructions 
on the scoring procedures sheets for each dependent variable (see Appendix H). Practice 
using these forms was provided in the form of sample compositions previously rated as 
excellent, average, and poor by the Iowa Writing Assessment (Hoover et al., 1995). 
First the raters were trained on counting the number of arguments and supporting 
details in the planning stage and in the composition. Arguments are defined as a set of 
ordered statements or supporting details that establish a position to the premise 
(Andrews, 1995). Supporting details are statements containing facts, logical support, or 
examples that support the writer’s arguments. The raters were taught to look for these 
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statements in the planning sheets and record the number of supporting details found per 
argument and the number of arguments on the Writing Sample Scoring Sheet (see 
Appendix H). Then the raters were taught to look for the supporting details found per 
argument and the total number of arguments in the composition. The raters also recorded 
the number of arguments and supporting details that were present in the planning that 
then transferred to the composition. Both numbers were recorded on the Writing Sample 
Scoring Sheet.  
The Writing Sample Scoring Sheet (see Appendix H) had a section for the 
recording of the minutes spent on planning. The total number of minutes spent by each 
participant was provided to the raters by the researcher. These numbers were used to 
track the amount of actual writing time of each participant.  
Next, the raters were taught how to calculate the writing fluency. Writing fluency 
is the total number of words found in the composition. The raters were taught to count all 
of the words, including garbled and misspelled words. This number was then recorded in 
the Writing Sample Scoring Sheet (see Appendix H). 
Following this, the raters were trained in scoring the syntactical maturity of the 
composition. Syntactical maturity was calculated by counting the number of T-units in 
the composition and calculating the mean length of the T-units. As the raters located the 
end of a T-unit, they marked it with a slash. The raters then counted all of the slashes and 
recorded the number on the Writing Sample Scoring Sheet (see Appendix H). The total 
number of words in each T-unit was summed and recorded on the Writing Sample 
Scoring Sheet. The mean number of words in each T-unit was calculated by dividing the 
total number of words in the composition by the total number or T-units. The total 
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number of words in each T-unit was also tallied, averaged, and recorded on the Writing 
Sample Scoring Sheet. 
Finally the raters were taught how to score the composition using the Analytic-
Trait scoring guide developed by Monroe and Troia (2006). This guide contained five 
different traits: premise/argument, organization, sentence fluency, word choice, and 
conventions. The raters learned the differences in the scoring numbers and practiced 
scoring on different prewritten and scored compositions provided by the Iowa Writing 
Assessment (Hoover et al., 1995) that used a similar scoring rubric as the one chosen for 
this study.  
The scores of the raters and the researcher were then compared and calculated for 
interrater reliability. The interrater reliability score was calculated as stated in Cooper et 
al. (2007) by taking the number of agreements divided by the number of agreements and 
disagreements and then multiplying it by 100 for each of the dependent measures. All 
dependent measures are of equal importance. A minimum interrater reliability of 90% 
was to be obtained for each dependent measure on each composition compared. If at any 
point throughout the study, 90% agreement was not reached, a re-training session 
occurred. One re-training session occurred in the study. When necessary, clarification on 
the scoring procedures was made. The interrater reliability scores were recorded in the 
Interrater Reliability Form (see Appendix J). 
Training was also provided for treatment fidelity. The same raters used for 
scoring the compositions were trained to gather treatment fidelity using the Treatment 
Fidelity Procedure Sheet and Checklist (see Appendix G). First the raters read through 
the Treatment Fidelity Procedure Sheet and Checklist. The Treatment Fidelity Procedure 
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Sheet and Checklist listed all of the steps the researcher took and said at each step of the 
study. This checklist was used by the raters as the researcher began each session of the 
study. As the steps were taken, the raters placed a checkmark next to the step. The steps 
were divided by sections: general procedures, persuasive writing instruction, baseline and 
intervention procedures, and intervention training of Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008). Only the 
sections covered in the session were checked off that day, not every section occurred 
every day. At the end of the sessions observed by the independent rater, both the 
checklists of the researcher and rater were compared for interrater reliability. A minimum 
interrater reliability of 90% was to be obtained for each session. If 90% agreement was 
not reached, a re-training session occurred.  
Teaching of persuasive writing strategies. During the first two sessions, 
participants were taught part of the writing process (planning, organizing, and editing) 
using persuasive writing. Each part of the writing process was explained using examples 
and non-examples. Persuasive writing was introduced and explained in these sessions 
using a PowerPoint presentation (see Appendix L). Handouts including all information 
covered were provided to the participants. All elements and characteristics of persuasive 
writing were explained using the mnemonic TREE: tell your position, give at least three 
reasons, end it, and examine the writing (Graham & Harris, 2005). As part of the 
instruction, the researcher presented two examples of persuasive compositions. At the 
completion of the lesson, the students were asked to identify the parts of a persuasive 
composition using a sample composition. They were also asked to locate the arguments 
and the supporting details. This assessment was scored to ascertain that the participants 
understood the components of persuasive writing (see Appendix M). Being able to locate 
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the writer’s position, the three main arguments, and at least one supporting detail for each 
argument was sufficient criteria for understanding the basic components of persuasive 
writing. Afterwards they were given a sample prompt and asked to write a persuasive 
composition, using the mnemonic TREE to guide them in their writing. Then, they were 
asked to score the composition using the same scoring guide that was used with their 
writing (see Appendix H). Attaining a minimum score of a 2 out of a 6 by the participant 
was sufficient to state that the participant was able to write a persuasive composition. A 
score of 2 stated that the participant held sufficient knowledge of what was expected and 
could write the compositions. Scores of 3 or above meant the participant held a good 
understanding of the material and did not need a new writing strategy. 
General Study Procedures 
In this section, the general daily instructions for each portion of the study are 
described. The general daily procedures are listed first. Then, the baseline procedures are 
presented, followed by the intervention training. Lastly, the intervention procedures are 
stated. 
General daily procedures. Each study session, the laptop computers were 
distributed and set up before the participants arrived. Microsoft® Word 2007 was 
launched and ready to use by the participants. A printed copy of the writing prompt was 
placed next to each laptop, and ready for the participant’s use. 
After being dismissed by their homeroom teachers at 3:15 p.m., the participants 
arrived independently at the classroom, where they were given 5 minutes to eat a snack 
(juice and chips provided by the researcher) and then asked to sit in front of their 
designated laptop. After the participants were seated in front of their computers, the 
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researcher read to them the scripted directions located on the Treatment Fidelity 
Procedure Sheet and Checklist (see Appendix G) and then read the writing prompt for the 
session. The researcher then instructed the participants that they had 15 minutes for 
planning, 20 minutes for writing, and 5 minutes for editing. The researcher prompted the 
participants at each interval. These time constraints were selected to adhere to the general 
format of most standardized tests. If the participant did not need all of the time allotted, 
he or she moved on to the next stage. However, the participant needed to inform the 
researcher that he or she was moving to the next stage by raising his or her hand. The 
recorded the total time spent in the planning stage and in the writing and researcher 
editing combined.  
Baseline. Laptops were turned on and opened to Microsoft® Word 2007. A 
writing prompt, selected at random, was printed and placed next to each laptop before the 
participants arrived. Two sheets of white unlined paper and two pencils were also placed 
next to the computers. These were available for the participants to use during the 
planning stage. Any ideas or prewriting that the participant needed to do was done on 
these sheets. The participants arrived and were seated behind their assigned laptop. The 
researcher began the session by following the steps outlined on the Treatment Fidelity 
Procedure Sheet and Checklist (see Appendix G). Baseline procedures in the checklist 
included reminding participants of the three stages of writing and of the principle parts of 
a persuasive composition using the mnemonic TREE. The writing prompt was read out 
loud to the participants. General questions were answered and then the participants were 
asked to begin writing their compositions.  
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Intervention training. When it was determined that a participant was to move into 
the intervention condition (based on visual inspection of the data), an individualized 
Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008) training session was conducted with that participant. 
Individualized training took place during the researcher’s planning time in the library. 
The training session consisted of: teaching the participant how to create to a main idea 
cluster, expand it, create supporting clusters, and finally link main idea clusters and 
supporting clusters. A persuasive writing graphic organizer template, designed by the 
makers of Inspiration™ 8.0, and modified by the researcher, was shown and taught to the 
participants (see Appendix K). This template consisted of different clusters that assisted 
the participants in planning their compositions. The participants were taught how to add 
or delete clusters as needed. Next, the outline program in Inspiration™ 8.0 was taught so 
that the participants could organize their thoughts. Participants then learned how to 
transfer their outlines to Microsoft® Word 2007 and manipulate it to delete the outline 
headers, leaving the participants with their compositions in paragraph form. Once the 
participant became familiar and comfortable with the program, the participant was given 
a writing prompt and asked to use the program to plan and begin writing the composition 
using Inspiration™ 8.0.  
Intervention. After being trained in using Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008), each 
participant began the intervention phase. Prompts were randomly selected and provided 
for the participants as previously described. The researcher continued to read instructions 
from the Treatment Fidelity Procedure Sheet and Checklist (see Appendix G). 
Instructions for both baseline and intervention participants were read as some participants 
were still on baseline. At this point, participants trained on Inspiration™ 8.0 were 
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instructed to do all planning on this program while the rest continued to plan on paper. 
The participants were reminded of the mnemonic TREE and of the basic features of 
persuasive writing. The writing prompt was read out loud to all participants. General 
questions were answered and then the participants were asked to start writing. Data were 
collected and recorded on each of the dependent variables for all participants including 
those still on baseline. The independent rater analyzed the data for verification purposes 
as previously described. The collection of data continued until all participants had moved 
through baseline and into the intervention stage. 
Summary  
This study examined the effects computer graphic organizers on the persuasive 
composition writing of Hispanic middle school students with SLD who have deficits in 
written expression. The research questions focused on (a) whether or not the computer 
graphic organizers had an effect on the total number of arguments and supporting details 
written during the planning and in the written composition, and (b) the total number and 
percentage of arguments and supporting details written that transferred from the planning 
to the composition; (c) the total time spent on the planning stage; (d) total number of 
written words during the writing session; (e) total number and mean length of T-units; 
and (f) the overall organization of the composition.  
The participants were 4 Hispanic middle school students (two boys and two girls) 
enrolled in a Catholic school in an urban community. The participants were nominated by 
the teacher/ researcher and had a deficiency in written expression. The study was 
conducted in the middle school’s English classroom using four Dell Laptops, all 
networked and running Microsoft® Windows 2000 and Microsoft® Office 2007 with an 
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external mouse available for use. The materials included parental consent form, 
technology assessments, writing prompts, treatment fidelity procedure sheets, writing 
sample scoring sheets and data log sheets, and interrater reliability forms.  
Data on five dependent measures were collected in this study. The total number of 
arguments and supporting details generated through the planning phase and writing 
phase, along with the total number and percentage of arguments and supporting details 
that transferred from the planning stage to the composition were calculated. Next, the 
total time spent on the planning stage was recorded. The total number of words written 
per session was recorded to obtain the writing fluency. The number of T-units and the 
mean length were also measured to obtain a syntactical maturity measurement, and 
finally the total organization score was calculated through the use of an analytical scoring 
rubric. The study collected data on the computer graphic organizer’s effect on the 
participants’ compositions from baseline through intervention. Interrater agreement and 
treatment fidelity data were collected and reported as well. 
A single subject, multiple baseline design across subjects was used in this 
investigation. A multiple baseline design was selected for three main reasons. First, 
treatment will not have to be withdrawn. Second, multiple baseline design allows for 
replication and verification of predictions of behaviors. Finally, multiple baseline designs 
are easy for educators to implement. They follow how educators would normally 
implement change for their students. The ability for educators to implement the use of 
this writing strategy was crucial to this study, as providing assistance to all students was 
the general goal.  
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A steady state of writing fluency was first maintained before the first participant 
began the intervention. Upon reaching steady state in intervention stage of the first 
participant, the intervention was then applied to the second participant, and so on. Data 
were collected and graphed daily. Visual analysis of the data points were conducted 
daily. Verification occurred when the data points began to change at predictable times as 
each participant received the intervention. It was assumed that if baseline behaviors 
changed as intervention was applied then a functional relation was observed. 
Pre-study procedures included: obtaining parental consent forms, training of the 
independent raters on all forms and procedures, and selecting of writing prompts. 
Additionally, the participants were given a technology assessment to gauge their 
computer skills and received instruction on persuasive writing. The classroom and 
laptops were checked and prepared daily before students arrived for the study. General 
daily procedures included the reading of the writing prompt and instructions, as listed in 
the procedural guide.  
Upon obtaining steady state with a participant, the intervention phase began with 
said participant after training in the use of Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008). Inspiration™ 8.0 
instruction was given to each participant on an individual basis. After successful 
completion of an assessment on using the computer graphic organizer, the participant 
started using the computer graphic organizer, and data collection on the intervention 
phase began. Treatment fidelity was maintained by having the independent raters review 
and rate the compositions. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
 
 
 
This chapter presents the findings of a multiple baseline design across subjects 
study to examine the effects of the computer graphic organizer on the persuasive 
composition writings of Hispanic middle school students with specific learning 
disabilities (SLD). In particular, the study was specifically designed to answer the 
research questions by measuring in baseline and intervention the number of arguments 
and supporting details in the planning and written composition, number and percentage of 
these arguments and supportive details that transferred from planning to written 
composition, total amount of time spent planning, total number of words, syntactical 
maturity, and overall organization of persuasive composition. 
The chapter begins by presenting the treatment fidelity and interobserver 
agreement (IOA) data. Following this, the results of each participant’s and the group’s 
performance on each dependent measure is presented. Finally, a summary of results 
follows. 
Treatment Fidelity 
Treatment fidelity data were collected by the researcher and the two independent 
observers to ascertain that all procedures were followed as designed. Each day the 
researcher used the Treatment Fidelity Procedure Sheet and Checklist (see Appendix G) 
to make certain that the procedures were followed and the researcher’s data indicated that 
the procedures were indeed followed 100% of the time. The independent observers 
collected data on 10 of the 32 sessions or 31% of the sessions across baseline and 
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intervention. According to the data from the independent observers and the researcher, 
procedures were followed 100% of the time. 
Interrater Agreement 
Interrater agreement data were collected by the researcher and the two trained 
raters for 32 of 113 compositions or 28% of all compositions. The mean interrater 
agreement for arguments and supporting details was 92.19 % (range 75-100). The mean 
interrater agreement for writing fluency was 99.40% (range 93-100). The mean interrater 
agreement for syntax was 96.90% (range 77-100). The mean interrater agreement for 
overall organization was 90.00% (range 75-100). 
Number of Arguments and Supporting Details  
This study was conducted, partially, to determine if the computer-graphic 
organizer intervention, Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008), would have an impact on the number of 
arguments and supporting details written in the composition. The number of arguments 
and supporting details were counted during the planning stage and in the written 
composition. The arguments and supporting details were then inspected to determine the 
number and percentage that transferred from the planning to the composition. Data were 
collected during baseline and intervention.  
In this section, an explanation of the figures and tables relating to the 
measurement of arguments and supporting details is given. This is followed by a 
narrative description of each participant’s results as they pertain to the arguments and 
supporting detail. In each of the narratives, the data for planning are given first, followed 
by data collected during written composition. The data for the transferred number of 
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arguments and supporting detail are then presented. After the narratives of the 
participants are presented, the group results are described.  
Figure 1 and Figure 2 depict the mean number of arguments and supporting 
details written by participants during planning and in the written composition during 
baseline and intervention conditions. It further shows the mean number of arguments and 
supporting details that transferred from planning to the written composition during 
baseline and planning and written composition during intervention. Table 2 shows 
participants’ mean number of arguments and supporting details written in the planning 
and composition and the mean number of arguments and supporting details that 
transferred from planning to written composition during baseline and intervention. Table 
3 shows the percentage of arguments and supporting details that transferred during 
baseline and intervention conditions.   
Arthur 
From planning during baseline with paper and pencil to planning during 
intervention with the computer graphic organizer, Arthur had a minimal increase in his 
mean number of arguments and had a greater increase in his mean number of supporting 
details. During baseline planning, Arthur wrote a mean of 2.50 arguments (range 2-3) and 
2.25 supporting details (range 0-4). During intervention planning, he wrote a mean of 
2.95 arguments (range 2-4) and 6.82 supporting details (range 4-9) in the planning stage. 
This represents a mean increase of 0.45 arguments and 4.57 supporting details in the 
planning from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; Figure 1; Figure 2). 
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Figure 1: Mean number of arguments for each participant and the group across baseline and intervention. 
The planning stage is represented by “P” and written composition is represented by “C.” The “T” refers 
to the number of arguments that transferred from planning to the composition. 
From baseline compositions to intervention composition, Arthur had an increase 
in his mean number of arguments, and a greater increase in the mean number of 
supporting details. In baseline compositions, Arthur wrote a mean of 2.75 arguments 
(range 2-3) and 2.75 supporting details (range 2-4). During intervention, he wrote a mean 
of 2.91 arguments (range 2-4) and 7.36 supporting details (range 5-11). This represents a 
mean increase of 0.16 arguments and 4.61 supporting details in the compositions from a 
baseline to intervention (see Table 2; Figure 1; Figure 2).  
Figure 2: Mean number of supporting details for each participant and the group across baseline and 
intervention. The planning stage is represented by “P” and written composition is represented by “C.” 
The “T” refers to the number of supporting details that transferred from planning to the composition. 
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from planning to written composition during intervention were compared. In intervention, 
Arthur had an increase in the mean number of transferred arguments and a greater 
increase in the mean number of transferred supporting details. Between baseline planning 
and compositions, Arthur transferred a mean of 2.50 arguments (range 2-3) and a mean of 
2.25 supporting details (range 0-4). Between intervention planning and compositions, 
Arthur transferred a mean of 2.68 arguments (range 1-3) and a mean 6.18 supporting 
details (range 4-8). This represents a mean increase of 0.18 arguments and 3.93 
supporting details in the compositions from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; 
Figure 1; Figure 2).  
The overall percentages of arguments and supporting details that transferred from 
planning to written composition during baseline and intervention conditions were 
compared to each other (see Table 3). Throughout all 4 baseline sessions, Arthur 
developed a total of 10 arguments with 10 arguments or 100% transferring to the written 
composition and a total of 9 supporting details with 9 or 100% transferring to the written 
composition. Throughout all 22 intervention sessions, Arthur developed 65 arguments 
with a total of 59 arguments or 91% transferring to the written composition, and a total of 
150 supporting details with 136 or 91% transferring to the written composition. This 
represents 9% fewer arguments and supporting details being transferred during 
intervention than baseline. However, it represents a greater mean number of arguments 
and supporting details.  
Carmen 
From planning during baseline with paper and pencil to planning during 
intervention with the computer graphic organizer, Carmen had an increase in her mean 
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number of arguments and a greater increase in her mean number of supporting details. 
During baseline planning, Carmen wrote a mean of 1.89 arguments (range 1-3) and 1.89 
supporting details (range 0-6). During intervention planning, she wrote a mean of 3.05 
arguments (range 3-4) and 9.85 supporting details (range 8-16) in the planning stage. 
This represents a mean increase of 1.16 arguments and 7.96 supporting details in the 
planning from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; Figure 1; Figure 2). 
From baseline compositions to intervention composition, Carmen had a minimal 
increase in her mean number of arguments and a greater increase in the mean number of 
supporting details. In baseline compositions, Carmen wrote a mean of 2.89 arguments 
(range 2-3) and 3.00 supporting details (range 1-7). During intervention, she wrote a 
mean of 3.00 arguments (range 3) and 10.15 supporting details (range 8-13). This 
represents a mean increase of 0.11 arguments and 7.15 supporting details in the 
compositions from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; Figure 1; Figure 2).  
The number of arguments and supporting details that transferred from planning to 
the written composition during baseline, and the number that transferred from planning to 
written composition during intervention were compared. In intervention, Carmen had an 
increase in the mean number of transferred arguments and a greater increase in the mean 
number of transferred supporting details. Between baseline planning and compositions, 
Carmen transferred a mean of 1.78 arguments (range 1-3) and a mean of 1.67 supporting 
details (range 0-6). Between intervention planning and compositions, Carmen transferred 
a mean of 3.00 arguments (range 3) and a mean 9.70 supporting details (range 8-16). This 
represents a mean increase of 1.22 arguments and 8.03 supporting details in the 
compositions from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; Figure 1; Figure 2).  
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Table 2  
Mean Number of Arguments and Supporting Details 
 
 
Note. Top numbers indicate mean number at each phase. The bottom rows of numbers represent the range of numbers of arguments or 
supporting details. P is the abbreviation for Planning. C is the abbreviation for Composition. T is the abbreviation for Transfer. 
The overall percentages of arguments and supporting details that transferred from 
planning to written composition during baseline and intervention conditions were 
compared to each other (see Table 3). Throughout all 9 baseline sessions, Carmen 
developed a total of 17 arguments with 16 arguments or 94% transferring to the written 
composition, and a total of 17 supporting details with 15 or 88% transferring to the 
written composition. Throughout all 20 intervention sessions, Carmen developed 61 
arguments with a total of 60 arguments or 98% transferring to the written composition, 
and a total of 197 supporting details with 194 or 96% transferring to the written 
Participant P C T P C T P C T P C T
Arthur 2.50 2.75 2.50 2.25 2.75 2.25 2.95 2.91 2.68 6.82 7.36 6.18
(2-3) (2-3) (2-3) (0-4) (2-4) (0-4) (2-4) (2-4) (1-3) (4-9) (5-11) (4-8)
Carmen 1.89 2.89 1.78 1.89 3.00 1.67 3.05 3.00 3.00 9.85 10.15 9.70
(1-3) (2-3) (1-3) (0-6) (1-7) (0-6) (3-4) (3-3) (3-3) (8-16) (8-13) (8-16)
Victoria 3.00 3.71 2.36 1.36 6.07 0.71 2.92 3.15 2.85 7.69 9.46 7.38
(2-5) (3-6) (0-5) (0-6) (4-11) (0-3) (2-3) (3-4) (1-3) (4-11) (7-14) (6-9)
Pedro 2.75 3.05 2.65 3.10 3.70 2.90 3.50 3.50 3.50 11.20 11.20 11.20
(1-4) (1-4) (0-4) (0-7) (1-8) (0-6) (2-4) (2-4) (2-4) (6-12) (6-12) (6-12)
Group 2.64 3.19 2.38 2.28 4.19 1.98 3.06 3.08 2.94 8.60 9.23 8.27
(1-6) (1-7) (0-6) (0-7) (1-11) (0-6) (2-4) (2-4) (1-4) (4-16) (4-16) (4-16)
Arguments Supporting Details
Baseline
Arguments
Inspiration™ Intervention
Supporting Details
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composition. This represents 4% more arguments and 8% more supporting details being 
transferred during intervention than baseline. 
Victoria 
From planning during baseline with paper and pencil to planning during 
intervention with the computer graphic organizer, Victoria had a minimal decrease in her 
mean number of arguments but a noteworthy increase in her mean number of supporting 
details. During baseline planning, Victoria wrote a mean of 3.00 arguments (range 2-5) 
and 1.36 supporting details (range 0-6). During intervention planning, she wrote a mean 
of 2.92 arguments (range 2-3) and 7.69 supporting details (range 4-11) in the planning 
stage. This represents a mean decrease of 0.08 arguments and a mean increase in 6.33 
supporting details in the planning from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; Figure 1; 
Figure 2). 
From baseline compositions to intervention composition, Victoria had a slight 
decrease in her mean number of arguments and a noteworthy increase in her mean 
number of supporting details. In baseline compositions, Victoria wrote a mean of 3.71 
arguments (range 3-6) and 6.07 supporting details (range 4-11). During intervention, she 
wrote a mean of 3.15 arguments (range 3-4) and 9.46 supporting details (range 7-14). 
This represents a mean decrease of 0.56 arguments and a mean increase of 3.39 
supporting details in the compositions from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; 
Figure 1; Figure 2). 
The number of arguments and supporting details that transferred from planning to 
the written composition during baseline, and the number that transferred from planning to 
written composition during intervention were compared. Victoria had an increase in the 
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Table 3 
Percentage of Transferred Arguments and Supporting Details 
Note. Top numbers indicate the number of sessions spent in each condition and the percent of arguments and supporting details transferred. The Group number of sessions indicate the total number of 
sessions for all participants under each condition, not the number of sessions the researcher conducted. The bottom row represents the numbers that were transferred out of the total possible from 
planning to composition. 
 
  Arguments   Supporting Details 
 No. of    No. of Inspiration  No. of   No. of Inspiration 
Participants Sessions Baseline Sessions Intervention   Sessions Baseline Sessions Intervention 
Arthur 4 100% 22 91%  4 100% 22 91% 
  10/10  59/65   9/9  136/150 
Carmen 9 94% 20 98%  9 88% 20 98% 
  16/17  60/61   15/17  194/197 
Victoria 14 79% 13 97%  14 53% 13 96% 
  33/42  37/38   10/19  96/100 
Pedro 20 96% 10 100%  20 94% 10 100% 
  53/55  35/35   58/62  112/112 
Group 47 90% 65 96%  47 86% 65 96% 
    112/124   191/199      92/107   538/559 
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mean number of transferred arguments and a noteworthy increase in the mean number of 
transferred supporting details. Between baseline planning and compositions, Victoria 
transferred a mean of 2.36 arguments (range 0-5) and a mean of 0.71 supporting details 
(range 0-6). Between intervention planning and compositions, Victoria transferred a 
mean of 2.85 arguments (range 1-3) and a mean 7.38 supporting details (range 8-16). 
This represents a mean increase of 0.49 arguments and a mean increase of 6.67 
supporting details in the compositions from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; 
Figure 1; Figure 2).  
The overall percentages of arguments and supporting details that transferred from 
planning to written composition during baseline and intervention conditions were 
compared to each other (see Table 3). Throughout all 14 baseline sessions, Victoria 
developed a total of 42 arguments with 33 arguments or 79% transferring to the written 
composition, and a total of 19 supporting details with 10 or 53% transferring to the 
written composition. Throughout all 13 intervention sessions, Victoria developed 38 
arguments with a total of 37 arguments or 97% transferring to the written composition, 
and a total of 100 supporting details with 96 or 96% transferring to the written 
composition. This represents 18% more arguments and 43% more supporting details 
being transferred during intervention than baseline. 
Pedro 
From planning during baseline with paper and pencil to planning during 
intervention with the computer graphic organizer, Pedro had increase in his mean number 
of arguments and a greater increase in his mean number of supporting details. During 
baseline planning, Pedro wrote mean of 2.75 arguments (range 1-4) and 3.10 supporting 
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details (range 0-7). During intervention planning, he wrote a mean of 3.50 arguments 
(range 2-4) and 11.20 supporting details (range 6-12) in the planning stage. This 
represents a mean increase of 0.75 arguments and 8.10 supporting details in the planning 
from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; Figure 1; Figure 2). 
From baseline compositions to intervention composition, Pedro had an increase in 
his mean number of arguments and a greater increase in his mean number of supporting 
details. In baseline compositions, Pedro wrote a mean of 3.05 arguments (range 1-4) and 
3.70 supporting details (range 1-8). During intervention, he wrote a mean of 3.50 
arguments (range 2-4) and 11.20 supporting details (range 6-12). This represents a mean 
increase of 0.45 arguments and 7.50 supporting details in the compositions from a 
baseline to intervention (see Table 2; Figure 1; Figure 2). 
The number of arguments and supporting details that transferred from planning to 
the written composition during baseline, and the number that transferred from planning to 
written composition during intervention were compared. In intervention, Pedro had an 
increase in the mean number of transferred arguments and a greater increase in the mean 
number of transferred supporting details. Between baseline planning and compositions, 
Pedro transferred a mean of 2.65 arguments (range 0-4) and a mean of 2.90 supporting 
details (range 0-4). Between intervention planning and compositions, Pedro transferred a 
mean of 3.50 arguments (range 2-4) and a mean of 11.20 supporting details (range 6-12). 
This represents a mean increase of 0.85 arguments and 8.30 supporting details in the 
compositions from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; Figure 1; Figure 2). 
The overall percentages of arguments and supporting details that transferred from 
planning to written composition during baseline and intervention conditions were 
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compared to each other (see Table 3). Throughout all 20 baseline sessions, Pedro 
developed a total of 55 arguments with 53 arguments or 96% transferring to the written 
composition and a total of 35 supporting details with 35 or 100% transferring to the 
written composition. Throughout all 11 intervention sessions, Pedro developed 62 
arguments with a total of 58 arguments or 94% transferring to the written composition 
and a total of 112 supporting details with 112 or 100% transferring to the written 
composition. This represents 2% less arguments and the same percentage of supporting 
details being transferred during intervention than baseline. However, it represents a 
greater mean number of arguments and supporting details.  
Group 
From planning during baseline with paper and pencil to planning during 
intervention with the computer graphic organizer, the participants had an overall slight 
increase in their mean number of arguments and a greater increase in the mean number of 
supporting details. During baseline planning, the participants wrote a mean of 2.64 
arguments (range 1-6) and 2.28 supporting details (range 0-7). During intervention 
planning, they wrote a mean of 3.06 arguments (range 2-4) and 8.60 supporting details 
(range 4-12) in the planning stage. This represents a mean increase of 0.42 arguments and 
6.32 supporting details in the planning from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; 
Figure 1; Figure 2). 
From baseline compositions to intervention composition, the participants had a 
slight decrease (nearly the same performance) in their mean number of arguments and a 
greater increase in the mean number of supporting details. In baseline compositions, the 
participants wrote mean of 3.19 arguments (range 1-7) and 4.19 supporting details (range 
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1-11). During intervention, they wrote a mean of 3.08 arguments (range 2-4) and 9.23 
supporting details (range 4-16). This represents a mean decrease of 0.11 arguments but a 
mean increase of 5.04 supporting details in the compositions from a baseline to 
intervention (see Table 2; Figure 1; Figure 2). 
The number of arguments and supporting details that transferred from planning to 
the written composition during baseline, and the number that transferred from planning to 
written composition during intervention were compared. Participants had an increase in 
the mean number of transferred arguments and a greater increase in the mean number of 
transferred supporting details. Between baseline planning and compositions, the 
participants transferred a mean of 2.38 arguments (range 0-6) and a mean of 1.98 
supporting details (range 0-6). Between intervention planning and compositions, they 
transferred a mean of 2.94 arguments (range 1-4) and a mean 8.27 supporting details 
(range 4-16). This represents a mean increase of 0.56 arguments and 6.29 supporting 
details in the compositions from a baseline to intervention (see Table 2; Figure 1; Figure 
2). 
The overall percentage of arguments and supporting details that transferred from 
planning to written composition during baseline and intervention conditions were 
compared to each other (see Table 3). Throughout all 47 baseline sessions, the 
participants developed a total of 124 arguments with 112 arguments or 90% transferring 
to the written composition and a total of 107 supporting details with 92 or 86% 
transferring to the written composition. Throughout all 65 intervention sessions, the 
participants developed 199 arguments with a total of 191 arguments or 96% transferring 
to the written composition, and a total of 559 supporting details with 538 or 96% 
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transferring to the written composition. This represents 6% more arguments and 9% more 
supporting details being transferred during intervention than baseline.  
Planning Time 
This study was conducted, in part, to determine if the intervention, Inspiration™ 
8.0 (2008), would have an impact on the number of planning minutes spent by the 
participants. The number of planning minutes spent each day in baseline and intervention 
was recorded and graphed in Figure 3. Also, the mean number of planning minutes per 
participant and the group during baseline and during intervention is presented in Table 4.  
Arthur  
From baseline to intervention, Arthur greatly increased his total number of 
minutes planning. During baseline, Arthur spent a mean of 5.50 minutes in the planning 
stage (range 4-8). During intervention, he spent a mean of 13.50 minutes in the planning 
stage (range 8-19). This represents an overall increase of 8.00 planning minutes from 
baseline to intervention (see Table 4; Figure 3).  
Carmen  
From baseline to intervention, Carmen greatly increased her total number of 
minutes planning. During baseline, Carmen spent a mean of 4.22 minutes in the planning 
stage (range 4-8). During intervention, she spent a mean of 13.75 minutes in the planning 
stage (range 8-19). This represents an overall increase of 9.53 planning minutes from 
baseline to intervention (see Table 4; Figure 3). 
Victoria 
From baseline to intervention, Victoria greatly increased her total number of minutes 
planning. During baseline, Victoria spent a mean of 5.50 minutes in the planning stage 
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Planning Time 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. The Number of Minutes Spent on Planning. Note “*” indicates a 10 day break in study due to 
school holiday. Other breaks in data paths within conditions represent a participant’s absence. 
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Table 4  
Mean Number of Minutes Spent in the Planning Stage 
    Planning Time 
Participants   Baseline   Intervention 
Arthur  5.50  13.50 
  (4-8)  (8-19) 
Carmen  4.22  13.75 
  (1-9)  (7-18) 
Victoria  5.50  14.00 
  (2-17)  (12-20) 
Pedro  7.40  15.80 
  (3-13)  (14-18) 
Group  6.10  14.00 
    (1-17)   (7-20) 
 
Note. Top numbers indicate mean number at each phase. The bottom rows of numbers represent the range of number of minutes  
spent in the planning stage. 
(range 4-8). During intervention, she spent a mean of 14.00 minutes in the planning stage 
(range 8-19). This represents an overall increase of 8.50 planning minutes from baseline 
to intervention (see Table 4; Figure 3). 
Pedro 
From baseline to intervention, Pedro greatly increased his total number of minutes 
planning. During baseline, Pedro spent a mean of 7.40 minutes in the planning stage 
(range 4-8). During intervention, he spent a mean of 15.80 minutes in the planning stage 
(range 8-19). This represents an overall increase of 8.40 planning minutes from baseline 
to intervention (see Table 4; Figure 3). 
Group 
From baseline to intervention, the participants greatly increased their total number 
of minutes planning. During baseline, the participants spent a mean of 6.10 minutes in the 
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planning stage (range 1-17). During intervention, they spent a mean of 14.00 minutes in 
the planning stage (range 7-20). This represents an overall increase of 7.50 planning 
minutes from baseline to intervention (see Table 4; Figure 3). 
Writing Fluency 
This study was conducted, in part, to determine if the intervention, Inspiration™ 
8.0 (2008), would have an impact on the participants’ writing fluency. To measure 
fluency, the total number of words written in the composition daily during a 40-minute 
writing session by each participant was recorded. Data on writing fluency are presented 
in the form of total number of words written daily in each composition. Figure 4 depicts 
the total number of words written daily in each composition during the 40 minute writing 
sessions by the participants. Table 5 gives the mean and range of number of words 
written daily by each participant and the group during baseline and intervention. 
Arthur  
From baseline to intervention, Arthur greatly increased his writing fluency. 
During baseline, Arthur wrote a mean of 84.5 words per composition per session (range 
75-94). During intervention, his total number of words increased to a mean of 210.2 
words composition per session (range 152-345). Overall, Arthur increased his mean 
number of words composition per session by 125.7 (see Table 5; Figure 4). 
Carmen 
From baseline to intervention, Carmen greatly increased her writing fluency. 
During baseline, Carmen wrote a mean of 146.2 words per composition per session 
(range 109-192). During intervention, her total number of words increased to a mean of  
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Writing Fluency 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Total number of words written each session. Note “*” indicates a 10 day break in study due to 
school holiday. Other breaks in data paths within conditions represent a participant’s absence.          
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Table 5 
Mean Number of Words Written During Baseline and Intervention  
    Mean Number of Words 
Participant   Baseline   Intervention 
Arthur  84.5  210.2 
  (75-94)  (130-345) 
Carmen  146.2  319.2 
  (109-192)  (223-431) 
Victoria  215.0  319.0 
  (130-408)  (199-526) 
Pedro  85.3  263.2 
  (48-146)  (127-357) 
Group  135.5  273.6 
   (46-408)   (127-526) 
 
Note. Top numbers indicate mean number of words written. The bottom rows of numbers represent the range of number of words 
written. 
 
319.2 words composition per session (range 223-431). Overall, Carmen increased her 
mean number of words composition per session by 233 (see Table 5; Figure 4). 
Victoria 
From baseline to intervention, Victoria greatly increased her writing fluency. 
During baseline, Victoria wrote a mean of 215 words per composition per session (range 
130-408). During intervention, her total number of words increased to a mean of 319 
words composition per session (range 199-526). Overall, Victoria increased her mean 
number of words composition per session by 104 (see Table 5; Figure 4). 
Pedro 
From baseline to intervention, Pedro greatly increased his writing fluency. During 
baseline, Pedro wrote a mean of 85.3 words per composition per session (range 46-121). 
During intervention, his total number of words increased to a mean of 263.2 words 
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composition per session (range 127-357). Overall, Pedro increased his mean number of 
words composition per session by 177.9 (see Table 5; Figure 4). 
Group 
From baseline to intervention, the participants greatly increased their writing 
fluency. During baseline, the participants wrote a mean of 135.5 words per composition 
per session (range 46-121). During intervention, their total number of words increased to 
a mean of 273.6 words composition per session (range 127-526). Overall, the participants 
increased their mean number of words composition per session by 138.1 (see Table 5; 
Figure 4). 
Syntactical Maturity 
This study was conducted, partially, to determine if the intervention, Inspiration™ 
8.0 (2008), would have an impact on syntactic maturity. Syntactic maturity was measured 
using Hunt et al.’s (1968) minimal terminable unit (T-unit). A T-unit is the shortest 
grammatically-allowed sentence without creating fragments in between the T-units (Hunt 
et al., 1968). A T-unit contains a main clause, subject and a predicate, plus any 
subordinate clause that is attached to it that could not stand alone (Hunt et al.). Total 
number of T-units were counted and recorded. In addition, the length of each T-unit was 
recorded, and the T-unit mean length was calculated in each condition. Data on the 
syntactical maturity are presented in the form of mean number and length of T-units in 
written compositions during baseline and intervention. Figure 5 depicts the daily number 
of T-units written by the participants and Table 6 shows the participants’ mean number of 
T-units and the mean length of the T-units in baseline and intervention.   
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Arthur 
Arthur’s total number of T-units greatly increased from baseline to intervention. 
During baseline, Arthur’s compositions had a mean of 7.75 T-units (range 6-9). After 
intervention, his compositions had a mean 17.41 T-units (range 12-31). This is an overall 
increase of 9.66 T-units (see Table 6; Figure 5). With respect to mean length of T-units, 
Arthur had a minimal increase from baseline to intervention. During baseline, Arthur’s 
mean T-unit length was 11.20 (range 9.2-11.3). During intervention, his mean T-unit 
length was 12.00 (range 8.0-14.1). This is an increase of 0.80 words per T-unit (see Table 
6). 
Carmen 
Carmen’s total number of T-units greatly increased from baseline to intervention. 
During baseline, Carmen’s compositions had a mean of 11.56 T-units (range 5-16). After 
intervention, her compositions had a mean of 28.65 T-units (range 21-46). This is an 
overall increase of 17.09 T-units (see Table 6; Figure 5). With respect to mean length of 
T-units, Carmen had a decrease from baseline to intervention. During baseline, Carmen’s 
mean T-unit length was 13.60 (range 9.3-21.8). During intervention, her mean T-unit 
length was 11.40 (range 6.9-15.3). This is a decrease of 2.20 words per T-unit (see Table 
6). 
Victoria 
Victoria’s total number of T-units increased from baseline to intervention. During 
baseline, Victoria’s compositions had a mean of 16.50 T-units (range 8-28). After 
intervention, her compositions had a mean of 22.07 T-units (range 13-34). This is an 
overall increase of 5.57 T-units (see Table 6; Figure 5). With respect to mean length of  
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Syntactic Maturity  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Syntactic Maturity as measured by the total number of T-units in the composition. Note “*” 
indicates a 10 day break in study due to school holiday. Other breaks in data paths within conditions 
represent a participant’s absence.          
 
T-units, Victoria had a minimal decrease from baseline to intervention. During baseline, 
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mean T-unit length was 13.90 (range 10.1-20.0). This is a decrease of 0.10 words per T-
unit (see Table 6). 
Table 6  
Mean Number of T-units in the Compositions and Mean Length  
    Mean Length and Number of T-units 
  Baseline   Intervention 
Participant   Number  Length   Number Length 
Arthur  7.75 11.20  17.41 12.00 
  (6-9) (9.2-11.3)  (12-31) (8.0-14.1) 
Carmen  11.56 13.60  28.65 11.40 
  (5-16) (9.3-21.8)  (21-46) (6.9-15.3) 
Victoria  16.50 14.00  22.07 13.90 
  (8-28) (10.4-19.0)  (13-34) (10.1-20.0) 
Pedro  7.65 11.80  26.00 10.20 
  (3-16) (6.8-16.2)  (15-32) (7.7-13.9) 
Group  11.00 12.70  23.20 11.90 
    (3-28) (6.8-21.8)   (12-46) (6.9-20.0) 
Note. Top numbers indicate mean number at each phase.  The bottom rows of numbers represent the range of number of T-units 
written. 
Pedro 
Pedro’s total number of T-units greatly increased from baseline to intervention. 
During baseline, Pedro’s compositions had a mean of 7.65 T-units (range 3-16). After 
intervention, his compositions had a mean 26.00 T-units (range 15-32). This is an overall 
increase of 19.35 T-units (see Table 6; Figure 5).With respect to mean length of T-units, 
Pedro had a decrease from baseline to intervention. During baseline, Pedro’s mean T-unit 
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length was 11.80 (range 6.8-16.2). During intervention, his mean T-unit length was 10.20 
(range 7.7-13.9). This is a decrease of 1.60 words per T-unit (see Table 6). 
Group 
The participants’ total number of T-units greatly increased from baseline to 
intervention. During baseline, the participants’ compositions had a mean of 11.00 T-units 
(range 3-28). After intervention, their compositions had a mean 23.20 T-units (range 12-
46). This is an overall increase of 12.20 T-units (see Table 6; Figure 5). With respect to 
mean length of T-units, the participants had a decrease from baseline to intervention. 
During baseline, the participants’ mean T-unit length was 12.70 (range 6.8-21.8). During 
intervention, their mean T-unit length was 11.90 (range 6.9-20.0). This is a decrease of 
0.80 words per T-unit (see Table 6). 
Organization 
This study was conducted, in part, to determine if the intervention, Inspiration™ 
8.0 (2008), would have an impact on the organization of the compositions written by the 
participants. The total overall organization score of each composition was calculated by 
averaging the five components of the analytical rubric: premise/arguments, organization, 
sentence fluency, word choice, and conventions. Each component was scored using a 
range of 1 to 6, with 1 being poor and 6 being excellent. Data are presented in the form of 
daily scores. Figure 6 depicts the participants’ daily overall mean score of the analytical 
scoring rubric during baseline and intervention. Table 7 presents the mean score from the 
analytical scoring rubric for each participant and the group during baseline and 
intervention. 
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Overall Organization Score 
 
 
Figure 6. Mean Overall Daily Scores of the Analytical Scoring Rubric as measured by the mean score of 
all components of the Analytical Scoring rubric.  
Note “*” indicates a 10 day break in study due to school holiday. Other breaks in data paths within 
conditions represent a participant’s absence.   
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Arthur 
During baseline, Arthur’s mean overall organization score was 1.65 (range 1.20-
2.40). During intervention, his score was 3.08 (range 2.00-3.80). This represents a slight 
increase of 0.68 points in his overall organization score (see Figure 6; Table 7). 
Carmen 
During baseline, Carmen’s mean overall organization score was 1.87 (range 1.20 
-2.40). During intervention, her score was 4.18 (range 3.20-5.20). This represents an 
increase of 2.31 points in her overall organization score (see Figure 6; Table 7). 
Victoria 
During baseline, Victoria’s mean overall organization score was 2.70 (range 1.80-
3.60). During intervention, her score was 4.55 (range 3.80-5.20). This represents an 
increase of 1.85 points in her overall organization score (see Figure 6; Table 7). 
Table 7 
Mean of Analytical Scoring Guide 
 
  Mean Total Score 
          Participants Baseline  Intervention 
Arthur  1.65  3.08 
  (1.20-2.40)  (2.00-3.80) 
Carmen  1.87  4.18 
  (1.20-2.60)  (3.20-5.20) 
Victoria  2.70  4.55 
  (1.80-3.60)  (3.80-5.20) 
Pedro  2.01  3.84 
  (1.00-3.00)  (3.20-4.40) 
Group  2.16  3.83 
  (1.00-3.60)  (2.00-5.20) 
Note. Top numbers indicate mean score of the analytical scoring guide. The bottom rows of numbers represent the range of number of 
words written. 
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Pedro 
During baseline, Pedro’s mean overall organization score was 2.01 (range 1.00-
3.00). During intervention, his score was 3.84 (range 3.20-4.40). This represents an 
increase of 1.83 points in his overall organization score (see Figure 6; Table 7). 
Group 
During baseline, the participants’ mean overall organization score was 2.16 (range 
1.00-3.60). During intervention, their score was 3.83 (range 2.00-5.20). This represents 
an increase of 1.67 points in their overall organization score (see Figure 6; Table 7). 
Summary  
This study was designed to investigate the effects of using a computer graphic 
organizer to improve Hispanic middle school students’ with SLD persuasive written 
compositions. In particular, the study measured the number of arguments and supporting 
details that were in both planning and in written compositions, number and percentage of 
arguments and supporting details that transferred from the planning to the written 
composition, amount of time spent planning daily, number of words written daily, 
syntactical maturity, and overall organization of the persuasive composition. 
The results of this study indicate that the intervention assisted all participants in 
increasing their mean number of supporting details and 3 of the 4 participants in 
increasing their mean number of planned arguments. One participant had a slight 
decrease in the mean number of arguments planned from baseline to intervention. 
However, her mean number of supporting details did increase from baseline to 
intervention. The intervention also resulted in all participants increasing their mean 
number of supporting details written in their compositions and 3 of the 4 participants 
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increasing their mean number of arguments. She had a decrease in the mean number of 
arguments written in the composition from baseline to intervention. However, her mean 
number of supporting details did show an increase. All participants showed an increase in 
the mean number arguments and supporting details transferred from the planning to the 
written composition. A greater percentage of arguments were transferred by 3 of the 4 
participants. A greater or equal percentage of supporting details were transferred by all 
participants.  
The results demonstrated that all participants had an increase in the amount of 
time they spent on planning during intervention. The mean number of minutes spent on 
planning more than doubled for all participants during intervention.  
The participants’ writing fluency also increased from baseline to intervention 
levels. The mean number of words written during intervention more than doubled for 3 of 
the 4 participants. For the other participant, her mean number of words increased by 
approximately 100 words per session.  
The syntactical maturity of the participants’ written composition was measured by 
the number of T-units and length of T-units written in the composition. The mean number 
of T-units increased for all participants during intervention. The T-unit group mean 
doubled during intervention. However, the mean length of the T-unit did not increase. In 
fact, there was a decrease from baseline to intervention in the mean length for 3 of the 4 
participants. 
The participants’ written compositions were analyzed for organization using an 
analytical scoring guide. The results show that the participants improved their overall 
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organizational of the composition. The mean score of the participants increased over 1 
point on the 6-point scale. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
 
 
This chapter presents a discussion of the results of this study. First presented is a 
brief overview of the study followed by a summary of the results with respect to relevant 
literature in graphic organizers and composition writing and CLD students with specific 
learning disabilities (SLD). Lastly, the study’s delimitations, limitations, implications for 
practice, and suggestions for future research are presented. 
This study examined the effects of a computer graphic organizer on the persuasive 
writing composition of Hispanic middle school students with SLD. In particular, the 
study sought to answer the research questions by measuring multiple dependent variables 
including: (a) number of arguments and supporting details in the planning and writing 
stages; (b) number and percentage of these arguments and supportive details transferred 
from planning to the written compositions; (c) amount of time spent on planning; (d) 
writing fluency; (e) syntactical maturity; and (f) overall composition organization. Data 
were collected and analyzed on a total of 113 persuasive writing compositions in 32 
session dates with 4 participants across the dependent variables. Of these 113 
compositions, 47 were collected during baseline and 66 during intervention. 
Despite slight differences in the outcome of the individual participants, overall the 
results of this study demonstrated that the use of the computer graphic organizer had 
positive effects on the participant’s compositions as measured by the dependent variables. 
Increases in the mean scores across the following dependent variables were evident: (a) 
supporting details and transfer of supporting details, (b) planning, (c) writing fluency, (d) 
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syntactical maturity, and (e) overall organization. Negligible differences were noted 
across all participants for the number and percentage of arguments planned, written, and 
transferred. A complete analysis of the results for each dependent variable, along with 
connections and comparisons to the existing relevant literature follows. Generally, the 
results of this study support the findings of relevant literature and offer advancements to 
the current literature. 
Arguments and Supporting Details 
Data on the number of arguments and supporting details written by the 
participants were analyzed. Presented first is an analysis of the number and percentage of 
arguments planned and written by the participants and the group in baseline and 
intervention conditions. Also, there is an analysis of the number of arguments written 
during planning that were transferred to the written composition. This is followed by a 
similar analysis of the supporting details planned, written, and percent transferred. 
Finally, this section ends with a discussion the results related to arguments and 
supporting details as they relate to the relevant literature. 
Arguments  
Overall, the results of this study showed negligible differences in the number of 
arguments planned, written, and transferred with variation among individual participants. 
During planning, Carmen had the most substantial increase from baseline to intervention 
in the mean number of arguments with a mean increase of 1.16. Arthur and Pedro had 
slight increases from baseline to intervention of 0.45 and 0.75 arguments, respectively. 
Victoria had a slight decrease of 0.08 in her mean number of arguments from baseline to 
intervention.  
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On the written composition, overall there were negligible differences between 
mean number of arguments in baseline and intervention written compositions. Arthur, 
Carmen, and Pedro increased by 0.16, 0.11, and 0.45 arguments respectfully. Victoria 
had a slight decrease of 0.56 fewer mean number of arguments written in intervention 
than in baseline.  
With respect to the mean number of arguments that transferred from planning to 
the written compositions, Arthur, Carmen, Victoria, and Pedro slightly increased their 
mean by 0.18, 1.22, 0.49, and 0.85 respectfully. When analyzing the percentage of the 
total number of arguments by students that transferred between conditions, there was 
variability. Arthur transferred 9% fewer arguments, whereas, Carmen and Pedro, 
transferred 4% more from baseline to intervention. Yet, Victoria transferred 18% more 
arguments from baseline to intervention. Although there was a decrease of 9% for Arthur, 
it should be noted that only 10 of 10 arguments were transferred during the 4 days of 
baseline, or a mean of 2.5 per day. Throughout the 22 intervention sessions, Arthur wrote 
65 arguments with 59 or 91% transferring to the written composition or a mean of 2.9 per 
day. Subsequently, in actuality even though the percentage of transferred arguments was 
lower, Arthur did transfer more arguments during intervention than in baseline. A 
possible explanation to this decrease is the limited number of data baseline data points 
used to calculate the percentage of arguments.  
Supporting Details 
The results of this study demonstrated substantial increases with respect to the 
number of supporting details planned, written, and transferred. In the planning stage, all 
participants either doubled or tripled their number of supporting details from baseline to 
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intervention. Arthur, Carmen, Victoria, and Pedro increased their mean number of 
supporting details per planning session by 4.57, 7.96, 6.33, and 8.10 respectively.  
Similar to the planning stage, the differences between baseline and intervention in 
the mean number of supporting details in the written composition were much greater. All 
participants increased from baseline to intervention by either doubling or tripling their 
mean number of supporting details in written compositions. Arthur, Carmen, Victoria, 
and Pedro had increases of 4.61, 7.15, 3.39, and 7.50, respectfully.  
Also, the analysis of mean number of supporting details that transferred from 
baseline to intervention demonstrated a substantial growth. All participants either 
doubled or tripled their mean number of transferred supporting details from baseline to 
intervention. Arthur, Carmen, Victoria, and Pedro had increases of 3.93, 8.03, 8.99, and 
8.30 respectfully. This is a percentage decrease of 9% for Arthur’s number of supporting 
details, but an increase of 10%, 43%, and 6% for Carmen, Victoria, and Pedro, 
respectively. Although there was a percentage decrease of 9% for Arthur, it should be 
noted that only 9 of 9 supporting details were transferred during the 4 days of baseline or 
2.25 per day. Throughout his 22 intervention sessions, Arthur wrote a total of 150 
supporting details with 136 or 91% transferring to the written composition or 6.2 per day. 
Subsequently, in actuality even though the percentage of transferred arguments was 
lower, Arthur did transfer more supporting details during intervention than in baseline.  
Arguments and Supporting Details and the Literature  
Persuasive writing requires the writer to take a position and convince his or her 
audience through logical arguments and evidence  that the writer’s position is the correct 
stance to take (Salahu-Din et al., 2008), and to then provide evidence in the form of 
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supporting details for these arguments. Supporting details are statements containing facts, 
logical support, or examples that support the writer’s arguments and point of view 
(Steele, 2007).  
A common format for persuasive compositions is to have the five-paragraph 
structure, which includes the introduction or premise, three arguments with a minimum of 
three supporting details each, and a conclusion (Baker & Brizee, 2007; Driscoll, 2007). 
Many students with SLD have problems expressing and generalizing ideas and then 
expanding on subtopics of these ideas in their compositions (Englert et al., 2007; Graham 
et al., 2001; Montgomery & Kahn, 2007). Also, the formulation of new ideas can be 
challenging for some CLD students, as it requires them to compose and develop ideas in 
a language in which proficiency may still be lacking (Myles, 2002).  
The results of this study do not support the use of the computer graphic organizer 
for increasing the number of arguments written by students. However, as the common 
format for persuasive writing is to have 3 arguments (Baker & Brizee, 2007; Driscoll, 
2007), the participants did meet this basic standard. The group mean during intervention 
was 3.06 arguments planned and 3.08 arguments written.   
Conversely, the results of this study, although preliminary, do suggest that using a 
computer graphic organizer could assist Hispanic students with SLD in creating 
substantially more supporting details to convince their audiences of their positions as 
evidenced by the group’s 9% gain in number supporting details transferred. During 
baseline, the group was writing a mean of 1.98 supporting details. After intervention, as a 
group the participants were writing a mean of 8.27 supporting details per composition. 
This was approximately one supporting detail less than the specifications for the common 
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five paragraph essay (Baker & Brizee, 2007; Driscoll, 2007). The gains made by the 
group with the use of the computer graphic organizer demonstrate the potential 
effectiveness of this intervention as a strategy for improving writing amongst other 
learners. 
The results of this study support the research of Lin et al. (2004) with general-
education students using the same computer graphic organizer to improve persuasive 
writing. Although Lin et al. did not separate the students’ persuasive composition by 
arguments and supporting details or measure the distinct number of ideas created in the 
composition, they did note that more ideas were produced in planning when students used 
computer graphic organizer as opposed to handwritten graphic organizers. Students who 
used the computer graphic organizer in Lin et al.’s study were found to have a mean of 
12.27 ideas as opposed to students who used the handwritten graphic organizer who had a 
mean of 10.26 ideas.  
The results of this study demonstrated that as with Lin et al.’s study more 
supporting details were written with computer graphic organizers. In distinguishing 
between arguments and supporting details, this study provided a more specific analysis of 
the participants’ performances. These results extend the finding of Lin et al. in that 
participants used were Hispanic students with SLD and daily progress was measured as 
opposed to general-education students and a pre- and post-test assessment. Also, by 
collecting repeated measures of the dependent variables (as is required by the single 
subject design used), it allowed for the measurement of the students’ growth as they 
progressed through the study rather than measuring performances at only one or two time 
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intervals. This allowed the researcher to view changes as they occurred and to determine 
the immediate and consistent impact of the computer graphic organizer intervention. 
The results of this study support the qualitative findings of Lorber (2004), in 
which the teachers perceived an increase in the number of ideas some general-education 
students developed after using computer graphic organizers. This study extends the work 
of Lorber in that a quantitative value was determined for the number of arguments and 
supportive details written as opposed to Lorber’s qualitative findings of the perceptions 
of increase in the number of ideas written. However, Lorber noted a perceived decrease 
by the teachers in the number of ideas generated by low-achieving students. The results 
of this study found that Hispanic students with SLD were able to produce substantially 
more supporting details using the computer graphic organizer. Therefore, the results of 
this study contradict the perceptions of the teachers in Lorber’s study who perceived a 
decrease in the number of ideas by low-achieving students, which included students with 
SLD.  
In summary, this study’s results demonstrated that using computer graphic 
organizers with Hispanic students with SLD had negligible results for the number of 
arguments written, but substantially increased the number of supporting details written in 
their compositions. Previously, only one study examined the number of ideas written by 
students in persuasive writing, and no study had collected data on arguments and 
supporting details separately. Therefore, these results extend the current literature by 
offering specific information on the effects of computer graphic organizers in producing 
more supporting details during the planning stage of writing and in written compositions. 
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Because only 4 subjects were used in this study, the results should be viewed as 
preliminary.  
Planning Time 
Upon analysis of the time spent on planning each composition, it became apparent 
that all 4 participants greatly increased their mean planning time per writing session. 
From baseline to intervention, Arthur, Carmen, Victoria, and Pedro increased their mean 
planning time by 8.00, 9.53, 8.50, and 8.0 minutes, respectfully. This represents a 
doubling and tripling of minutes spent planning. 
Planning is the work a writer does including prewriting, brainstorming, talking, or 
outlining, before he or she begins to actually write (Kunka et al., 2007). It is dependent 
on the writer’s skills to connect with the topic, understand it, be able to make inferences, 
and gather new information (Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2001). Skilled writers 
spend a considerable amount of time planning their compositions (De La Paz & Graham, 
2002). However, many students with SLD often spend little time planning their 
compositions (De La Paz & Graham). Similarly, some CLD students tend to spend 
minimal time in planning (Monroe & Troia, 2006). The results of this study show that the 
use of computer graphic organizers can increase the planning time of Hispanic students 
with SLD; the participants substantially increased the amount of time they spent 
planning. These results mirror what is expected in good writing, that, in general, more 
planning is likely to produce more thoughtful, better writing (Graham et al., 2001).   
The results of this study partially support the findings of Lin et al. (2002). Lin et 
al. compared handwritten graphic organizers to computer graphic organizers. The group 
of students who used the computer graphic organizer spent 4.2 minutes more on planning 
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than the group who used handwritten graphic organizers. Both groups, handwritten and 
computer graphic organizers, in Lin et al.’s study spent a considerable amount of time on 
planning, 21.5 and 25.7 minutes respectively. The results of this current study support the 
increase Lin et al. found in the planning time using the computer graphic organizer. 
However, it should be noted that this current study compared the computer graphic 
organizer to baseline not to another intervention.  
Additionally, the results of this study support the qualitative findings of Blair et 
al. (2002), in which few students spent any time on planning before being given the 
computer graphic organizer to plan and write their narrative compositions. According to 
Blair et al., one student increased his planning time with the use of a computer graphic 
organizer from 0 minutes to 4 minutes spent planning. Other students were noted to have 
increased their planning time in a similar fashion, however no data were available. The 
current study supports the findings of Blair et al., in that increases in the planning time 
were found using computer graphic organizers. However, the current study was unable to 
validate the findings of Blair et al., because the Blair et al. study does not provide 
sufficient quantitative data to make appropriate comparisons. Blair et al.’s results 
indicated general increases in the planning time.  
In summary, the results demonstrated that using computer graphic organizers with 
Hispanic students with SLD increased the amount of time spent on planning. This study 
adds to the existing literature base by adding measurable results of the effects of 
computer graphic organizers on the planning time spent by students.  
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Writing Fluency 
Upon analysis of the participants’ writing fluency, it appears that all participants 
greatly increased the mean number of words written per session. From baseline to 
intervention, Arthur, Carmen, Victoria, and Pedro increased the mean number of words 
written by 125.7, 233, 104, and 177.9 across the 40-minute writing sessions, respectively.  
A written composition requires an adequate number of words to properly convey 
an idea (Kasper-Ferguson & Moxley, 2002). Generally, students with SLD tend to write 
shorter compositions, not allowing them to fully express their ideas (Englert et al., 2007, 
Wong, 2000). Likewise, many CLD students tend to produce shorter compositions with 
poor fluency (Myles 2002). The results of this study demonstrated that with the use of 
computer graphic organizer, Hispanic students with SLD were able to substantially 
increase their mean number of words. 
The results of this study in part support the results of Sturm and Rankin-Erickson 
(2002). Sturm and Rankin-Erickson had significant main effects for the number of words 
written by the 12 participants, F(11,3) = 6.05, p < 0.01, across all three interventions: (a) 
writing without graphic organizers, (b) handwritten graphic organizers, and (c) computer 
graphic organizer. Due to the methodology employed, Sturm and Rankin-Erickson were 
unable to determine which intervention was more effective. This current study reduced 
the confounding effects of Sturm and Rankin-Erickson’s study by teaching persuasive 
writing before collecting baseline data. In this study, the use of computer graphic 
organizers increased the number of words written. For 3 of the 4 participants the increase 
was visible almost immediately after beginning the intervention, and the fourth 
participant showed gains after a few days. Consequently, the results of both studies 
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showed gains in writing fluency. However, this study directly demonstrated that the 
intervention had a measurable effect on the gains. Additionally, the results of this study 
support the findings of Blair et al (2002). Blair et al. noted an increase in the length of 
each subsequent composition with the use of the computer graphic organizer.  
In summary, the results of this study demonstrated that using computer graphic 
organizers with Hispanic students with SLD increased the writing fluency of the 
participants. This study extends to the existing literature by removing the confounding 
effects of Sturm and Rankin-Erickson (2002) study and by providing quantitative data to 
support the findings of Blair et al. (2002).  
Syntactical Maturity 
Overall, the use of computer graphic organizers resulted in substantial 
improvements for all 4 participants in the syntactic maturity of their written 
compositions, as measured by number of T-units. Arthur, Carmen, Victoria, and Pedro 
increased their mean number of T-units per writing session by 9.66, 17.09, 5.57, and 
19.35 respectively. With respect to the mean T-unit length, 1 participant had a negligible 
increase and another, a negligible decrease in the mean length of T-units between 
baseline and intervention. Specifically, Arthur increased his mean length by 0.80 words 
per T-unit and Victoria decreased her T-unit mean length by 0.10. Carmen and Pedro had 
greater decreases in the mean length of their T-units by 2.20 and 1.60, respectively. 
However, it should be noted again that all had substantial increases in the mean number 
of T-units written. 
The ability to elaborate on an idea is important for a writer to convey his or her 
message adequately. This skill often is limited for CLD students with SLD to perform 
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(Englert et al.; Graham et al., 2001; Montgomery & Kahn, 2007; Myles, 2002). 
Measuring and counting T-units is one method employed to measure a writer’s ability to 
expand and elaborate on ideas (Sturm & Rankin-Erickson, 2002). The results of this 
study demonstrated that by using computer graphic organizers, the participants were able 
to substantially increase their mean number of T-units. However, the mean length of the 
T-units did not result in any improvements with the use of computer graphic organizers. 
The results of this study partially support the findings of Sturm and Rankin-
Erickson (2002). Again, Sturm and Rankin-Erickson found significant effects in the 
number of T-units, F(11,3) = 6.05, p < 0.01, across each of three interventions: (a) 
writing without graphic organizers, (b) handwritten graphic organizers, and (c) computer 
graphic organizer. This current study reduced the confounding effects of Sturm and 
Rankin-Erickson’s study by teaching persuasive writing before collecting baseline data. 
The current study demonstrated an increase in the number of T-units produced 
immediately after the implementation of graphic organizers in 3 of its 4 participants. The 
fourth participant showed increases after the fourth intervention session. Consequently, 
the results of both studies showed gains in syntactical maturity. However, this study 
directly demonstrated that the intervention had a measurable effect on the gains. 
The results of this current study support the findings of Sturm and Rankin-
Erickson in which they found no significant increase in the length of the T-units written 
by the students F(11,3) = 0.65, p < 0.59. The current study had negligible to decreasing 
results for the mean length of the T-units. Thus, the use of computer graphic organizers 
did not assist in increasing the length of the T-units written.  
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In summary, the results demonstrated that using computer graphic organizers to 
improve the compositions of Hispanic students with SLD partially increased the 
syntactical maturity. Syntactical maturity has two components, the number of T-units and 
the mean length of T-units. The results of this study demonstrated increases in the 
participants’ number of T-units but negligible to decreasing results were found for the 
mean length of the T-units, which supports the findings of Sturm and Rankin-Erickson 
(2002).  
This study extends the existing literature on the syntactical maturity of students 
using computer graphic organizers. Only one other study, Sturm and Rankin-Erickson, 
examined syntactical maturity of students using computer graphic organizers, therefore 
these results should be viewed as preliminary 
Overall Organization 
The results on the analytical scoring guide used to measure the quality of the 
overall organization of the written compositions, demonstrates a general increase to 
varying degrees for all 4 participants. On a 6-point scale, Arthur, Carmen, Victoria, and 
Pedro increased by a mean of 0.68, 2.31, 1.85, and 1.83 points, respectively. Although 
Arthur’s increase was not as substantial as the other participants, he did improve his score 
from a 2.40 on the scoring guide to a 3.08. Considering that the scoring guide is on a 6-
point scale, this much of a change on the position of the scale, although minimal, means 
improvement.  
Organization is the logical and sequential structuring of the planning stage of 
writing into a composition to convey a message or an idea (Rossitto, 2004; Wong, 2000). 
Unfortunately, the ideas generated by CLD students with SLD often are written in no 
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logical order, and culminate in a group of disorganized thoughts that ineffectively convey 
their messages (Englert et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2001; Monroe & Troia, 2006). The 
results of this study demonstrated that with the use of computer graphic organizers, the 
participants increased their organizational score.  
The results of this study support the findings of Sturm and Rankin-Erickson 
(2002) who found that the holistic score of students’ compositions created with a 
computer graphic organizer were higher than the students’ baseline composition, where 
the students were asked to write an expository composition, without prior explanations. 
Also, the results of this study support the findings of Lorber (2004) who found that 
general-education students using the computer graphic organizer did perform 
significantly better on holistic scoring of their compositions F(4,79) = 2.49, p = .05.  
In summary, the results suggest that using computer graphic organizers with 
Hispanic students with SLD increases the organization of the written compositions. 
However, both Lorber (2004) and Sturm and Rankin-Erickson (2002) employed different 
holistic scoring guides with computer graphic organizers. This current study used an 
analytical scoring guide in an effort to focus more on the organizational components and 
remove other variables from affecting the scoring. Since all three employed different 
scoring guides, the results of the current study should be interpreted as preliminary. All 
three studies revealed an increase in the scoring of the composition. This might suggest 
that computer graphic organizers will assist students in better organizing their 
compositions, regardless of the scoring method employed.  
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Summary of Results of All Dependent Variables 
This study examined the effects of computer graphic organizers on persuasive 
writing compositions of Hispanic students with SLD. The following dependent variables 
were studied: (a) number of arguments and supporting details; (b) number and percentage 
of transferred arguments and supporting details; (c) amount of time spent in planning; (d) 
writing fluency; (e) syntactical maturity; and (f) overall organization. Previously, four 
studies were found that used computer graphic organizers as a writing strategy to 
improve student compositions (i.e., Blair et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2004; Lorber, 2004; 
Sturm & Rankin-Erickson, 2002). Of these, only two were used with students with 
disabilities (i.e., Blair et al.; Sturm & Rankin-Erickson). Both of these two studies 
showed improvement in the students’ compositions. None of the four studies specifically 
focused on Hispanic students, and only one study (Lin et al.) used persuasive writing. 
Of the dependent variables investigated in this study, when computer graphic 
organizers were introduced as the intervention, substantial improvements were 
demonstrated in several dependent variables. There were increases for all 4 participants 
in the number of supporting details developed during planning and that appeared in the 
written compositions. Overall, an increased percentage of supporting details developed in 
the planning transferred to the written compositions. Also, there were increases in the 
number of minutes spent planning, writing fluency, number of T-units created, and 
overall organization of the written compositions.  
Limited increases were found with the number of arguments, and percentage of 
transferred arguments, and the length of T-units. There were negligible results found for 
the number of arguments planned and written. This could be due to the planning template 
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being designed for three arguments and participants were required to modify the template 
to add additional arguments. Varying results across the 4 participants were noted for the 
number of arguments transferred from planning to the written composition. With respect 
to the mean length of the T-units, no substantial growth was noted, rather a decrease was 
noted for 3 of the participants. This may be because the participants spent more time 
planning and organizing their compositions during intervention than in baseline which 
may have resulted in more concisely written thoughts, thus shorter T-units.  
When comparing the results where clear increases were shown for the dependent 
variables (e.g., number of supporting details, percentage of supporting details transferred, 
planning time, writing fluency, number of T-units, and overall organization), this study 
supports or enhances the results of the four previously mentioned studies (i.e., Blair et al., 
2002; Lin et al., 2004; Lorber, 2004; Sturm & Rankin-Erickson, 2002). This study 
supports and extends the findings of Lin et al. (2004) and Lorber (2004) in which 
increases were found with the number of ideas written using computer graphic organizer. 
Also, this study further supports the studies of Blair et al. (2002), and Lin et al. in which 
increases were noted in the planning time. Furthermore, it supports and extends the 
findings of Blair et al. and Sturm & Rankin-Erickson in which increases in the total 
number of words written were observed. In addition, the data of overall organization also 
supported the findings of Sturm & Rankin-Erickson and Lorber.  
Where there were limited increases, the dependent variables were either not 
investigated in previous studies or had similar results. The dependent variables number of 
arguments and transfer of arguments had limited results in this study and were not 
directly studied by any other found previous research. Similar results were found for the 
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mean length of T-units by Sturm and Rankin-Erickson (2002) in that no increases were 
noted by the participants.  
These results broaden the existing literature in that the dependent variables that 
clearly demonstrate success further enhance the literature. The dependent variables that 
had limited success support previous research.  
Implications for Practice 
The results of this study have important implications for classroom practice. 
Overall, the computer graphic organizer used in this study was effective in improving the 
persuasive composition writing performances of Hispanic students with SLD. Educators 
should consider implementing the use of computer graphic organizers in the classroom 
with individual students or small groups after they teach the persuasive writing genre and 
possibly others as well. The schools should provide the students with access to desktops 
or laptops and allow them to plan using Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008). A viable solution to 
providing students with the needed equipment is to use Minis. A Mini, short for mini 
notebook, is a laptop computer with a 10.1 inch screen or smaller (Martin, 2008). It has 
the same capabilities, storage, and speed of regular laptop in a compact size with a lower 
price (Martin, 2008). They are becoming more affordable and are more than capable of 
sustaining computer graphic organizers.   
When first using Inspiration™8.0 (2008) in the classroom, one might consider 
using a ready-made template as was done in this study. As the students get more familiar 
with the program, it may be ideal to allow them to create their own organizers. This, 
however, was not done in this study in order to maintain better control of the study’s 
variables. Students should be instructed in how to complete the planning utilizing 
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Inspiration™ 8.0. However, limiting the amount of time the students spend on writing 
may hinder the student’s writing. Writing is a recursive and cumulative process (Englert 
et al., 2007; Wong, 2000), and although this study did stipulate a time limit on the 
planning, limiting the planning in a classroom setting may hinder student writing.  
At the completion of the planning, the student should be instructed to use the 
outline mode feature of Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008) to change the ideas into complete 
sentences. In this study, the participants were asked to not only change the thoughts into 
sentences, but to rearrange the order of the thoughts if needed. In outline mode, the 
participants were able to revise their paragraph structure and insure that all of their 
supporting details were in order. Although this study did not ask the participants to check 
for spelling or grammar, in the outline mode there are features that would enable the user 
to do so. This would further enhance the students’ writing. Students with trouble 
formulating complete sentences or choosing appropriate words could use the text-to-
speech option in Inspiration™ 8.0. This feature would read back the sentence or words to 
students. They could then decide if they chose the correct words. Following this, the 
student could transfer the outline into a word processor to finalize the composition.  
As evidenced by the results of this study, gains are visible across most of the 
dependent variables. The use of Inspiration 8.0™ (2008) with persuasive writing was 
effective in increasing the number of supporting details used, the planning time, writing 
fluency, syntactical maturity, and the overall organization of the compositions. However, 
it did not increase the number of arguments written by the participants. This may have 
been due to the design of the template used for this study. A ready-made template 
adapted from Inspiration™ 8.0 was used to assist the participants with their planning. 
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This template only allowed space for three arguments. Educators wanting students to 
develop more arguments should revisit the results of this study and possibly make 
adaptations to the template or not use one. Instead, they could have students make their 
own template and evaluate its effectiveness.  
Previous research has suggested that CLD students with SLD may benefit from 
use of computer graphic organizers (August, 2006; Monroe & Troia, 2006; Sitko et al., 
2005). The current study used the writing strategy, the computer graphic organizer, which 
resulted in an increase in the number of supporting details, planning time, number of 
words, T-units, and an improvement in the overall organization of the composition. This 
study’s results further demonstrate the need for structured research based interventions to 
be used with Hispanic students with SLD in writing compositions. 
Delimitations of Study 
This study had certain built in exclusions. The participants of this study were in 
middle school and had a psychological educational evaluation stating that they had a 
deficiency in written expression. Furthermore, all participants came from a household 
where a second language, Spanish was spoken. This study focused on Hispanic students 
with SLD. Only two parts of the writing process were investigated in this study, planning 
and organization, and only one writing genre was used, persuasive writing. Although in 
writing it is common at times to share ideas, participants were not given a choice on 
topics to write and were not allowed to share ideas. Moreover writing a final draft often 
occurs over several days. However, participants in this study wrote on each given prompt 
for only one class session. Finally, due to the nature of single subject design, the study 
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was limited to a small number of participants. Due to these limitations, additional 
research will be needed for further generalization of findings.  
Limitations 
The study commenced in the final trimester of the school which caused several 
study limitations. The study had to be scheduled around the school’s 10-day spring break, 
causing a lapse in a period of time when the data could be collected. Final exams for the 
eighth graders caused an earlier than expected end to the study. End of the year events 
and meetings limited the number of days the participants were available.  
Second, there is a lack of psychometric support for the Analytical Scoring Guide 
used in this study (see Appendix H). Although the scoring guide implemented in this 
study was used in another study (i.e., Monroe & Troia, 2006), there exists no measure to 
determine its validity as a scoring guide.   
Finally, another limitation that could have affected the participants’ performance 
is the familiarity with the researcher. As their regular English teacher and the researcher 
was the same person, this could have influenced the performance of the participants.  
Suggestions for Future Research 
The results of this study recommend several areas for future research. The 
characteristics of the population used for this study were limited to Hispanic students 
with SLD, solely. Participants of other demographics should be considered in future 
research such as English language learners, other culturally and linguistically diverse 
(CLD) populations, and/or students in elementary school or high school. Inspiration™ 
8.0 (2008) offers a word prediction utility along with a text-to-speech option which might 
be beneficial for English language learners or other CLD populations. Additionally, the 
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use of this graphic organizer should be investigated in whole-class settings. 
Future research should include the different writing genres with computer graphic 
organizers. This study focused on one particular genre, persuasive writing. Warranted is 
future research on the effects of computer graphic organizers on narrative and expository 
writing. Additionally, an analysis of class work done by participants while in the study 
would prove useful in determining the extent to which the effects of the intervention are 
transferred to other writing assignments in the classroom.  
This study focused on the use of one specific computer graphic organizer, 
Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008). Although all features of the program were presented to the 
participants and available, only one template was used throughout the study. Future 
research should consider allowing students to create their own graphic organizers and/or 
use other templates, without suggesting minimal standards that might have inadvertently 
limited the number of arguments created. Also, Inspiration™ 8.0 (2008) has the option of 
allowing text-to-speech, along with most new operating systems. Future research should 
include the use of this feature during planning. In addition, there are other commercially-
available computer graphic organizer programs that have varying features. Future 
research should investigate the effectiveness of these other programs. 
Future research is needed to validate the findings of this study’s use of planning 
time, writing fluency, and overall organization using an analytical scoring guide. 
Replication of this study is needed with an addition of a maintenance feature. An increase 
in the length of the study is also needed to note if participants maintain any 
improvements developed. In addition, no previous studies focused on the number of 
arguments and supporting details or on the percentage of transferred arguments and 
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supporting details created using a computer graphic organizer. This may be due to the 
fact that these are higher order skills that require greater cognitive investments from the 
students. Future research may want to examine how computer graphic organizers could 
be used to promote greater number of arguments, possibly yielding more complex 
arguments. Finally, most state exams require that students use paper and pen to write 
their essays. Further research is needed to assess whether writing practice with computer 
graphic organizers can lead to the development and effective use of handwritten graphic 
organizers during assessments. 
In conclusion, this study investigated the effects of computer graphic organizers 
and persuasive writing on Hispanic students with SLD. No known previous study has 
expressly studied the effects of this intervention with Hispanic students with SLD. 
Clearly, there is a need for additional research. The population and size for this study was 
limited by design, and, therefore, limits the ability to generalize the findings to all 
demographics. Additional research should focus on English language learners and other 
CLD students with SLD. Although this study focused on Hispanic middle school students 
with SLD, future studies may wish to examine this particular population at the 
elementary and high school levels. Extensions to this study may also include the use of 
different features of the computer graphic organizer, different graphic organizers, or even 
the combination of the graphic organizer and text-to-speech to work through more stages 
of writing. Further research may be warranted to expand the limitations of this study and 
to validate the findings by exploring how computer graphic organizers can be used to 
expand thinking and the depth of the writing content. 
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Summary  
The results of this study demonstrated that the use of computer graphic organizers 
had positive effects on the written compositions of Hispanic students with SLD. Increases 
in the number of supporting details, percentage of supporting details transferred, planning 
time, writing fluency, number of T-units created, and overall organization of the 
composition were noted. 
Participants were taught persuasive writing and the writing process prior to the 
collection of data. During baseline, participants were asked to use paper and pencil 
during the planning of a persuasive composition on a given prompt. The intervention 
required the participants to use a computer graphic organizer to plan their writing 
composition. The planning sheets and written composition were printed and analyzed 
daily. Data were collected across baseline and intervention on the number of arguments 
and supporting details each participant wrote during planning and in the composition. 
Data were also collected on the number and percentage of arguments and supporting 
details that appeared in planning that transferred to the written compositions. 
Additionally, data were collected on the number of minutes the participants spent on 
planning, total number of words written, total number and mean length of T-units, and 
the overall organization of the composition.  
Across all six dependent variables, increases were noted to varying degree. 
Results of this study demonstrate a substantial increase in the number of supporting 
details written in the planning and composition. Similarly, a group increase of 9% was 
noted for supporting details transferred. In planning, results indicate that the participants 
doubled or tripled the amount of minutes they spent on writing almost immediately after 
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implementation of the intervention. Similarly, results in the writing fluency indicate that 
all participants increased substantially the total number of words they wrote in their 
composition after intervention. The results of syntactical maturity demonstrate that the 
number of T-units increased after intervention for all participants. Likewise, the results of 
the overall organization show increases in the total organizational score for all 
participants as measured by the analytical scoring guide. 
With regards to the number of arguments, the percentage of transferred 
arguments, and the mean length of the T-unit, results were either negligible or varying. 
Negligible results were obtained for the number of arguments planned or written in the 
composition when comparing baseline and intervention performances. When analyzing 
the percentage of transferred arguments, the participants had varying results. Finally, 
negligible to decreasing results were obtained for the mean length of the T-unit for all 
participants. 
This study provides evidence for the use of computer graphic organizers as a 
strategy to assist Hispanic students with SLD in their written compositions. Since this 
study was conducted with only seventh and eighth grade Hispanic students with SLD, 
generalizations of the results can only be made about this specific population. This study 
extends the limited research on computer graphic organizers and writing with Hispanic 
students with SLD by demonstrating the effects of computer graphic organizers on the 
writings of this particular group of students. Furthermore, this study extends the literature 
by adding information on the analysis of the different variables investigated. It enriches 
the literature by providing information on the number of supporting details created by 
using the computer graphic organizer, which has not been studied. Furthermore, it 
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increases the literature base on the use of computer graphic organizers to increase the 
number of supporting details written by Hispanic students with SLD. The study extends 
the existing literature by adding measurable results to the effects of computer graphic 
organizers on the amount of time these students spend planning. Additionally, this study 
removed the confounding effects of previous studies by adding quantifiable data to the 
effects of the intervention on the writing fluency and syntactical maturity of Hispanic 
students with SLD. Finally, the study supports the existing literature on the use of 
computer graphic organizers to improve the overall organization of the composition.  
Recent literature suggests that CLD students with SLD may benefit from the use 
of computer graphic organizers due to the ability of graphic organizers to pictorially and 
visually represent information in an organized manner (e.g., August, 2006; Monroe & 
Troia, 2006; Sitko et al., 2005). The computer graphic organizer used in this study was 
effective in improving the persuasive writing compositions of Hispanic students with 
SLD. Educators should consider the use of this writing strategy when working with this 
population and persuasive writing.  
Several delimitations and limitations to the study should be recognized. Due to 
the nature of single subject design, this study was limited to a small number of 
participants. The population used for this study was specifically chosen to be Hispanic 
middle school students with SLD. Subsequently, the results are limited to this population 
of students. The time of the year in which the study occurred brought several days off 
from school, meetings, early dismissals, and graduation of the participants which 
presented some study limitations. The participants were not given the option to choose 
their writing prompts which may have affected the study’s outcome. Finally, the 
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familiarity of the researcher to the participants may have had some effects on the 
participants’ performances. 
Future research should investigate the effects of computer graphic organizers on 
the writing compositions of different populations of learners. Furthermore, future 
research should consider investigating the use of different components of the graphic 
organizer program, different computer graphic programs, and the effects of graphic 
organizers with other genres of writing. 
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CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
Title: THE USE OF COMPUTER GRAPHIC ORGANIZER FOR PERSUASIVE WRITING BY HISPANIC 
STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITIES 
Your child is being considered as a candidate for a research study. The investigator of this study is Caridad H. Unzueta 
and she is a doctoral candidate at FIU. The study will include approximately four children with specific learning 
disabilities in written expression. The study will require about 1 hour of your child’s time daily for approximately 6 to 
8 weeks. The study investigates the use of a writing strategy to help improve persuasive writing. Your child will also 
receive a consent form explaining the study.   
If you permit your child to be a part of the study, your child will be asked to stay after school for approximately 1 hour 
daily. During this time, your child will first be taught how to write a persuasive essay and then be asked to write several 
persuasive essays. The researcher will be collecting data on the various aspects of the written essay including the 
overall organization of the essay, quality, and quantity of words and sentences used. Upon analyses of these essays, 
your child will then be taught how to use a computer graphic organizer to write his or her essays. Your child will then 
be asked to write several more essays using this writing strategy.  
The data collected will be identified by a pseudonym only and not your child’s name. All of the information is private 
and will not be shared with anyone unless required by law. The data will be presented in a graph like table. The results 
will be presented as part of a dissertation and may appear in a paper as well. 
You and your child may ask questions regarding the study at any time. Participation in this study is strictly voluntary 
and will not affect your child’s academic courses. You may withdraw your child from the study at any time if you feel 
in any way uncomfortable. There is no cost to you for your child’s participation in the study. This study will provide 
him or her with additional writing instruction and support. 
If you would like to know more about this research after it is finished, you can contact Caridad Unzueta at 305-408-
4882. If you feel that you or your child were mistreated or you have questions about your rights as a volunteer in this 
research study you may contact Dr. Patricia Price, the Chairperson of the FIU Institutional Review Board at 305-348-
2618 or 305-348-2494. 
Thank you for your time. 
 
 
Caridad H. Unzueta 
Florida International University 
 
This study has been explained to me. All of my questions have been answered to my liking. I am aware of my child and 
my rights and I agree to be in the study. I give permission for my child _________________________________ to be 
in the study.   
 
 
______________________________________  ________________ 
Signature of Participant  Date 
 
 
I have explained the research procedure, subject rights and answered questions asked by the participant. I have offered 
him/her a copy of this informed consent form. 
 
_______________________________________   ________________ 
Signature of Witness     Date 
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ASSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
Title: THE USE OF COMPUTER GRAPHIC ORGANIZER FOR PERSUASIVE WRITING BY 
HISPANIC STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITIES 
 
My name is Caridad H. Unzueta and I am a doctoral candidate at Florida International University. You are 
being asked to participate in a research study. The study will investigate the use of a computer graphic 
organizer to help you write persuasive essays.   
I will need to get permission from your parent before you help with the study. If you decide to help, you 
will go to the computer lab four (4) times a week.   
1) I will teach you how to write a persuasive essay.   
2) You will be asked to write several persuasive essays.  
3) I will collect data from your essays. 
4) I will teach you how to use the computer graphic organizer to write your persuasive essay.   
5) You will then be asked to write several more persuasive essays using the computer graphic 
organizers.   
6) I will collect data again from your essays. 
The activity should take less than an hour to complete. There is no charge or payment for your help. Using 
the computer graphic organizer during your participation will not harm you in any way. It can only help 
make your writing better. Your help with this project will not help or hurt your school grades. I only want 
you to try your best. You or your parent may ask to stop participating at any time. 
No one will know your writing scores or information about you. Only I will know which scores are yours. I 
will write about them in my research paper using a different name.  
If you have questions you may ask at any time. If you have questions about the study, you or your parent 
can call me, Caridad H. Unzueta, at 305-408-4882. If you or your parent feels like you were not treated 
fairly during the study or you have questions regarding your rights as a volunteer in this research study you 
may call Dr. Patricia Price, the Chairperson of the Institutional Review Board at 305-348-2618 or 305-348-
2494. 
If you would like to be in the study, sign below.  You will get a copy of this form.     
 
_____________________________ _________________________   
               Sign Here           Date 
_____________________________        _________________________ 
    Investigator: Caridad H. Unzueta  Date               
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Technology Skills Assessment Essay and Instructions 
 
 
Directions:  
1. Open a new Word document. 
2. Save the Word document as Test 1 on the hard drive. 
3. Copy the following paragraph into the Word page. 
 
The purpose of a persuasive essay is to change a reader’s opinions on a topic. A 
persuasive essay needs planning. Planning includes choosing, researching, and 
outlining a topic. The first step for writing a persuasive essay is to decide what 
you are trying to persuade someone to believe. The next step is to collect 
information to support your arguments and organize them in a graphic 
organizer. Afterwards an outline will help organize the flow of the sentences and 
of the paragraphs. A draft is then made from this outline. Once the draft is 
complete, the editing and rewriting begins. Writing a persuasive essay. 
 
 
4. Indent the first sentence, so that it looks like a paragraph. 
5. Highlight the whole paragraph and double space it. 
6. Change the margins of the whole document to be 1” all around. 
7. Make the last sentence Bold.  
8. Cut the last sentence and move it to the top of the paragraph. 
9. Make this sentence the title therefore hit enter after it to separate it from the 
paragraph. 
10. Center the title. 
11. Save the work onto your flash drive. 
12. Print the paragraph and write your name on it.  
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Technology Skills Assessment Checklist 
 
 
Participant:______________    Date: _________________ 
 
Please check off if the participant is able to accomplish the following tasks: 
__________ 1. Open a new Word document. 
__________ 2. Save the Word document. 
__________ 3. Copy text into a document. 
__________ 4. Indent the first sentence using a tab. 
__________ 5. Highlight the whole paragraph 
__________ 6. Double space a paragraph. 
__________ 7. Change the margins. 
__________ 8. Use the Bold feature.  
__________ 9. Use the cut and paste features. 
__________ 10. Use the Center the feature. 
__________ 11. Save the work. 
__________ 12. Print a document 
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Writing Prompts  *Adapted and modified from Learning Express (2003). 
 
1. Many people believe that television violence has a negative effect on society 
because it promotes violence. Do you agree or disagree? Use specific reasons and 
examples to support your response. 
2. According to some people, children should not be allowed to get a driver’s license 
until the age of 18. Explain what you think and why. 
3. In order to save money, your principal is thinking about canceling all field trips 
for the remainder of the year. Write an essay persuading him or her to allow 
students to continue attending field trips. Use specific reasons and examples to 
support your response.  
4. Take a position on whether a student should or should not be issued a driver’s 
license unless he has graduated from high school. State your position and explain 
why a student should or should not be issued a driver’s license unless he has 
graduated from high school. 
5. In order to save money, your principal is thinking about canceling all sports for 
the remainder of the year. Write an essay persuading him or her to allow students 
to continue participating in sports. Use specific reasons and examples to support 
your response.  
6. Take a position on whether middle school students should have homework 
assignments on weekends. 
7. Many people volunteer their time to help others, either through non-profit 
organizations, churches, or other charitable venues. Write an essay convincing 
readers to find a charity and volunteer their time. 
8. We all have favorite activities that we enjoy. Write an essay convincing readers to 
try the activity that you enjoy most. 
9. Think about your favorite sport. Convince your friend that this is the right sport 
for him or her to join. 
10. Research shows that the average American watches as much as six hours of 
television each day. Do you think this is too much? Write an essay convincing 
readers to spend less time in front of the TV? 
11. Many junior high and high schools around the country now require students to 
spend a certain number of hours each term doing volunteer work or community 
service. Some people believe this is an excellent idea that promotes good 
citizenship and cultivates compassion. Others feel that forced volunteerism is not 
volunteerism at all. How do you feel about this issue? Use specific reasons and 
examples to support your position. 
12. Think of your favorite place to eat. Write an essay convincing your school to 
order food from this place for the class party. 
13. Most states allow people to get a driver’s license at the age of 16. Some people 
feel that 16 is much too young for the responsibility that comes with driving a car 
and that teenagers should not be allowed to drive until the age of 18. In your 
opinion, at what age should people be allowed to drive and why? 
14. Many people believe that teenage children should not own cell phones. How do 
you feel about this issue? State your position and explain your reasons with 
specific examples. 
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15. Write an essay convincing readers to break a specific habit that is harmful to their 
physical, emotional, or financial health. 
16. Have you ever traveled to a place that you found very meaningful and rewarding? 
Write an essay that persuades others to visit this important place. 
17. Some people believe that certain television programs are good to watch. State one 
such program and convince the reader that they should watch this program. 
18. Many students believe that homework is not necessary and should be eliminated. 
Others believe that it helps them learn. Should homework be eliminated? Why or 
why not? State your position and support it with specific reasons and examples. 
19. Think of your favorite television program. Convince a friend that he or she should 
be watching this show. 
20. Good habits improve our physical, emotional, and/ or financial health. Select one 
of your good habits and write an essay persuading readers to make that habit part 
of their lives. 
21. What is your all-time favorite book and why? Write an essay persuading readers 
to read this book. 
22. What is your all-time favorite movie and why? Write an essay persuading readers 
to watch this film. 
23. Today, there are more and more reality shows on television. Do these shows make 
good television? Why or why not? Explain your answer using specific reasons 
and examples. 
24. Take a position on whether students should or should not be allowed to take 
calculators into the math classrooms. State your position and explain why students 
should or should not be allowed to take calculators into the math classroom. 
25. Is “an eye for an eye” a good basis for determining an appropriate punishment? 
Why or why not? Use specific reasons and examples to explain your position. 
26. Take a position on whether adolescents should or should not be allowed to get a 
tattoo. State your position and explain why adolescents should or should not be 
allowed to get a tattoo. 
27. Many cities suffer from serious air and noise pollution- as well as endless traffic 
jams- because of too many cars. Some people feel that cities with extensive public 
transportation systems should ban passenger cars and force people to walk, bike, 
or use public transportation. Do you think this is a good idea? Why or why not? 
28. On today’s talk shows, guests and audience members often argue heatedly with 
each other, and on more than one occasion, guest and audience members have 
been hurt. Do today’s talk shows go too far? Explain your answer. 
29. Take a position on whether parents should or should not limit the amount of daily 
time spent on the internet. State your position and explain why parents should or 
should not limit the amount of daily time spent on the internet. 
30. Have you ever done something that you know improved your life or the lives of 
others? Write an essay that convinces readers to take action for the better of 
themselves or someone else. 
31. Carpooling, recycling, and planting trees are all activities that are good for the 
environment. Write an essay convincing readers to actively participate in one of 
these activities. 
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32. The Internet includes many websites with images and content that are 
inappropriate. Should websites like these be censored by parents? Why or why 
not? State your position and support it with specific reasons and examples. 
33. Some people prefer to live in the quiet of the country; others prefer the hustle and 
bustle of the city. Which do you think is the better choice? State your position and 
support it with specific reasons and examples.  
34. Is there a book that you feel should be required reading for everyone? Write an 
essay persuading your audience to read this book? 
35. Some people go right on to college after high school; others take a year or more 
off to work or travel. Which do you think is the better choice? State your position 
and support it with specific reasons and examples. 
36. Today’s top professional athletes often have salaries and bonuses in the tens of 
millions of dollars. Do you think these athletes deserve such high compensation? 
Why or why not? Explain your position and use specific reasons and examples. 
37. Many parents do not allow their children to play with toy guns. In your opinion, is 
this a wise decision? Explain what you think parents should do about toy guns and 
why. 
38. Some people think of the United States as a nation of “couch potatoes.” Write an 
essay persuading readers to be more physically active. 
39. Write a persuasive essay trying to convince your principal to allow students to use 
laptops in school. Use specific reasons and examples to explain your answer. 
40. Some people believe that students aren’t learning enough in school. Should 
classes be more difficult or are they at the right level now? Explain your answer 
using specific reasons and examples.  
41. Sometimes parents or adults do not tell children that a loved one is sick or dying 
for fear that they will not be able to handle the news. Do you agree with this 
belief? Why or why not? 
42. Some people fish to eat what they catch; others fish simply for the “sport,” 
returning the fish to the water after they’ve caught it. Many animal rights activists 
argue that sport fishing is cruel and should be abolished. How do you feel about 
this issue? State your position and support it with specific reasons and examples. 
43. Some people think that school cafeterias should be required to provide low-fat 
and/or vegetarian lunch options to accommodate the eating habits of all students. 
Do you agree or disagree? Explain your position and use specific reasons and 
examples as support. 
44. Elementary and secondary schools around the country are beginning to actively 
address the problem of bullies. In your opinion, is bullying an issue that should be 
addressed by schools or left to parents? Use specific reasons and examples to 
support your position. 
45. Most private schools require students to wear uniforms. Should public school 
students wear uniforms too? Argue for or against school uniforms for public 
school students. Use specific reasons and examples to support your position. 
46. Do you think that the movie and/or TV ratings systems are effective or useful? 
Use specific reasons and examples to support your position. 
47. Many people believe that honesty is the best policy. In your opinion, is it ever 
okay to lie? Explain your answer using specific reasons and examples. 
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48. Students in your school have been leaving the cafeteria in a mess. In order to 
solve this problem, your principal asked students to take better care of the 
cafeteria, but the problem continued. Your principal’s reaction is to cancel all 
extracurricular activities until the problem is resolved. Do you agree or disagree 
with his reaction? Use specific reasons and examples to support your position. 
49. Your school just received a large sum of money as a gift, how do you think that 
money should be spent? Write an essay convincing school officials to allocate the 
money in the way you think is best for the school. 
50. Many people feel that students are too competitive. Do you agree? If so, is this a 
good thing or a bad thing? Use specific reasons and examples to support your 
answer.  
51. In our increasingly global society, many people feel that all students should be 
required to learn a foreign language before graduating from high school. Do you 
agree? Why or why not? Explain your position using specific reasons and 
examples. 
52. Should people be allowed to drive while talking on a cell phone? Use specific 
reasons and examples to explain your answer.  
53. The network that runs your favorite television show has suddenly decided to 
cancel it. Write a letter convincing the station to continue running the show. 
54. Most students enjoy the long stretch of summer vacation, but some parents and 
educators feel that two and a half months is too long a break from school. Some 
argue that students and families would be better served if the school year were 
extended through July, with a three or four-week break in August, a longer winter 
break, and a week off each in the spring and fall. Should the school year be 
extended or kept the way it is? Why or why not? Explain your answer. 
55. Should a parent limit the amount of Television and video games a child watches 
or plays? Take a position and explain your answer using specific reasons and 
examples. 
56. Your principal has asked you to come up with a lunch menu for the school lunch. 
What would you serve and why? Use specific reasons and examples to support 
your position. 
57. Students who don’t want to write papers can find dozens of sites on the Internet 
that offer essays for sale. Do you think this is a good moral business, or should 
these sites be shut down? Use specific reasons and examples to support your 
answer. 
58. Do you think the high school entrance exam is an accurate measure of a student’s 
abilities to a high school? Support your position with specific examples. 
59. Sometimes people stay quiet rather than saying the whole truth. Is not speaking 
considered lying? Why or why not? Explain your answer. 
60. Many students complain about having to learn history. Why do we need 
knowledge of the past? Write an essay convincing them that learning about the 
past is important. 
61. Some people rather not speak up when they see another person being bullied for 
fear of being bullied as well. Do you agree with this? Why or why not? 
62. Many students believe that being late for school is alright. Do you agree with 
this? Why or why not? Support your position.
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Treatment Fidelity Procedure Sheet and Checklist 
 
 
Completed by: ______________________   Date: ______ 
Place a check mark next to the statement if the behavior is observed. 
General Study Procedures 
1. Open classroom. _____ 
2. Turn on lights and AC. _____ 
3. Turn on the teacher computer and four Dell laptops. _____ 
4. Launch Microsoft® Word 2007 on all the laptops and have a new 
document opened and labeled with the participant’s name. _____ 
5. Greet participants and provide juice and chips for them. _____ 
Persuasive Writing Instructions (Lesson might take more than 1 day) 
1. Follow all of the General Study Procedures. _____ 
2. State: “Today I will teach you what persuasive writing is and the 
components of a persuasive essay. I will use a Powerpoint presentation, of 
which you will be given copies, to explain the objective of a persuasive 
essay and its different parts.” _____ 
3. Pass out the handouts. _____ 
4. Open the Powerpoint presentation and teach the lesson. ______ 
5. State: “Now we will see an example of a good persuasive essay and an 
example of poorly written essay. Together we will score the essays using 
an analytical scoring guide for persuasive writing.” _____ 
6. Pass out scoring rubric and read through it with the participants. _____ 
7. Open good essay on Microsoft® Word. _____ 
8. Read essay together. _____ 
9. Look for the arguments and supporting details. _____ 
10. Score essay together using the rubric. _____ 
11. Open poor essay on Microsoft® Word. ______ 
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12. Read essay together. _____ 
13. Look for the arguments and supporting details. _____ 
14. Have each participant score essay individually and then have them share. 
_____ 
15. Give students a writing prompt. _____ 
16. Have student practice writing a persuasive essay. _____ 
17. Using the rubric, have the students score their own essays. _____ 
18. Save the essays onto the thumb drive and score the essays using the rubric. 
_____ 
19. If the participants are able to compose a persuasive essay that stated 
arguments and supporting details and takes a convincing stand on a 
position, then move on to baseline. Otherwise explain the parts of 
persuasive writing and have the student compose another essay using a 
writing prompt. _____ 
Baseline Procedures and Intervention Procedures 
20. Follow all of the steps of the General Study Procedures. _____ 
21. Give each participant who is still on baseline, two sheets of unlined paper 
and two sharpened number 2 pencils. _____ 
22. Open Inspiration™ and the persuasive template for the participants on 
intervention. _____ 
23. State: “Today, you will be given a writing prompt and asked to compose a 
persuasive essay on a prompt. The writing prompt is [read from prompt]. 
You will have a total of 40 minutes to write your essay. You must state 
your position, either you agree or disagree with the prompt. Remember the 
mnemonic TREE as you write your essays. T stands for Tell your position, 
R stands for the three reasons, E tells you to end or conclude your essay 
and the final E stands for examining or editing your writing. Those of you 
trained with Inspiration must use Inspiration for any planning or 
prewriting. Those not trained may use the paper and pencil for any 
planning or prewriting. All final drafts must be typed using Microsoft® 
Word. You will be given up to 15 minutes for your planning. After 15 
minutes you will be asked to move on to the writing. You do not need to 
wait to move on, simply raise your hand and inform me. After 20 minutes 
you will be asked to begin your editing. Are there any questions? You may 
begin.” _____ 
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24. After 15 minutes remind the students to move on to the writing stage (if 
they have not done so). ____ 
25. After 20 more minutes remind the students to move on to the editing stage 
(if they have not done so). _____ 
26. After 5 more minutes ask the participants to stop if they have not done so. 
Save all of their essays on the thumb drive and all planning work done 
either by hand or on Inspiration. _____ 
Intervention Training of Inspiration™ 8.0 
27. As soon as a participant is ready to get trained on the computer graphic 
organizer, Inspiration™ 8.0, he or she will be given training on the 
program during the trainer’s planning time. _____ 
28. The program Inspiration™ will be opened to the persuasive writing 
template. _____ 
29. The participant will be taught how to create a main cluster, add and link 
clusters to it. He or she will also learn how to change the look of the 
clusters, font and colors. _____ 
30. After the participant has learned how to create clusters, the outline mode 
will be taught. Here the participant will learn how to move and reorganize 
sentences and the order of paragraphs. _____ 
31. The participant will then be taught how to transfer the outline from 
Inspiration™ 8.0 to Microsoft® Word. In Microsoft® Word the participant 
will then learn how to convert the outline into paragraphs to finish the 
essay. _____ 
Note any deviations or comments here. 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Scoring Sheet 
 
Participant: __________ Date: _____________   Phase: ____  Session #:____ 
Minutes Planning: ________ Minutes Writing and Editing: _______ 
Start Time: ________  End of Writing Time: ________ 
End of Planning: _______ End of Editing Time: ________ 
1. Arguments and Supporting Details 
Arguments will be defined as a series of statements that establish a position to the 
premise (Andrews, 1995). An argument is composed of supporting details that help 
give logical support or rationale to the argument. Supporting details will be defined as 
the number of statements containing facts, logical support, or examples that support 
the writer’s arguments and point of view. 
During Planning Stage: 
Arguments Supporting Details 
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Total number of arguments: __________ Total number of supporting details: ________ 
Present in the written essay. 
Arguments Supporting Details 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
Total number of arguments: ________ Total number or supporting details: _______ 
Total number of arguments present in planning and written essay: _______ 
Total number of supporting details present in planning and written essay: _______ 
2. Writing Fluency 
The writing fluency is measured by the number of written words including 
misspelled or garbled words in the written essay. 
Total number of words in the essay: _____________ 
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3. Syntax 
A T-unit is the shortest grammatically allowed sentence without creating any 
fragments between T-units. It must contain a subject and a predicate. It also contains 
any dependent clause that would be a fragment if not attached to the sentence. 
Read the essay. Separate the T-units by creating a slash after each complete T-unit. 
Count the total number of slashes. 
Total number of T-units: ____________________ 
Length of each T-unit is the number of words in the T-unit. Record each one below. 
T-unit Length  T-unit Length  T-unit Length  T-unit Length 
1   9   17   25  
2   10   18   26  
3   11   19   27  
4   12   20   28  
5   13   21   29  
6   14   22   30  
7   15   23   31  
8   16   24   32  
 
Average length of the T-unit (total number of words divided by total number of T-
units): _______________ 
4. Overall Organization  
The Analytic Trait-Scoring Rubric (adapted from Monroe & Trioa, 2006) allows the 
rater to score each organization aspect of the essay individually. Circle the 
appropriate score for each trait below. 
 
Premise/ Argument/Content 
6 Exceptionally clear, focused, and interesting: Writing holds the reader's attention 
throughout. Main premise and arguments stand out and are developed by strong 
support and rich details suitable to the audience. 
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5 Clear, focused, and interesting. Writing holds the reader's attention. Main premise 
and arguments stand out and are developed by supporting details suitable to the 
audience. 
4 Clear and focused: Reader can easily understand the main premise. Supporting 
details are present, although it may be limited or rather general. 
3 Reader can understand main premise and arguments, although they may be overly 
broad or simplistic. Supporting details is often limited, insubstantial, overly 
general, or occasionally off topic. 
2 Main premise and arguments are somewhat unclear or development is attempted 
but minimal. 
1 Writing lacks a central premise. Paper is too short to develop arguments. 
Organization 
6 Organization enhances the central premise and its development. Order and 
structure are compelling and move the reader through the text easily. 
5 Organization enhances the central premise and its development. Order and 
structure move the reader through the text. 
4 Organization is clear and coherent. Order and structure are present but formulaic. 
3 Attempt made to organize writing, however, the overall structure is inconsistent or 
skeletal. 
2 Lacks structure. An occasional organizational device is discernible, however, the 
writing is either difficult to follow or the piece is simply too short to demonstrate 
organizational skills. 
1 Writing lacks coherence. Organization seems haphazard and disjointed. Reader is 
confused. 
Sentence Fluency 
6 Writing has an effective flow and rhythm. Sentences show a high degree of 
craftsmanship, with consistently strong and varied structure that makes expressive 
oral reading easy and enjoyable. 
5 Writing has an easy flow and rhythm. Sentences are carefully crafted, with strong 
and varied structure that makes expressive oral reading easy and enjoyable. 
4 Writing flows, however, connections between phrases or sentences may be less 
than fluid. Sentence patterns are somewhat varied, contributing to ease in oral 
reading. 
3 Writing is mechanical rather than fluid. Occasional awkward constructions may 
force rereading. 
2 Writing tends to be either choppy or rambling. Awkward constructions often force 
rereading. 
1 Writing is difficult to follow. Sentences tend to be incomplete, rambling, or very 
awkward. 
Word Choice 
6 Word choice is very well suited for the piece. The vocabulary is exceptionally 
clear and precise. Lively and memorable words paint a strong image in the 
reader's mind. 
5 Word choice is well suited for the piece. The vocabulary is clear and precise. 
Some lively and memorable words help paint a strong image in the reader's mind. 
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4 Word choice is adequate for the piece. The vocabulary is mostly clear and concise, 
but economy of expression could be improved. Some well-chosen words help the 
reader paint a mental image. 
3 Word choice lacks precision, although it is generally acceptable. Economy of 
expression could be greatly improved. The reader must struggle to create a mental 
image because so many words lack vividness. 
2 Word choice is generally poor. Many words lack explicitness or are used 
incorrectly. Some redundancy is evident. A mental image is almost impossible to 
create given the vagueness of the chosen vocabulary. 
1 Word choice is very poor and may be indicative of a limited vocabulary. The 
chosen words are vague or are used incorrectly. Much redundancy is evident. The 
reader is confused and unable to paint a mental image. 
Conventions 
6 Writing demonstrates exceptionally strong control of standard writing 
conventions (i.e., spelling, capitalization, and punctuation) and uses them 
effectively to enhance communication. Paper is free from errors or they are very 
minor. 
5 Writing demonstrates strong control of standard writing conventions and uses 
them effectively to enhance communication. Errors are few and noticeable only if 
reader searches for them. 
4 Writing demonstrates control of standard writing conventions. Minor errors, while 
perhaps noticeable, do not impede readability. 
3 Writing demonstrates limited control of standard writing conventions. Errors 
impede readability. 
2 Writing demonstrates little control of standard writing conventions. Frequent, 
significant errors impede readability. 
1 Numerous errors in standard writing conventions make text very difficult to read. 
Severity and frequency of errors are overwhelming. Reader finds it difficult to 
focus on message and must reread. 
 
Sum of Score: ______________________ 
Average score in writing from writing rubric: _______ 
(Sum of scores divided by 5)
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Arguments and Supporting Details  
         
Participant:_________ Rater:       
A=Arguments     SD= Supporting Details   
Date Writing Planning Written Essay Planning to Essay 
  
Prompt 
# 
# of 
Arguments 
# of 
Supporting 
Details 
# of 
Arguments 
# of 
Supporting 
Details 
# of 
Arguments 
# of 
Supporting 
Details 
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Writing Fluency 
    
    
Participant:________________________ Rater: ________ 
    
Date Writing  Total Fluency 
   Prompt # # of Words Rate 
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Syntax Log 
    
Participant: _______________ Rater: __________ 
    
Date Writing  Total Average # of  
  Prompt # # of T-Units Words in T-unit 
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Overall Organization 
 
 
Participant: __________________ Rater: ________________ 
        
P=Premise/ Argument O=Organization  S=Sentence Fluency W=Word Choice C= Conventions 
Rating Scale is from 1 to 6.       
Date Writing  P O S W C Average 
  Prompt #           Score 
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Inter-Observer Agreement (IOA) Form 
 
Participant: ____________________________ 
 
Prompt #: ___    Session Date: ____________ 
 
Directions: This sheet compares the data collected by the researcher with the data 
collected by the second observer. Using the data sheets independently completed 
by the researcher and the observer, do a comparison of their marks in each of the 
following three categories.  
 
Arguments and Supporting Details 
 
Arguments and Supporting Details in Planning Stage 
 
# of Arguments agreed upon:  ____________ 
# of Arguments in disagreement: __________ 
 
# of Supporting Details agreed upon: _________ 
# of Supporting Details in disagreement:_______ 
 
Arguments and Supporting Details in Written Essay 
 
# of Arguments agreed upon:  ____________ 
# of Arguments in disagreement: __________ 
 
# of Supporting Details agreed upon: _________ 
# of Supporting Details in disagreement:_______ 
 
Arguments and Supporting Details in Planning that appear in Written Essay 
 
# of Arguments agreed upon:  ____________ 
# of Arguments in disagreement: __________ 
 
# of Supporting Details agreed upon: _________ 
# of Supporting Details in disagreement:_______ 
 
 
Total # of Agreements _____ ÷ # Total # of Disagreements with Agreements _____ × 
100 = ______ % IOA 
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Writing Fluency 
 
# of words from rater 1:  ____________ 
# of words from rater 2: __________ 
 
 
Smaller # of the 2 _____ ÷ greater ________× 100 = ______ % IOA 
 
Syntax 
 
# of T-units from rater 1:  ________ 
# of T-units from rater 2: ________ 
 
 
Smaller # of the 2 _____ ÷ greater ________× 100 = ______ % IOA 
 
Organization 
 Total Score from Rater 1: _______ 
 Total Score from Rater 2:________ 
 
 
Smaller # of the 2 _____ ÷ greater ________× 100 = ______ % IOA 
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Persuasive Writing Template  
*adapted and modified from Inspiration™ 8.0 Templates 
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Outline of Presentation 
Persuasive Writing 
 
Persuasive Essays 
 Is a written essay in which a writer presents a case for or against a particular 
position.  
 Each logical supporting argument, powerful image, or striking verbal phrase is 
a step towards persuading your audience to your cause. 
Persuasive Essays 
 Deal with an issue that has more than one side 
 Has a clear organization that builds toward a conclusion. 
 States clearly the writer’s position or premise. 
 Includes arguments supporting the writer’s position: statistics, expert 
opinions, and personal observations 
 Uses powerful images verbal or pictorial 
Audience and Purpose 
 Audience: Whom you want to convince 
 Purpose: To convince the reader to your cause. 
Providing Support 
 Logical Arguments-  Take your readers step-by-step through your argument 
and present accurate evidence to earn their trust 
 Appeal to basic values-  Call on ideas that all readers support 
 Appeal to emotions-  May take form of a brief story or vivid image 
 Repetition and parallelism-  The use of sentences with identical forms 
strengthen your presentation 
How to structure the essay: TREE 
 Tell: State what your position is and where you stand.  
 Reasons: Provide at least three reasons (arguments) with supporting 
statements (each one should be a paragraph). 
 End: Conclude your essay by restating your position 
 Edit: Check your essay, not only for grammar but for organization 
Example 1: (adapted from Hoover, et al., 1995) 
  
One day my class earned some money. And we have to decide how to spend it 
and I think I got an idea. I think we should give it to the school because can buy materials 
for the clases or they could put more equipment for gym. Or we could give it to the 
neighborhood and they could buy like plants to put around the streets and stuff. I think 
that because the buget the school do not have the money to buy that stuff but if some 
classes could raise some money that would be great! So see hear I have a great way to 
spend the money 
 
Example 2: (adapted from Hoover, et al., 1995) 
 
 I think that the extra money should be used to build a new, larger gym at our 
school. The gym we have right now is much too small, and has no bleachers. Because of 
this, few people get to cheer on or basketball teams. There is only a couple of feet 
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between the walls of the gym and the out- of-bounds line, so spectators are sometimes 
interfering with play. Also, if more spectators came, the school would get more money 
from admission fees and food or drinks that are sold. 
 A new gym would also help with our PE classes. As it is, the gym is very 
crowded when a whole grade is inside for PE. A larger gym would make PE more 
enjoyable on rainy days when we have to stay inside because of more room for us to play. 
It would be safer, too, since we wouldn’t be running into each other and tripping over 
somebody else’s feet. This way, there would be a lot less risk of someone getting injured. 
 A bigger gym would make the athletic program at our school better. The 
basketball players could practice in a regular size gym, and perform better when they are 
at another school to play a game. With new equipment, everybody could do something 
that they enjoy, instead of being bored with PE or not participating. People in my school 
could stay in shape, and enjoy doing it. 
 The gym is not in as good shape as it should be. The basketball backboards have 
been around a while and are not in great shape. The floor is slippery, and the stage at one 
end of the gym gets in the way. People often knock balls up there, and have to delay 
whatever game they’re playing to get the ball. 
 A new longer gym could make the school safer, look better for the school, and 
would make PE more enjoyable.  
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Persuasive Writing Components Assessment 
 
Participant: _________________________ 
 
Student was able to successfully: 
 __________ 1. Locate the premise statement of the essay. 
 __________ 2. Locate at least 3 arguments supporting the premise. 
 __________ 3. Locate at least 1 supporting detail for each argument found. 
 __________ 4. Locate the conclusion paragraph. 
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